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of an Ai-4.5Zn-2.S4j
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By B J BORAN

ABgnWST
Bxperijiiental results are presented here for a 7017-T651 AlZnA^
alloy uhere stress oorrosion csadc growth data on ociqpact tension
an] double cantilever beam specimens has been obtained In
d istilled water, water saturated air vapour and acjueous ohlorlde
enviroments over a range of taqperatures. The results,
including fracture surf^K» examination, are interpreted as
Indicating that a hydrogen embrittlement mechanian Is operative
whereby hydrogen, generated by a oorroslon reaction, embrittles
the alloy. Activation energy deteminatlcns have been made for
stress oorroelon cradc growth a t the free oorroslon potential,
and the activation energy results have been Interireted as
Indloatlng that the sane process is rate ocntrolllng during both
region I and region II cradc growth.
Hydrogen diffusion in AlZnMg has been investigated by
electrochemical permeation and gas ohrxmatography technU^ies.
I t was found that the sensitivity of the electrochemioal
permeation tecdmique is not sufficient to detect a permea tion
transient due to )v<^hogen. However, the diffusion coefficient
for hydrogen in AlZnMg was determined by gas (duxmatograpiv
oAw a range of temperaturas. A c r itic « is made of
previous reported measureemnts of iQdrogen diffusion in an AlZnMg
alloy by electroohemical permeation. The average diffusion rate
of hydrogen in AlZnMg alloy material using gas ohrcmatography on
hollow cylindrloal specimens was determined.
Finally, the surface reactions between polished AlZnMg alloy
surfaces and d istilled water, water saturated a ir vapour and
aqueous chloride solutions have been Investigated to determine
the rate of hydrogen production and the morphology of the
reacrtion prxxlucts. I t was shown that the reaction of water
saturated a ir vapour with the cxmnerclal AlZnMg alloy surfacse did
not exhibit specificity with respect to grain boundary attach,
unlllce the specificity shown by high purity versions of these
alloys. The oontrlbutlon of these studies to the understanding
stress aorcosion cradc growth by a hydrogen embrittlement
mechanism is disoissed.
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1.0 nnwcPUCTicw
Aluniniim is one of the so called " li^ t" metals which along with
magnesium and titanium lave gained in technological importance,
in particular since 1950, v*ien world aluminium production
surpassed copper production.
The relative densities of these three metals range from 1.7
(magnesium) to 4.5 (titanium) which contrasts with relative
densities of 7.9 and 8.9 respectively for the older structural
metals iron and copper.
The property of lightness, or more specifically strengthrweight
ratio have led to the association of light metals with
transportation applications, paurticularly in aerospace, landbased military vehicles and cryogenic applications, which has
provided a stimulus for the development of large mjthers of
different alloys during the last forty years. In addition to
th is aspect of w ei^t saving, the light metals possess other
properties of considerable technological iiqpmrtanoe, e.g. the
high corrosion resistance and electrical and thermal
conductivities of altminiim, the machinability of magnesium and
the extreme corrosion resistance of titanium.
Alloys based upon aluminiim-zinc-nagnesium form the so called
high strength group of aluminium based alloys. These alloys are
precipitation hardened and some versions of the alloy are readily
weldable. Importantly, these alloys do not suffer a loss of
strength on welding li)oe many other heat treated alloys as
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natural ageing after welding results in a significant recovery of
strength. Oomnercial weldable alloys in plate form can have a
-2
yield stress in excess of 500 Mta .
The AlZnMg alloys are referenced here by the American National
Standard Alloy and Terper Designation System for Aluniniun (ANSI
H35.1). The 7XXX range of alloys refer to the AlZnHg and
AlZrtigCu alloys. The third and fourth digits serve to identify
the different alirtiiniim alloys in the group. The second digit
indicates variants in an alloy type e.g. the designation 7475
represents a slight ocrqpositlon change from 7075. An "X" pre
fixed in the alloy designation (e.g. X7991) denotes an
egqperimental alloy.
T^oper designations follow the alloy designation and are based
on a sequence of different treatments to produce the different
tajpers. the basic tenper designations consist of letters
that follow a hyphen after the alloy designation, e.g. P(as
fabricated), 0 (annaalad), H (strain hardened), W (solution heattreated) anl finally the most inportant tenper for the 7XXX
series of alloys, T, which designates a thermally treated allxjy
where thermal treatment produces a stable tenper other than F, 0
or H etc. T'enper desigiutions aure then further subdivided ly up
to three digits as defined in ANSI H 35.1. The T6 and T7 tempers
are inportant here in that they designate alloys which have been
solution treated and artificially aged and alloys which )iave been

solution treated and a rtific ia lly aged beyond their point of
maxiitun strength (cveraged) respectively.
The 7017 alloy specifically is used for high strength v#eldable
armour applications on vehicles (e.g. the Scorpion tank) and
other applications requiring protection against b allistic
projectiles. In applications where a high ballistic performance
is required AlZnMg alloys are used because the aureal density
(weight per unit area), whidi is the governing criterion, is
significantly less tlran that of steel armour. In addition, there
is a requirement to protect against spalling or back damage auid
against fragnentation attack. Clearly there is also a
requirement in the fabrication of military vehicles for good
weldability. The inert gas TIG and MIG methods luce most
frequently used when AlZnHg alloys require to be fabricated by
welding. However, ¡» llis tic performance and weldability are not
the subjects of oorroem here and they w ill not be dealt with
further.
A major problem, (wwever, is the susceptibility of AlZnMg alleys
to attack by stress corrosion which can in some instances lead to
catastrophic failure of the corponent if the crack growth is not
detected in time for remedial action. Stress corrosion cracking
has been a major problem in the development of these allays for
oofimercial service. The literature on the various aspects of
stress corrosion, which is reviewed in Section 2.0, and in
particular the literature on the mechanian by which stress
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corrosion crack growth proceeds has been contentious for many
years. The T73 teinjer for alloy 7075, introduced in 1960, was the
firs t alununium te n ^ r specifically developed to provide high
resistance to stress corrosion cracking. The in itia l use of the
alloy was for hydraulic fittings, where 7075-T73 could replace
2014-T6 (AlCuMg) on an equal strength basis. By 1962, 7075-T73
was replacing higher strength alloys such as 7075-T6 and 7079-T6
in more c ritic a l aerospace applications such as landing gear ^md
hydr^uJlic cylinders. These higher strength alloys in the T6
tenper were susceptible to stress corrosion. By 1964 the
replacement alloy was being used for major structural ccnponents
such as fuselage frames, spars and bulkheads. 7075-T73 alloy is
s till in use today for applications where resistance to stress
corrosion is c ritic a l, however its use is associated with a
decrease in the strength level available to the designer. The
-2
-2
yield stress of the alloy is 420 ^Hn ocnpared with 500 N4n
for the T6 tenper.
The excellent service record of AlZnHgCU permitted development of
alloys and tenpers with an intermediate resistance to SOC,
beginning with 7175-T736 in 1968. These newer alloys were used
in applications where some reduction in resistance to stress
corrosion could be tolerated in favour of higher strength or
toughness.
Early proposals concerning the mechanism by which stress
corrosion cracking took place were based upon oot^siderations of
anodic dissolution. The literature on these mechanisms is
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reviewed in Section 2.3. As stress corrosion in these alloys is
prinarily intergranular, anodic dissolution mechanisms proposed
were based upon dissolution of anodic phases or regions of the
grain boundary and the precipitate free zone adjacent to the
42
grain boundary. Dix in 1940, made the first proposal based
upon the grain boundary precipitate being anodic to the
alminiuni matrix. Dissolution of the grain boundary precipitate
would leave the grain boundary wealcened emd susceptible to
tearing in the presence of stress. Various developments in
proposed mechanisms of anodic dissolution are reviewed in Section
2.3.2.
Metdianisms for stress corrosion based upon considerations of
hydrogen embrittlement are revie%#ed in Section 2.4. Early
suggestions that a hydrogen embrittlement mechanism nay be
responsible for stress corrosion crack growth in AlZnMg alloys
86
include those of Gest and Troiano in 1972 ¿ud Montgrain and
100
Swann in 1974. These proposals were based upon observations
including the diffusion of hydrogen in AlZnMg alloys and
reversible embrittlement effects and on observations of
microscopically b rittle fracture with no evidence of tearing or
plastic defomation of the fracture surface. Whilst a large
amount of the current literature favours a hydrogen embrittlement
mechfuiism, the exact mechanism is s till contested with a raxnber
of papers in the literature, including for exanple 1^1 and
50
71
Poole and Ford , proposing an anodic dissolution mechanism.

2.0

REVIEW CF THE LITBtMllRE

2.1

PHYSICAL NEEUliURGY GT Al-Zn-f^ AUjOYS

2.1.1 COncositions agid mechanical ctoperties
All the ocmnerclal alloys in the AIZnMg group ocntain more zinc
than magnesiuti, h i^ Zn'fMg levels produce the best strength and
the best response to heat treatment, along with the greatest
susceptibility to stress corrosion. Low Zn-«^ levels produce the
best weldability and the least quench sensitivity. Ihe alloys are
mainly used in the wrought form because of their limited
castability. Ihe 7017 alloy is a mediin strength, weldable alloy
-2
with a typical ultimate tensile straigth of 485 >Nn , a 0.2%
-2
proof stress of 435 H%n euid a longitudinal elongation of 11%
when heat treated to its hißtest strength condition (T651). In
this alloy the Zn:Mg ratio is 2 euid the ocnposition is nominally
Zn 5%, Ng 2.5%.
Most oottmercial alloys teive a Zn:Mg ratio of 2 - 4 with copper
being the other major alloying addition. Clapper reduces stress
oorrosion susoeptilibity at the eoqpense of weldability where
additions drastically increase cradring in the heat affected zone
by iiviTeasing the hot shortness of the alloy. A typical copper
containing alloy is 7475 with a nomirel oonposition of Zn 5.7% Mg
2.25% CU 1.5%, i.e . with a Zn:Mg ratio of 2.5. The 7475 alloy has
-2
-2
a IfTS of 530
, a 0.2% proof stress of 460 W*n and a
longitudinal elongation of 9% in the same peak aged condition,
T651. TV«o other meohauucal properties are uportant when
considering these alloys and their end uses, namely fracture
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txM^iness and fatigue endurance. The origiral versions of these
alloys contained high levels of unxirity elements, especially
iron and silicon. In 7075 alloys these levels are Fe 0.5%, Si
-3/2 2
0.4% giving a fracture tou^viess of 22 M*n
. This lew
fracture toughness is due to coarse and intermediate sized second
phase particles (1-10 ym and 0.03 - 0.5 ym respectively) which
fracture easily when stressed at low levels and leave \roids •.•hich
act as stress raisers, particularly in the case of coarse
3
particles . These second phase particles are either insoluble,
A1 Cu Fe,
Si, or (Fte, f*i) A1 or relatively soluble, CuAl .
7 2
2
6
2
Intermediate sized peaticles such ¿is A1 Mg Cr are formed during
2 2
Ixmogenisation of the ingot. These generally contain the alloying
additions Cr, Mi or Zr and these dispersoids in itiate micro voids
a t the particle - matrix interface thus promoting transgranular
fracture. The precipitates ¿ue however ii^portant in suppressing
recrystallisation and grain growth which would otherwise pranote
intergranular fracture.
7475 is a tougher version of 7075 in which the iron and silicon
levels have been restricted to 0.15% and 0.10% respectively. The
nemganese level has also been reduced from 0.30% to 0.06%,
-3/2
resulting in a fracture toughness of 33 Min
in the T6512
-3/2
ocxiditicxi and 36 Min in the T7351 condition.
In plate form the fracture toughness, along with ether mechanical
properties, is directional due to the panca)ce shape of the grains
which are elongated and flattened in the rolling direction with
many oval shaped grain boundaries exposed in the short transverse

-
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direction (Fig. 1). In a high purity 7075 type alley with a 0.2%
chromitin addition, the fracture toughness, K , shews the
1C
following relationship . (Table 1).

Direction
(Stress axis - crack growth)

-3/2
K (1«tn ) Yield stress
1C
-3/2
(^N11 )
44
41
31

Long-Tramsverse
Tiansverse-Longitudinal
Short Transverse-Longitudinal

445
430
410

Triale 1 The variation in fracture tortm ess with test direction
for a high purity 7075 type alley with 0.2% Or.
The fatigue endurance of a ll aluniniu# alloys at lew values of
cyclio stress intensity, A k, is ronarkably similar, but low in
con%iari9on with other alloy systems. The cyclic stress intensity
being a more dominant factor in determining fatigue endurance than
alloy oor%xasition and microstructure. Whilst alumlnim alloys, in
cemnon with other non-ferrous alloys, do not have a fatigue lim it,
no alloy development has been reported that has a higher cyclic
stress intensity lim it, A K , than 2M%n
o
At high values of A* aliminimum alloys show marked variations in
fatigue crack growth rate, the alloys with higher fracture
toughness showing lower fatigue crack grwth rates. For instance,
-6
alloy 7475 -T6 has a fatigue crack growth of 7 x 10 m/cycle at a
-9-

A
ZA
K of 40 INn at 20 H2 in laboratory air, whilst 7075 -T6 has
-5
a fatigue crack growth rate of 2 x 10 m/cycle under the same
4
ccnditicns .

2.1.2

Age hemdenirw

The 7XXX series are popecipitation hardening alloys. The
precipitaticn of GUinier-Preston (GP) zones and platelets leads to
a difference in microstructure between the matrix and the grain
boundary which is thought to be iinportant in the stress oorrosion
craoking (SOC) and oorrosion fatigue of these alloys. The
different heat treatments given at the solution treatment and
ageing stages also result in different stress corrosion (SC)
susceptibilities, so these processes w ill be dealt with in some
detail.
The prinary strengthening constituents in 7XXX series alloys are
zinc and nagnesiun vhich have equilibriian solid solubilities of
o
o5
70% and 17.4% respectively at 450 C and of 2% each at 20 C .
The Raximjm strength cam ercial taiper for these alloys is T651
involves the following treatment:
o
Hot rolled
o
o
Solution treated a t 400 - 500 C
o
Cold water quenched
o
Controlled stretch (typically 1-2%)
o
46 hours at room tenperature for zone development
o
o
o
Aged at 90 C fcjr 8 hours and 150 C for 8 hours

-
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This temper also corresponds to the naxinun stress corrosion
susceptibility. The T6 ten^jer denotes solution heat treatment and
a rtific ia l ageing and the T7 ten^per denotes solution heat
treatment followed by overageing which results in a lower t«isile
strength and higher stress corrosion resistance. Tensile strength
is reduced by 15 - 20% in the ccnmercial T7351 temper; -51 after
the temper disignation indicates a controlled stretch after
quenching of the alloy.
The super saturated solid solution formed after solution heat
treatment of a 7017 type alloy is aluminium with a vacancy and
dislocation concentration governed by the thermomechanical
history, together with intermetallics formed by impurities and
alloying evlditions. The solution heat treatment temperature is
below the recrystallisation temperature and little or no
o
recrystallisation takes place. A temperature of 450 C is an
adeq^te solution treatment temperature for most AlZnHg alloys
(Fig 2). During solution heat treatment clustering t£jces place of
zinc and magnesiun due to their rejection fromi the aluBiniiaa
lattice. The repulsions originate from steric effects, valency
effects auid the effect of interaction with vacancies. Magnesium
and zinc are repelled by the lattice towards vacancies and
6,7
dislocations, while magnesium has an affinity towards zinc
Oienching in water yields a disordered super saturated solid
6
solution with vacancies, screw dislocations and dislocation
loops. At temperatures below the GP zone solvus, which is a
function of composition and vacancy concentration, the solid

-
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Fi* 2.

Al-Zn-Me

ph«se

diacTM.

the 200®C section showinc

solid solubility curves st 350**C,

<00 C and <<0 C.

J. Inst., Netals, April H58, p338>.
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the
(fro*

solution deoaqpowes by the fo m tio n of (7 zones. The
decoB{X3Sition of the solid solution follows the following
sequence.
Clusters (b) GP zones (c) (3> ccwpoiwds ( ) 160 C
(a)
(d) MgZn ( h ) 200 C (e) Mg (Al,Zn)49(T)
2
32
The T phase %ihidi fcams above 200 C plays little part in the
strengthening of the alloy because of its large ei^libriuD size
o
and snail degree of dispersion. After quenching, ageing at 120 C
allows vac2mcies and solute atoms to diffuse focning more clusters
o
which act as zone nuclei. After 30 minutes at 120 C (7 zone
0
formation can be detected. These zones are spherioal and 30-50 A
diameter, they are (xherent with the parent lattice but produce
appreciable elastic strains. GP zone density is usually very high,
15
18 -3
10 - 10 on , and therefore very finely dispersed. (7 zone
density is primarily d^endont upon the f roeen - in vacancy
ooncentration whicdi is a fvnction of;
The trace element concentration whidi reacts
preferentially with vacancies to reduce the zone
nucléation rate.
The solution heat treatment tenperature tihich increases
the excess vacancy ooncentration.
The quench rate, increasing quench rates increase the
excess vacancy ooncentration.
-14-

Growth of the (3> zones depemls upon tenf)erature and tine, being a
diffusion and growth phenonena. At ageing tençeratures eüaoive the
(S’ zone solvus the GP zones redissolve into the netrix. Ageing for
d iffé râ t tines at a constant teinperature results in a proportion
of GP zones that have reaohed the critical size for heterogeneous
,
9
nucléation of the GP conpiound
(MgZn ) . Ihis is nucleated in
the form of platelets about 200 x 50 ^ with growth on the (111)
matrix planes. ftaxinun hardness is reached on forming 50% zone
and 50% platelets. Pull coherency is not naintained with the
parent lattice and no coherency strain effects can be detected.
Heterogeneous nucléation of can take place on intermetallic
coifxxinds, grain boundaries and dislocations. Grain boundaries
and dislocations act as sinks for vacancies and solute atoms and
consequently generate GP zones and f|* platelets faster than in
the bulk 0( ptutse. 1^* platelets grow along the grain boundary and
join up to form discrete gr¿dn boundary particles. Platelets in
the natrix also grow v ^ ls t GP zones disappear and the equilibriim
MgZn ( h ) phase is formed with a hexagonal structure very close
2 of n MgZn and has a low misfit with the parent lattice
to that
2
and a lath morphology with preferential growth on the (110) matrix
o
planes. If the tendering tenperature is raised above 200 C other
phase fields of the ternary system can be intersected and the
MgZn

2

forms the ternary ocnçound Mg

32

(Al,Zn)

49

(T), which results

in considerable softening of the netrix.

2.1.3 Grain bouprfary ccecipitation
The grain boundary precipitation processes are thought to be
urportant in the SC susceptibility of these alloys. Grain
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boundaries consist of a thin disordered layer 2-4 atoms thick ifith
regions of good and bad f it of atons cn periodic sites. In
regions of bad f it there is a hic^ density of grain boundary
ledges, steps and lattice dislocations. B:ihanoed solute diffusion
proceeds through these clKunels of m isfit. Preferential
nucleation of the second phase occurs at the grain boundary
because the free energy barrier is lower and growth is faster due
to enhanced solute diffusion. This results in a coarser grain
boundaury precipitate than the matrix precipitate formed by the
same heat treatment.
Another inpoiiant feature of the grain boundary is the development
of a precipitate free zone (FFZ). This aurises because the
boundary acts as a vacancy sink, the depletion of vacancies
preventing subsequent nucleation of large ntxrters of clusters and
GP zones. PFZ formation may also be due to solute denudation of
au?eas around the grain boundary by ocnpetitive growth of grain
boundary precipitates.
The distribution of vacancies near a grain boundary can take the
form shown sdiematically in Figure 3. A critical oonoentration of
vacancies, C , is needed before nucleation of the precipitate can
1
occur at T . The resultant PFZ width is W. Fbr higher solution
1
2
heat treatment temperatures, or faster quench rates, (Curve B),
both of which increase the excess vacancy oonoentration, and for
lower ageing tenperatures (T ), the zones are narrower, (W ). The
2
1
latter effect of lower ^lgeing tenperatures has been attributed to
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a higher concentration of solute (as diffusion rates to the grain
boundary are reduced) which allows analler nuclei to be stable,
thereby reducing the critical vacancy cmoentraticn required for
nucléation to occur (C in Fig.3).
2

Solute d^udaticn of the FFZ and the relative enlunoeraent of Mg
and Zn concentration in the region just adjacent to the PFZ gives
rise to solute profiles across the matrix - WZ - grain boundary
structure that are fundamental to the stress corrosion exacting
behaviour of this alloy, irrespective of whether anodic
dissolution or hydrogen enbrittlement is responsible for crack
growth. The role of the PFZ in stress corrosion of AlZnMg alloys
w ill be examined in greater detail in the Sections on stress
corrosion (2.3 and 2.4).
2.1.4 Processing and heat treatments
The normal production route for this alloy in plate form is direct
ch ill (DC) casting which is preferred as the faster cooling rates
prenDbe the formation of finer dendrite arms which reduce
microsegregation in the interdendritic spaces. Faster cooling
rates also result in analler intermetallic oempounds and a smaller
final grain size.
The ingots aire homogenized to reduce segregation and remove non
equilibrium low melting point eutectics. Homogenization is
particularly ùiportant for the hig)Kr strength alloys as i t serves
bo precipitate and redistribute the submicron intennetallic
oonpounds of the transition metals such as MiM , A1 Mg Cr ^ur)d
6
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12

2

ZrAl . Ihese intermetallics eu:« used to ccntrol grain structure
3
but they also have an effect on the subsequent eigeing response of
the alloy. The intennetallics may super-saturate during the
relatively fast cooling of ingpts and hcmogenization promotes
precipitation of uniform dispersions of the ocnçounds in order to
control grain struoture. This is aohieved by regulation of the
o
-1
rate of heating, where a relatively slow rate of 75 C hr is
required to promote nucléation and growth of a fine and uniform
dispersion of the ocnpounds. The intermeballics are nucleated on
h - (MgZn ) precipitates whidi subseqi»itly dissolve during
2
hcmogenization.
Production of plate throuc^ hot rolling breaks down the cast
structure. The uniformity of working is achieved by increasing the
reduction for each pass.
Wrou^t altminium products esdiibit to varying degrees a thin
pancake grain elongated in the longitudinal and transverse
directions and flattened in the short transverse direction. In
AlZnMg alloys, stress oorrosion cracking is nearly always
intergranular, with the lowest energy path lying normal to the
short transverse direction, and with the applied load normal to
the crack growth direction. SOC tests in the longitudinal and
transverse direction show much lower crack growth rates. An
ecguiaxed structure shows an as great (or greater) susceptibility
to SOC as a wrought structure, with any stressed face of a
structure giving cause for ccncjem. A wrought grain structure is
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preferred, therefore,
restricts oonoem to one axis of a
ocmponent. Alignment of the short tramsverse direction with the
stress axis at a surface is avoided.
Solution treatment is carried out cotifnercially in air furnaces
except for clad plate where stricter control of tenperature is
required to prevent alloying elements diffusing to the cl 2Klding
eu)d reducing corrosion resistance. In th is case solution
treatment is in mixed nitrate sa lt baths. Solution treatment
o
tenperatures are 400 - 430 C for 7017 type AlZnMg alloys and care
is taJ«n not to prolong solution treatment or carry i t out at
unnecesseu'ily high tenperatures to prevent the formation of coarse
recrystallised grain structures. Particular care is taioen with
forgings and extrusions where differential working can lead to
grain growth in localised regions.
Cold water quenching is normally applied to AlZnMg plate but this
leads to residual stresses vhich axe ccnpiressive at the surface
and tensile in the core and may approach the yield stress in
higher strength alloys. Far plate, residual stresses are relieved
by a 2.5% stretch in the case of the 7017-T651 alloy and heat
treatment.
The alternative to stress relief by stretching is slower cooling
rates on quenching or quench interupticxi. lihether this treatment
can be applied depends upon the cjuench sensitivity of the alloy.
o
The critical temperature regicxi is 250 - 300 C, vhere during slew
cxxjling there is a tendency tex solute elements to precipitate out

-
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as coarse particles, reducing the level of supersaturation auid
subsequent response of the alloy to age heuidening. This behaviour
is more pronounced in highly alloyed products and is aggravated by
heterogeneous nucléation on submicron intermetallic oosçounds
produced during homogenization. Quench sensitivity is more
pronounced in the 7010, 7475 and 7075 copper containing alloys
than in the 7017, 7020 type weldable alloys amd slow quenching can
be enployed In these low-copper containing alloys.
Ocmnercial ageing of 7017 alloy is by a two stage age of 8 hours
o
o
at 90 C followed by 8 hours a t 150 C after a period of 48 hours at
room tençerature for GP zone development. This ageii^ treatment
o
is equivalent in terras of response to 24 hours a t 120 C. The time
the alloy is held a t roan tenfierature may be c ritic a l for slowly
quenched or quench interrupted alloys because of the lower
supersaturation of vacancies vdiich alters precipitation kinetics,
and sufficient time is required for the nucléation and grxwth of
GP zones.
Double ageing treatments in which a period of up to 10 hours a t a
o
higher temperature of 160 - 170 C follows a T6 tenper ageing
o
treatment of 120 C for 24 hours, have been shown to be beneficial
to the stress corrosion behaviour of these alloys. This slightly
cveraged temper is designated T73 and results in a 15% reduction
in tensile strength. A single stage ageing treatment at 160 170°C results in the formation of riI (MgZn ) or h (NgZn ) and a
I
2
''
2
significant reduction in SOC at the cost of a reduction in 0.2%

-
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Both elements have little effect upon strength on ageing unless
the silicon content is very high and the Zn:Mg ratio is close to
2:1 when magnesium depletion occurs due to Mg Si formation. This
2
produces a decrease in strength, and especially ductility.
Silice*! has no reported effect on quendi sensitivity whereas iron
increases i t slightly. Principally because of their effect on
fracture tou^iness, the levels of these elements are reduced to
Fe-0.12% and Si-0.10% in 7475, the fracture to u ^ version of 7075
and Fe-0.15%, Si-0.10% in 7010 a similar fracture tc u ^ aerospace
alloy. The alloy under investigation here is 7017 which contains
Fe-0.45% and Si- 0.35%; apprcocimately the same levels found in
7075. 7017 is used in defence type applications where the
fracture toughness requirements are lower than those in aerospace
applications.
Cr, ffci a«3 Zr have a ll been reported as grain refiners in AlZnMg
alloys. Zr, Cr a«l »1 have the effect of both strengthening the
alloy and reducing its SC sensitivity. All three elements have a
low solubility in the or solid solution and a slew rate of
diffusion during homogenization. Manganese and dironium also have
a large effect in increasing the quenching sensitivity of these
alloys due to heterogeneous nucléation on the sutmicren
intermetallics formed.
Zr, Cr arxl Mn when dissolved in o< aluninium raise the
o
recrystallisation temperature from 280 - 330 C to the solution
o
treatment temperature range of 400 - 430 C.
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Itiese ¿dditiers, vfith the exception of chroniun, pin dam
vacancies ai*J thus reduce the effect of the vacancy depleted zone
adjacait to grain boundaries and therefore decrease PF2 widths.
Chroniun creates further PFZ, especially around any coarse MgZn^
o
precipitates. Chromium solubility is 0.015% in aluniniun at 300 C
and i t forms CrZn and the cotpounds A1 Cr and A1 Mg Cr.
17
7
12 2
Because of its low solubility, chromium readily precipitates on
dislocations and grain boundaries before zo^ formation taJies
place, aiding heterogeneous precipitation . A1 Cr is not
rodissolved during homogenization, twt for optimi»»i properties
must be finely dispersed.
Zirooniun oaipounSs are the most effective of the transition metal
intermetallics used as grain refiners. Zirooni»» forms a oenpeund
ZrAl which is smaller, at around 20 nm, when cenparod with 0.05 0.5 ^m for the chrcmiian and manganese based interraetallics.
ZirconiUB also has the least effect on quench sensitivity. The
snaller ZrAl peurticles promote a tougher microstructure arxl like
dttomium and manganese intermetallics, are used to control grain
size. The tou^ter microstructure partially derives from fine
unrecrystallised grains which favour a high energy absorbing,
transcrystalline mode of fracture. However, such particles tend
to in itiate microvoids by deoohesion at the interface with the
matrix which may lead to the formation of sheets of voids,
subsequently developing into enradts. In the aerospace alleys
Cr and Zr are a ll employed as grain refiners as shewn (Table 2).
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Alloy
7075
7475
7010

NcBiinal oenpoeition
Mn
Cr
0.24
0.30
0.21
0.06
0.05
0.30

(%)
Zr
0.14

i>M» 2. MoadiMJ. »n<Ty «-rwiosltlcnB at grain refining adBltlons
uaed In aerowpaoe tvpa AlftiHj allovB.
The 7017 type defenoe application alloys have a nominal
ooB^josiUon m-0.30%, Cr - 0.15%, Zr - 0.15%. I t should be noted
that the nore recently developed allays, 7010 and 7017, enf>lcy
ziroonioi as a grain refiner.
Copper has m iltiple effects on the precipitation hardening of
these allays resulting from zone intuactions. Its solidoility in
o
alm iniw at 250 C is 0.15% and i t ferns
and Mg Cki. I t can
,
u
2
2
form different GP zones, 9 and 0 , in Al-Qi allays. A 0.5% Oi
additim is sufficient to influence the transformation kinetics.
The general effect is to increase the rate of hardening giving a
higher peak Imrdness with one guarter of the zone density and an
e
increased spherical zone size of 80 A. Manganese additions
retard this effect as copper goes into solid solution in
manganese. This ijqpcoves SC resistance taut increases the general
corrosion rate of the alloy. Oopper has a rapid diffusion rate
during hcacgenlzation and Increases (;p>ench sensitivity as a result
of its effect in stimulating precipitation.
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dapper has a significant effect on the weld2Uaility of AlZnMg
alloys. High zinc contents make the alloy hot short with a
tendency to cradc in the weld. Copper forms a low melting point
o
quartemary eutectic A1 ♦ CuMgAl ♦ Mg Zn A1 ♦ MgZn at 475 C
2 3 3 2
2
which heals cracks in the weld itse lf, but drastically increases
o
cradting in the heat affected zone. 475 C is the upper
terperature limit for homogenization terperatures for quartemary
AlZnf^CU alloys. High strength ternary alloys can be homogenized
o
a t 530 C arid medium strength alloys can be safely homogenized at
o
620 C. Welds are usually naturally aged for a few wedcs. Natural
ageing regains up to 70% of the ultimate tensile strength of 7017
after 30 days. Multiple passes are atvoided as they lead to a
coarse jjrecipitate and low mechanical strength.
Silver raises the GP zone solvus tenperature and therefore the
high strength due to zone formation oan be obtained at a h itter
ageing tenperature, v*»ich also inprwes SC resistanoe. Hcwever,
silver also irxnreases the quench sensitivity of the alley ¿uid this
effect on the precipitation processes ret^iires a rapid quench rate
and rapid heating to the h i ^ r ageing tenperature to prevent a
loss in strength due to coarse precipitation during heating and
subsequent quenching. A heavy cost penalty is incurred in the use
of silver although one German specification, designated 7009,
contains 0.25 - 0.4% Ag, and a single ageirrg treatment at 160 o
170 C is enployed.

-
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2.2 STRESS OCRfCSICM OMOONG
2.2.1 The oocrosion of almdniii»
Aluninium is a very reactive metal with a high affinity for
cxcygoi. The metal is nevertheless highly resistant to most
atnospheres and to a wixie variety of chemical agents. Hus
resistance is due to the inert euid protective character of the
aliminiun oocide film which rapidly forms on the metal surface, and
inhibits the bulJc reaction predicted from thermodynamic data. In
most ervirorments therefore the rate of corrosion of aluniniun
decreases rapidly with time. In only a few cases e.g., in aquecus
sodivm hydroxide at high concentrations does the corrosion rate
approximate to a line 2U- relationship with time. A corrosion rate
increasing with time is rarely encountered with altminiuii, except
o
in aqueous solutions a t high tenperatures (greater than 90 C) and
a t high pressures.
If the surface film is prevented from forming the oorrosion rate
can be very high. For exanple, when a mercury amalgam is produced
on the surface of aliminium in the presence of humid a ir, the
oorrosion rate is in the order of 1270 ran per jnar as oenpared
205
with 0.005 ran per yezur for an A1 2.5% Mg plate in sea veter
The various equilibria of the Al-H 0 system have been collated by
2
206
Ftiurbaix et. a l.
in a potential versus pH diagram which
irtJicates the theoretical (thermodynamic) cirosnstanoes in which
aliminiim would show oorrosion, fccining Al belcw abcut pH 4.5
anJ AlO” above alxut pH 8.5. Passivity is due to hydrargillite
2

(A1 0 . 3H 0) formed or the alunlniian surface at near neutral pH's
23 2
a«3 ijimunity is shown at high negative potentials.
Alaniniun is therefore soluble in strong acids or alkalis with the
exception of concentrated n itric acid, glacial acetic acid and
amnoniim hydroxide. The oxide film formed on freshly exposed
aluminium is very thin, 2.5 nm. and grows at a decreasing rate to
a thickness of 20 - 30 nm. The oxide film formed in water, in air
with a high relative hunidity and in a ir at high temperature is
much thicker, up to 1 ^m. Even thicker films can be formed by
conversion in hot acid or alkaline solutions or by barrier layer
anodising vrfiere the film thickness can be grown up to 10 - 20 ym.
The cKide film formed on pure aluninium is M 0 , which is an n23
type semi-ocnductor and has a nultiple protective effect in that
i t prevaits the passage of metal ions and electrons to the
oKide/atmosphere interface euid is an effective barrier to
12
a rtrittlin g hydrogen . The chemical and struc:tural nature of
th is
film is modified by allaying additions. In AlZnMg
alloys the oxide film is enriched in MgO. For exanple studies
using a high purity A1 5.5%Zn 2.5%Mg alloy have
that
o
solution heat treatment a t 475 C for two hours produces an oxide
e
film containing e^^proocimately 80% MgO at a distance of 1000 A frcm
e
the metal/oxide interface, decreasing to 30% a t 3000 A with the
13
ranairxler being A1 0 and very little ZnO . The oxide film is
23
2
also modified by the environment and tenperature, forming bayerite
(Al(OH) ) and pseudoboehmite (AlO.OH) in water and veter vapour at
3
o 14,15
70 C
. The passivity of A1 0 breaJcs down in the presence of
23
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certain ions e.g ., C1-, Br- emd I-. Chloride ion concentrations as
-4
snail as 10 molar are reported to disrupt the passivity of the
16
oxide layer
The electrode potential of pure oxide filmed aluninium versus a
0.1M oalomel electrode in 1M NaCl is -0.85V, and aliminiiin alloys
range from -0.69V to -0.99V, therefore aluminium is anodic to
most metals and cathodic only to zinc (-1.10V) emd magnesium (1.73V). Sacrificial corrosion of aluninium will occajr in galvanic
couples with more cathodic metals, the magnitude depending upon
the differenoe in electrode potential and the to tal polarisation
of the galvanic circuit for a given solution ocnfxxition ¿uid
tenperature.
Chromium euid silicon in solid solution have li ttl e effect on
corrosion resistance. Zinc causes a significant increase in
electrode potential to -0.99V (in an A1 - 1% Zn alloy), as does
magnesiian. An AlZnMg solid solution (with 4% MgZn ) has an
2
electrode potential of -1.07V. Cbpper has the greatest effect in
reducing the oonosicn resisteuxs of aluninium and AlZnHg alloys,
although a 0.05 - 0.2% Qi 2ddition promotes a generalised
corrosion attack and the extent of pitting is reduced, which
can Ije ¡Denificial. Pitting ^md intergranular attack occur in
these alloys due to the presence of anodic and cathodic micro
constituents and cause serious problems in the form of stress
corrosion crack initiation and exfoliation corrcsicxi. The latter
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is characterised by délamination of surface grains or layers whidi
occurs under forces exerted by the voluninous corrosion products.
2.2.2 Stress oorroeion cracking nachaniaw - A general review
By definition stress corrosion cracking is prenature failure of a
material when subjected to both stress and a corrosive environment
but not when subjected to either alone. SOC is a generic term
vrtûch enoonpasses a spectnxn of failure mechanisms.
fran - 1 ) ancxlic dissolution via a) pre-existing athive paths
b) strain generated active
paths
to - 2) specific adsorption at sub-critically stressed sites.
(Hydrogen Bnbrittleinent)
This spectnin is of course cxntinucus. Mechanism 1 differs from 2
in that cnracdc extension takes place by a dissolution process
whereas in case 2 cnack growth is predomirantly mechanical in
nature.
2.2.3 Anodic dissolution mechaniMS
For crack morphology to be maintained, the arxxlic current density
a t the crack tip must be nuch hic^ier than on the crack facas. The
cnreKk velcx:ity, v can be expressed as a function of the euxxlic
current density a t the crack tip -

(2.1 )
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where;
-1
V = crack velcxrity (m s )
-2
i « anodic current density at the crack tip (A ra )
a
-1
M « atonic weight, (kg mole ) of metal of valency Z and density
-3
p (kg m ) undergoing dissolution
-1
F « Faradays's oonstant (C mole )
The anodic current density at the crack tip, and hence v will
depend upon the nature of the phase being dissolved auid also upon
the nature and location of any cathodic processes that occur
elsetdiere. It has been shown that the dissolution rate of iron in
acid solutions undergoes a marked increase when straining passes
from the elastic to the plastic regimes in dyn2unic straining
17
experiments . It has also been shown that this effect is due to
the exposure of high index planes and edges of slip steps as v#ell
as increases in surface roughness as plastic deformation occurs.
This is the mechanism by vhich stress (or strain) produces SOC by
an increase in i .
a
For the cr^Kdc to proc:eed along a n^uTaw front and so maintain its
geometry, most of the expensed area, including the crrack sides,
must remain iiacAive. This inactivity results from the formaticxi
of a passive layer (usually oxide). It is implied therefore that
i represents the film free anodic current density. In this
a
cxxitext the role of stress is to maintain the crack tip film free
in film forming metal-environment ocnbinaticxis. This is the model
18
19
of SCE originally proposed lay Cheunpion and logan
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1V(o cradc propagaticjn mechanisms are possible depaiding upon the
presence or absence of segregate or precipitate structural
features, usually at grain boundaries vrfiirfi cause a local galvanic
cell to be set up. This is the pre-existing active path where the
segregate or precipitate either acts as an anode or by acting as
am efficiait cathode may cause attadc to be localised in the
inmediately adjacent matrix material. The function of stress is
to prevent the dissolution reaction from beocming stifled by film
fomation.
Where pre-existing active paths are not present, or are
inoperative because of environmental effects, the stress may act
to disrupt a passive film thereby exposing bare metal and so
maintaining the relatively localised anodic current density. The
active path in th is case is cyclically generated since the strain
ireJuoed film disruption process allowing dissolution, and film
growth processes oorpete with each other. Such strain generated
active paths would be expected to result in transgranular SCE.
Three further mechanians should be mentioned at this point, the
tarnish (brittle film) rupture model, the stress sorption model
and the tunnel model.
In the tarnish rupture model, propagation of cracks is by the
repeated formation and rupture of a b rittle film growing into the
20
metal at the crack tip as proposed by Forty and developed ky
21
McEvily , to account for the SCE of copper-zinc alloys in aquecus
anmonia. Here a b rittle tarnish film grows into the grain
-32-

boundary and, in the absence of stress, attains a limiting depth.
Under the influence of stress the film undergoes repeated rupture
^md a propagating crack develops. th is model does not have the
general acceptance given to the slip (film rupture) dissolution
model. In particul^u: the evidence for discontinuous craok
propagation suggested by the model has not been shewn. Morewer
i t has been demonstrated that the thidc tarnish film does not
extend to the crack tip , but is formed some distance bdiind the
22
^Klvancing crack front,
and that penetration of the grain
boundaries in unstressed specimens is due to their slower
repassivaticn kinetics. This model has been extended to other
systems where thick oxide films penetrate grain boundaries, in
particular caustic embrittlement and nitrate cracking of low
23
strength fe rritic steels and nitrate cracking of mild steels.
The stress sorption model postulates that specific species absorb
and interact with strained bonds at the crack tip , reducing bond
strength and giving rise to b rittle fracture with a cleavage like
appearance. This model h^ls been applied to liquid metal
47
embrittlement and to some forms of hydrogen embrittlement .
24
The tunnel model was f irs t proposed by a«nn and suggests that
cradcing proceeds by arrays of fine corrosion tunnels which grow
in length and diameter until the remaining metal ligeunents fail by
ductile rupture. This mode of crack propogation applies only to
transgranular SOC. This mode of failure hats been reported for
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The lowering of the surface energy term by an adsorbed species has
been
by many researchers to explain sane classes of SOC
failures in metals or alleys.
The adsorbed species may act to e rtrittle the material in one of
two ways;
1
2

Directly by edsorbing at the crack tip and loiiering Ï .
Indirectly by subsequent diffusion of the adsorbed species
to sane region in advance of the crack tip vAiere the
stress - strain conditions are favourable for the
nucléation of cracks.

Uffusion is to the region of maxinun triax ial (hydrostatic)
stress a t the elastic - plastic interface of the plastic zone
formed a t the crack tip.
In the
of the second mechanism, hydrogen is regarded as the
only species that can diffuse sufficiently rapidly to explain
observed crack propagation rates, but hydrogen erfcrittlement (IB)
due to diffusion of )iydrogen to the region of maximum triax iality
is s t i l l disputed.
The f ir s t proposed (lydrogen embrittlement theory, due to Zapffe
^
and Sims 26, 27 , the so called "molecular pressure „ theory,
was
developed to explain the decrease in steel plasticity at normal
metallurgical hydrogen concentrations (0.001%). According to this
-8
model a a ta ll (5 x 10 weic^t percent) equilibrium solubility of
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hydrogen in iron a t rocn ten^ierature results in excessive hydrogen
precipitation a t crystalline defects vdth subsequent formation of
pores euid fine cracks. Ihe thermodynamic estiJiate of Zapffe and
Sims showed that the equilibrium pressure of the gaseous hydrogen
and methane formed from the hydrogen - ceutx» interaction in steel
reaches 40,000 to 50,000 atm., which exceeds the ultirrate strength
of the steel in the absence of triaxiality which is of course
present under plane strain conditions. Ihe molecular pressure
theory is unable to explain the kinetics of delayed failure by HE,
28,
the reversibility of HE and its dependence on defomation rate
29
. The theory was proposed before delayed failure became an
important problem, aixl was not intended to describe subcritical
crack growth. Ihe molecular pressure theory does explain
irreversible structural variations in metals during hydrogen
absorption resulting in plasticity reduction.
30, 31
Troiano
obtained inportant results on the delayed failure
of S.A.E.-A.I.S.I. 4340 high strength steel (0.4%C, Ni-Cr-Mo
steel), and developed a theory ocvering both B.C.C. and F.C.C.
alloys. Ihe basis of the theory is that an increase in hydrogen
cxinoentration reduces the cohesive strength of the lattice.
Dissolved hydrogen interac:ts with the stress field present and the
hydrogen equilibrium conoentration, C, increases to a level
gcTvemed by the triax ial stress P, according to the relaticxi;
PV

(2.7)

RT
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where;

-1

-1

Gas constant (JK noie )
o
tenperature ( K)
3 -1
equilibriuni hydrogel concentration (cm mole )
3 -1
in itia l hydrogen concentration (cm mole )
-2

triaxial stress (Nn )
partial molar \rolume of hydrogen present (ppm H (wt))
Troiano developed the concept of a critical concentration of
hydrogen to cause the loss of cohesive bond strength in the
lattice. This critic a l oonoaitration depends upon the level of
stress. Delayed HE failure (inherent in the crack jutp) would
therefore require a c ritic a l combination of hydrogen concentration
and stress. The c ritic a l hydrogen oonoentcation at the triaxial
stress maximum is produced by directed hydrogen diffusion. Ihe
time required to reach the critical combination corresponds to tte
period of growth (or jtnp) for the crack.
current HE theories are based upon this concept of a critical
hydrogen oorxjentration but i t is very difficu lt to determine this
32
value quantitatively .
An increase in the hydrostatic component of the stress field up to
the value of the theoretical strength (0.1 E) according to
equation (2.7) increases the hydrogen solubility in iron by about
seven orders of magnitude. However, this estimate does not give
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STRESSES IN ELA S TIC ZONE
</33

Pie 4.

Schnatic

representation of the stress field ahead

crack.
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of

a

Elquaticn (2.8) describes the plane strain condition when
2r/B << 1, and shows a sh2up increase in K wh^ the ratio
1SOC
2r/B —) 1, i.e ., under plane stress. The equation oontains the
"indefinite" parameter ; the critical hydrogen concentration.
In sumary, Gerberich's theory enploys the ideas of stepwise
growth, the dependence of the hydrogen diffusion rate on the
hydrostatic stress gradient, and the relation of the average junp
distance to the steel microstructure and the stress intensity
coefficient. From an analysis of data in the literature,
Gerberich proposed that K due to HE can be predicted a priori
c rit
from the yield stress, the hydrogen content of the steel and the
stress state. A good agreement between K
calculated from
c rit
equation (2.8) and experimental results on martensitic Mgh
64
strength steels ))as been made .
36-38
Ori^uu
also postulated tlte reduction of the metal lattice
cohesive strength with increasing hydrogen concentration, and the
rupture of interatomic bonds %4ien the critical hydrogen
concentration is reached. Ihe theory differs from that of Trolano
in defining the zone in which the loss of cohesive strength
occurs. According to Troiano the zone is located at some distance
ahead of the cradc tip (giving rise to a step wise crack growth by
HE). Oriani proposes that the loss of cohesive strength occurs on
the atomic level, from atom to atom, directly at the crack tip.
Step wise crack growth in th is theory is due to structural
inhcmogeneity of the material, and not directly connected vdth HE.
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O riani's approach is thermodynamic and gives a value for the
39
critic a l hydrogen oonoentration, ( 1 atonic percent for steel)
whicdi is inversely proportional to the stress intensity.
The two theories of Troiano and Oriani are mechanistically
inocnpatihle.
Tb return to equation (2.2), in cases where plastic deformation is
involved, the equation must be modified to include a plastic woric
term
.

where;
b ,E ,i are as defined previously (equation 2.2)
-2
i j « specific surface energy (Jm )
^
worii required for plastic deformation (Jm )
Gaierally
is greater by several orders of magnitude than
so that any reduction of "X, by adsorption w ill have a
negligible effect on the fracture stress. Further, plastic
deformation associated with SOC is ijiportant since where i t occurs
i t allows the cradc tip to yaw, resulting in cradc blunting. In
these circunstanoes an adsorption model vculd not predict an
increased crack growth rate. Specific adsorption then is only
likely to be of significance in the cracking of less ductile
materials where plastic deformation is negligible and
is not
very nuch greater than i j .
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I t is a cjorwonly held view therefore that hydrogen erijrittlement
is the principal cause of stress corrosion cradcing of h i^
strength steels. With due regard to the proposed anodic
dissolution mechanians of SOC in AlZnMg alloys, it would not be
unreasonable to propose a hydrogen enfarittlement mechanian in
these high strength and limited plasticity alloys, provided a
diffusion mechanism for hydrogen can be shown in AlZnHg alloys
that allows sufficient hydrogen to diffuse into and embrittle the
alloy.
2.3

REVIEW CF THE SIKESS CCRR06I0N a»CKmB CF HIGH STKEH3IH
ALUamm Auuctys, Wira particular REFB{ENC£ id Al-Zn-Ng
AU£VS - AiCDIC DISSOUmON MX31ANISM5
2.3.1 A *ry of eacperimgital observations of SOC in Al-2n-Mg
alloys
Stress ocrrosicn cracdring of the 7000 series aliminium based
alloys has been a specific problem throu^wut the th irty year
period of development of lightweight, high strength alloys for
aerospace and military ap:plications. Extensive study has been
devoted to the mechanical aspects of cradr growth, the effect of
environment both gaseous, ¿Kjueous and organic baaed, the effect of
pH, the effect of electrochemical polarisation and of
metallurgical condition, espjecially heat treatment and alloy
ocnpositicn. These studies have been based both on flat
spjecimens, using a to tal time to failure criteria to rank
different effects, and, more recently, on pre-cradced ^jecimens
using crack growth rate and the threshold stress intensity belcw
whidi cradc propagation does not occur (K ). In the main these
1SOC
studies on pte-crackad spjecimens have concentrated on the results
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Scheaatic repreaentation of the influence of
atreaa intenaity on atreaa corroaion crack velocity.
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solely on the experimenter's patience). Region III is stress
dependent and terminates at K , the material fracture toughness.
1C
tore cdiplex curves show two distinct plateau regions with a
nuifcer of stress intensity dependent regions of crac)c groirth,
possibly corresponding to different rate controlling processes.
Other medianical parameters sucdi as the state of stress and the
loading rate are reported as being of minor in^xirtanoe (tut see
Section 2.4.5 on the effect of tode III loading on hydrogen
ai*a-ittlemait). Of utmost inportanoe is the orientation of nonrecrystallised grains in relation to the applied stress direction.
Grades parallel to the preferred grain boundary orientation, with
¿ipplied tensile stress perpendicular to it, grew up to 10 times
faster than craoks oriented in other directions.
2.3.1.2 BftvixotMental aspects
1) Gases
Grade growth is absent in a ll dry gases, including hydrogen, but
crack growth is observed in gases containing witer vapour (Fig 6)
with the following results:
a)

Region II crack growth rate depards strongly on the water
vapxxu: partial pressure of the gas (Fig 7).

b)

Many different ociiinercial h i^ strength aluninium alloys,
whai exposed to gases with 100% relative hunidity,-8 exhibit
-1
region II crack growth velocities between 10 m s
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7

Kffact of huiildlty oa SOC (rowth of diffaroat
alwinit« allora ia lqrdro(aa (after Spaldal).

Effect of taualditj and atraes iatensitj oa SOC valocitj
of a hi(h strcasth al«adalia alloy ia air (after Speidel).
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-9 -1
and 10 m s , i.e . metallurgical parameters influaioe
region II cradc growth only mildly.
c)

The stress dépendait region I of the V-K ourve for these
alloys is strongly influaiced by metallurgical parameters.

2)
Organic Liquids
CracJc growth rates in organic liquids aie a function of the water
oontent. Plateau velocities for crack growth in oonmon solvents
such as methanol, etJanol, acetone and benzene oontaining 0.05%
water fa ll within the scatter band of crack velocities obtained in
distilled water (Fig 8).
3)
Aqueous Solutions
Most ocninercial aliininium alloys ^low little acceleration of SOC
growth in region II of the V-K curve when the environment is
ctwtged from moist gas to d istilled water.
♦
♦ ♦ ♦ ♦
In neutral solutions most cations tested (Li , Na , K , Rb , Cs ,
2+ 3+
♦
Ca , A1 and NH ) do not appear to have any specific effect
4
(Fig 9) except that they influence the solubility product and
2*
hence can gcaem the concentration of specific anions. Hg ^md
♦
♦
2+
H ¿ue the exceptions. H is discussed under pH and Hg can
cause fast intergranular oorzosion.
Of the anions tested, only Cl , Br 2Uid I (Fig 10) accelerate SCC
in aqueous solution abo^ the velocity measured in distilled

sm sk MNV'tiv

Fl( 8

The effect of varioue organic liquida on aubcritical
crack growth In 707S - T6S1 (after Speidel).
lam nram in.i««.»

Fig 9

The influence of varioua aniona on SCC velocity of
7079 - T6S1 in aqueoua aolutioa (after Speidel).
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Fig 10

see Telocity of 7075 - 1651 lewrsed In aqueous
solutions of various iodide cooceotratloos (after Speidel)

Fic 11

The effect of pH on sts(e II velocity of seC In
7079 - T651 (after Speidel).

water. This result is obtained even under extreme cjonditions
which include;
a)
b)
c)

the most susceptible alleys, eg 7079 - T651
aipplied potentials from -1.55 to +14 volts (vs SHE)
stress intensity levels near K .
1C

The halide ion F does not accelerate 90C growth. Cl , Br iuid I
are the unique pitting agents for aliminiuro alleys and so they can
influence both the rate of crack growth and the initiation of SOC
by pitting reactions forming stress raisers. The acoeleration of
see by halides depends strongly on metallurgical factors, for
exanple the naxinun acceleration of SOC in 7075 - T651 in
saturated sodiun
chloride is by a factor of four.The
maxinum
3
o
acoeleration of 7079 - T651 is by a factor of 10 (at 23 C).
The effect of increasing pH on plateau velocity is not apparent
until around pH 11 vhen plateau velocity begins to fall (Fig 11).
A decrease in pH from 11 to 0 causes a shift in Region I to
markedly lower stress intensities (Fig 12).
Fart of the
explanation of the effect of pH lies in the different chemistry
found in the crack, as opposed to the bulk solution, where the
AlCl formed hydrolyses to acidify the solution forming a constant
3
pH of 3.5. The pH within the SC crack has been measured and found
to lie tjetween pH 3.2 and 3.4.
The effect of tenperature is to increase the plateau velocity of
o
7079 - T651 by an order of magnitude for a 100 C temperature
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FIs 12

The effect of pR oo atase I SCC velocity in
7079 - T6S1 (after Spcidel).

Fic 13

see velocity in 7079 - T6S1 aa a fiaiction of
tenperature (after Speidel).
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increase from 0 to 100 C. At higher ten^jeratures, Stage I growth
is shifted to lower stress intensities (Fig 13). The activation
energy of Stage I and II crack growth has been measured and found
to be 112.7 )J/mole and 15.9 )cJ/mole respectively which may
indicate a change in the rate ocntrolling processes, these values
au'e similar to those found for titanium alleys.
the effect of applied potential frem -250 nN anodic to -1000 iiiV
cathodic, versus the Standard Hydrogen Eleertrode (SHE), is to
-5 -1
-9
-1
reduce the plateau velocity from 1 x 10 m s to 7x10 m s
o
in 7079 - T651 in 5 M KI at 23 C, which is lower than that in
-8
-1
distilled water (6x10 m s ). Stress intensities during stage
I are similarly increased. these results indicate SCC is )3eing
suppressed by cathodic protection at these potentials (Fig 14).
Mechanical, chemical and metallurgical influences on SCC
velcxrities are inter-related in a oenplex way. For exanple alley
7079 - T651 at anodic potentials shows no effect of pH on stage II
crack growth rates, but at cathodic potentials there is a marked
effect: a t -1.0 volt (vs SHE) and pH 6 the plateau velocity is
-8 -1
-5 -1
10 m s , and a t pH 0 the plateau velcx:ity is 3x10 m s (Fig
15).
The pH effe<± vanishes at the free exarrosion potential. However,
for alloy 7075 - T651 there is a marked pH effect on crack growth
rate at the free corrosicxi pcitential, although at more ancdic
potentials the crack velocity becemes independent of pH (Fig 16).
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T it

A e effect of clectxocbMlcal potantlal on SCC
In 7079 - T6S1 (after Speidel).

Fis iS

A e influence of electrocheaical potential and
pB on SCC srowth in 7079 - T6S1 (after Speidel).
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Pi( 16

Ihe Influence of electrochenical potential and pH
on SOC Telocltp in 707S - T6S1 (after Speidel),
SW Sl »Kl-Mtr ta .

Pi* 17

The effect of overacin* on S C C velocity in
7079 alloy (after Speidel).

2.3.1.3 Metallurgical aspects
Alley oanjosition and heat treatment strongly affect SOC growth in
7000 series alloys. The subject is extremely ootrplex since
variations in alloy composition and heat treatment can affect not
only mechanical variables such as the stress dependence of the
crack velocity, but also environmental variables sudi as those
previously discussed. So far no single metallurgical parameter has
been idaitified v^ch would control the susceptibility of the
various AlZnMg alloys.
A nimber of trends aure apparent, but there are numerous
exceptions. The 7000 series alloys become more susceptible to SCO
as the yield strength is increased and become more resistant to
SOC as the alloy fracture toughness increases.
1) Alloy oaipoeiticn
This subject is dealt with to some extent in Section 2.1.5. The
following general trends apply:
a

For any given alloy system, susceptibility to SOC
increases with the amount of alloying additions that can
be put into super-saturated solid solution.

b

SOC resistance of the ternary and quaternary alloy systems
is influenced by the sun and ratios of alloying additions.

c

additions (0.1 to 0.5%) of Cr, l*\, Ag, Zr, Ti, V, Ni
and Li to h i^ purity ternary and (^ternary alloys can
reduce susceptibility to SOC.

small
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2)
Precipitaticn hardening
Precipitaticjn hardaung is of utinost in^rtance to the strength of
7000 series alloys and has a strong effect on 90C.
Supersaturated solid solutions are quite resistant to SCX^.
In the AlZnMg ternary alloys on overageing from the T651 ccnditicn
there is in itia lly a small decrease in plateau velocity (for ^7079
at the free corrosion potential in saturated NaCl, from 1x10 to
-6
-1
o
7x10 m s as a result of overageing for 6 hours at 160 C)
followed by no effect on plateau velocity for extensive periods of
o
overageing (up to 500 hours at 160 C)* The main effect of
-3/2
overstgeing is to increase K from 4 Win
in the T651
19CC
-3/2
o
conlition to 17 »»ti %rf»en weraged a t 160 C for 500 hairs (Fig
17). Ihis increase in K parallels the increase in K and
190C
1C
decrease in yield stress for the same thermal treatment (Fig 18).
The situation is different for AlZnMgCu type 7000 series alloys
o
where overageing the 7178 alloy for 15 hours a t 160 C causes a
reduction in plateau velocity of ju st under three orders of
-«
-1
-11 -1
negnitude from 10 m s to 3x10 m s (Fig 19). (Note the
three orrJers of magnitude difference in plateau velocity for 7079
and 7178 alloys in the T651 condition). The full V-K airves have
not been measured for the copper containing ternary alloys because
of the very low crack velocities involved.
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Pig 18

The influence of overaging on strength, toughness
and see resistance of 7079 alloj (after Speidel).

Pig 19

The effect of overaging on SCC velocity in the
7178 eu containing alloy (after Spcidel).
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2.3.2 Electrochendcal nectonisnB
The first suggested meciianisin of anodic dissolution in AlZnMg
40-42
alloys was reported by Dix and oo-workers
and is based upon
the K^Zn grain boundary precipitate being anodic to the aluninium
2
matrix. They concluded that
would dissolve preferentially
2
leaving the grain bounJary weakened and susceptible to tearing in
the presence of stress.
A second early atterpt to explain the influence of microstructure
on the susceptibility to intergranular SOC concentrated on the
mechanical properties of the precipitate free zones. It was
proposed that preferential plastic flew wculd take place in the
PFZ and preferential dissolution would occur along the regions
11,55
where plastic flow had taken place
. As a result of th is
theory attenpts were made to control the susoeptibility^^by
controlling the width and strength of tlie supposedly weak PFZ
Tto return to the model of SOC proposed ty Dix. If the inter
particle spacings on the grain boundary are increased ty erploying
a slower quaich from the solution treatment temperature th is
43, 44
results in a higher degree of stress-corrosion resistance
,
and taxis to confirm the model proposed by Dix. The effect of
grain boundary precipitate distribution can also explain why
concentrated alloys are more susceptible than dilute alleys.
The viewpoint that MgZn grain boundary precipitates are
2
detrimaital to the SOC resistance of these alloys had led to the
suggestion that eliminating or reducing the rumter of particles on
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grain boundaries would be beneficial, and evidence to th is effect
40, 44, 4S, 46
has been presented
However, it has been shown by McEvily et. al. that decreased
susceptibility is correlated with an increase in grain boundary
area fraction covered by precipitates (thouÿi the nunter nay
46
indeed be less), and this evidenoe
indicates that the
precipitates have a beneficial role. They proposed, therefore,
that MgZn precipitates act as sacrificial aDoàes and retard
2
cracdcing along the grain boundary. They argued that oonoentration
polarisation limits the cathode current daisity (i ) and therefore
c
i depends upon the cathode to anode area ratio A /A according to
a
c a
equation 2.10
i *i A
(2.10)
a c c
T"
a
Ihe anode current density determines the rate a t vhich
precipitates dissolve and therefore tlte larger the ^u)ode area the
slower the rate of dissolution. Overageing of tl« alloy (le 2ding
to fewer Ixit larger grain boundary precipitates) is well )oiawn to
49
improve SOC resistance. Peel also favoured a seK:rificial
protection model and studied the effect of double ageing
treatments and copper additions both of which infiroved SOC
resistance, the former by increasing the line fraction of grain
boundary precipitates. Ihe effect of copper additions is less
50
certain. Peel ^u1d Poole show that grain hrmndary precipitates
containing copper in the less susceptible quaternary alloy Al-5.6%

-
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Zn -2.5%M3 -1.6%Cu have an electrcde potential ^TSniV
electropositive to %Zn . In this ocndition they could s till act
2
as sacrificial anodes. Evidence from cathodic polarisation curves
is at veurianoe with an anodic protection or precipitate
dissolution model of the beneficial aspects of copper aclditions,
since increasing copper contents increase the rate of the cathodic
reaction. Since the dissolution reaction is under cathodic
control the rate of the einodic reaction should also be allowed to
increase. However, Peel and Poole have shown evidence of
sacrificial protection by a technique of anodic polarisation in
aqueous sodium chloride followed by SOI investigation. They
showed in the ternary AlZnMg alloy preferential grain boundary
attack in the as-quenched condition due to high nagnesium ^knd zinc
contents a t the grain boundary and unattacked grain boundaries in
the aigeà and cveraged alloy (T6 and T73) due to solute depletion
at the grain boundary. In the quaternary AlZnMgCXi alloy they
showed urattacked grain boundaries in the T6 condition with a
superinposed central region of attack due to short-range copper
depletion. In the T73 condition the quaternary alloy grain
boundauy was preferentially attacked. Ihese results aure shown
schenatically in Figure 20. These indicate that in the
susceptible tenary alloy, dissolution occurs in the region
adjacent to the solute depletion zone of the FFZ in peak aged and
overaged tempers. In the less susceptible alloy dissolution
again occurs in the region adjacent to the grain boundary solute
depletion zone.
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Schematic represoitatioo of SEM ijaaces obtained by
anodic polarisation of AlZnHg and AlZnHcCu alloys
in aqueous sodiia chloride.
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•n» develofíwnt of an attacked grain boundary in the oweraged
quaternary alloy is taken as indicating cathodic protecUon (by
preferential anodic dissolution of oweraged grain bcundary
precipitates) in an alloy showing a much reduced susceptibility to
as evidenced by a higher threshold stress to in itiate SOC
-2
-2
(>435 »»n caipared with 125-150 Mto for the ternary alloy m
the T6 tem^jer). Peel aix3 Poole concluded that any mechanism based
upon the rapid dissolution of grain bcundary precipitates as
proposed by Diic had to be discounted in favcur of a sacrificial
arxxie theory, as being the only model v4iich vas able to explain
the inprovanent in SOC resistance follcwing overageing,
■ me developnent of a solute depletion zone and a precipitate free
zone has also be«! investigated as being another microstructural
feature with which SOC susceptibility can be correlated. Doig and
51
.
Edington
investigated a series of IT2s formed ty vacancy and
solute depletion zones in quench-interrupted Al-5.0% 2n-3.2% Mg
alloys. They showed nagnesium arvd zino ocnoentration parafiles in
the aged oorxiition synwetrically depleted arcwnd the grain
boundary (Fig 21).
The model of PFZ formation erployed was dependent upon the
immediate formation of a solute depletion and vacancy depletion
zone during quenching. The solute depleticn zone was produced by
volvjte diffusiai of solute to heterogeneously nucleated grain
o
boundary precipiates on quenching to 330 C which is above the (S’
zone solvus. Further quenching to belof the GP zone solvus
results in re-solution of the smaller GP zones near the grain
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G R A IN

Fig 21

BOUNDARY

Solute profile of a quench-internipted and
aged A1-5.9X 2n-3.2X Mg alloy.
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boundary giving rise to the final precipitate-free zone. This
reinge of GP zone sizes results front their growth at a rate
controlled by both the solute and vacancy profiles, whidi is shown
schematically in Figure 22.
In their work Doig and Edington proposed on the basis of oorrosicn
potential measurements that preferential grain boundary
precipitate dissolution would occur (E , f^Zn « -1300 oN and
corr
2
E , matrix • -1050 mV, versus SCE), euid that the dissolution
corr
reaction was under cathodic control, the local cathode being the
region of solute depletion t^ich increases on ageing to peak
hardness, thus facilitating the anodic reaction.
There was
depletion
increasing
correlation
width.

a correlation evident between the extent of solute
and the SOC susceptibility, SOC susceptibility
with increasing solute depletion zone width. No
was found between these factors and the total FFZ zone

In the absence of direct observation i t is possible that a similar
result to that obtained by Peel euid Poole pertained, with the zone
sandwiched between the solute depletion zone and the matrix being
the site of the anodic reaction.
Ooig and Bdington however concluded that;
1)

The stress corrosion reaction was under cathodic control.

2)

The solute depletion zone was the site of the cathodic
-65-

(a)

cV
J

CO

(b)

*65®C
330 C,100 C
1«0®C

Pie 22

Solution tre»t*«nt temperature
Quench interruption temperature
Ageing temperature

(a)

Schematic diagram of the heat treatment uaed to
develop the PP2 in an Al-5.9 Zn-3.2 ng alloy. The
CP aone aolvua temperature for thla alloy ie 170 C.

(b>

Schematic aolute and vacancy profllea around
the grain boundary aged aa ahown in (a) above.
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reaction, vrfiich v#ith increasing width produced by quench
interruption for longer periods of time (10 minutes
ocfifiared with 2 minutes), leads to greater grain boundary
precipitate dissolution rates (Fig 23).
3)

The )cinetics of stress corrosion crack growth is explained
in terms of a model whidi includes as a controlling factor
the polarisation characteristics of the solute depleted
region within the w“Z. For exanple, the iinprwement in
stress corrosion ajsceptibility gained in overageing t)ie
7075 alloy from the T6 to the T73 condition may be
associated with the short range redistribution of copper
within the PFZ.

52
Rag)uvan has also studied FFZs in an Al-2.2 atonic percent Zn,
4.7 atonic percent Mg alloy formed by a ir cooling and ageing at
o
200 C for times ranging (aetween 0.1 and 75 hours; under these
conditions the FFZ is formed by a different mechanism in that only
a vacancy-depletion zone is assumed to form in itially . d-zones
are not suteequently formed in regions of lo* vacancy
coicaitration and on ageing no precipitates form due to the
absence of (3>-zones. No solute-depletion zone h^d farmed prior to
ageing as the quench frctn the solution terperature ves
uninterrupted. The solute-depletion formed on ageing develops
very quidcly (0.1 h) (see Fig 24) and in agreement with Doig and
Bdingrton's results the FFZ shows an increase in zinc and magnesiun
concentration between the matrix and the solute depletion zone.
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more cathodic

F ig

23

Schcaatic diafraa abowinc the diatributloo of the
rarroaioa reaction at the crain boundary in an a(ed
A l - 5 . f X ZO-3.2X Its alloy (after Doig and Bdington).
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Pig 2*

(■)

Zn concentration profiles across PF2.

(b)

ng concentration profile.

Both for an 41-2.2X Zi»-*.7XNb alloy solution heat
treated at 465®C. air cooled to r o » te^rature and aged
for the shore tines at 200 C. C
and C /T
are the ratios of the concentration of the /j^ and T
phases reapectirely (after Bagharan).
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Raghavztn concluded that Ooig and Edingtcn's proposal to correlate
90C susceptibility with solute depletion zone width rather than
FFZ width was more reasonable, in particular solute distribution
within the zone of solute depletion.
53
Ward and Lorimer have shown that in a copper containing 7075
alloy, no oopper depletion occurred with a consequent inprovement
in SOC resistance. This result is however at variance with the
50
result of Peel and Poole that oopper depletion causes a marked
decrease in the rate of the cathodic and hence the anodic
reaction.
2.3.3 Mechanical aspects of crack growth ■ echanlaas
Recent work on the strength of the FFZ of AlZnMg ^uld AlZnMgCu
alloys which ^lre most susceptible to SOC has shown that contrary
to earlier views (Section 2.3.2), slip is not concentrated in the
PFZ, but is concentrated in narrow bands across the whole
58,59
grain.
The hypothesis of preferential flow has been used to explain the
influence of the ageing process on the susceptibility to SOC of
11
Ihe following ¿issuiptions were
high strength aluninium alloys
nade;
1)
At maxinun susceptibility slip occurs only, or at least
preferentially in the FFZ.
2)

At maximuRi susceptibility, grain boundary precipitates
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formed a continuous film or interoonnectad rcws, thus preventing
slip across the grain boundary.
3)
At maximum susceptibility, large areas near the grain
boundary are free from precipitates.
4)
Preferential corrosive attadc occurs along the regions
where preferential plastic flew has taken place.
In a series of experiments on Trananission Electron Microscepe
CliJI) specimens of AlZrrf^ and AlZnMgCU alloys at veurious stages of
60
heat treatment, Speidel has shewn that;
1)
At maxiimm susceptibility slip occurs across the whole
grain. No preferential slip near the grain boundary vas observed.
2)
No continuous or intercxxinected rows of grain boundary
precipitates were observed, but slip transfer across the grain
boundary was observed.
3)
If preferential oorrosive attack did occur along the
regions where preferential plastic flow had taken place, one would
expeert transgranular 9C3C sine* slip is concentrated in narrew
bands across the grain.
The dislocation patterns observed did however lead to two theories
which relate to present research.
Stress concentration; Near the crack tip stress concentrations
form due to dislcx*tion pile-ups and limited pl^tstic rel 2ucation.
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Itiis was the dcmlnant defonnation sutetructure in susceptible
alloys. the adsorption of the ooirosive environnent, or a
constituent of it, would lower the strength of the strained atonic
bonds at the crack tip (stress sorption cracking). Speidel also
proposed that hydrogen may build up at grain boundfuries under the
influence of these highly localised stresses but assuned that
these hydrogen rich aueais would become anodic to the matrix auid
create a susceptible path for anodic dissolution.
The suggestion was also put forward that dislocation pile-ups at
grain bcund^ury precipitates may produoe microcracks which would
enhance crack growth. Crack propagation was assxjned to be via a
series of chemical and mechanical steps.
Slip Step height: Preferential attack occurs at the region of high
local dislocation density i.e . the dislocation pile-ups observed
a t the grain boundary. Stress corrosion cracks would propagate by
a series of rapid chemical attacks at dislocation sites and the
linking of these sites to fom a macrocradc.
A h i^ slip step formed by dislocation pile-up (planar slip) would
also facilitate oxide film rupture, under tensile stress, exposing
new metal to ^u^ advancing crack front. This is of course a
restatement of the slip-dissolution meohanian advanced Isy Scully
61,62
and others to explain the mechanism of tieny alloy systems
shewing susceptibility to stress oorrosicxi cracking.

-
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2.4

REVIEH GF 1«E STRESS O»R0SICM OVOONG GF HIGH STRDXTTH
ALUaNUJH AllGVS, wrm FWTICUUR reference to Al-Zn-Hg
AUGVS - HyCROGEN EWRITIUMENr (GCHANISM5
2.4.1 Bwironraental aspects
2.4.1.1 CrAck growth in gaseous environnents
It has already been reported (Secticn 2.3.1) that 7000 series
alloys do not show crack growth in dry molecular hydrogen and that
crack growth rates increase with increasing water vapour content.
-2
This is true even for a ani>ient hydrogen pressure of 70 W4n and
at stress itensities neaur to K
Neither is increased fatigue
1C
66
crack growth detectable in hydrogen atmospheres in these alloys
where the constant eocposure of fresh metal by fatigue, with no
oxide to inpede hydrogen entry, might be expected to enhance crack
growth rates.
67
Nelson dissociated molecular hydrogen on a tungsten filament
o
heated to 2000 C and bought an atomic-molecular hydrogen gas
mixture near to a pre-cradced specimen of 7075 alloy with no
reduction in fracture toughness.
68

More recently, Koch , has reported fracture of anooth tensile
specimens of 7075-T6 held at 75% of their fracture load in ionised
3 -2
hydrogen at a pressure of 2 x 10 Nn . The cracks formed were
predominantly b rittle intergranular with areas of cleavage. A
possible conclusion to be drawn is that only ionised gaseous
hydrogen gives a l 2u:ge enough hydrogen fugacity to produce
ent}rittlement in the gaseous state.
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The crack grcwth rate of 7000 series alleys is strongly depeixlent
upon the water vapour content of the envirorment (Section 2.3.1).
The Kelvin equation predicts that no capillary condensation would
69
occur in cracJts at relative hisnidities below 30% . Therefore, at
the lower )unidities shown in Figure 7, the cradc tip is probably
not covered in liquid water and anodic dissolution therefore
cannot ta)<e place, but significant cracic growth does occur w er a
ramge of stress intensities.
A particular advantage of studying the stress corrosion cradang
of these alloys in water vapour at low tenfierature is that
corrosion of the cradc sides is considerably reduced. This allcMs
a detailed study of crac)c norphology, which is further discussed
in Section 2.4.3.
At low relative himidities, where liquid water is not present at
the cradi tip, the observed subcritical crack growth must be due
to a reaction of H 0 molecules with aluminim neatr ttie crack tip.
2
Since water is known to react %dth aliminiim according to the
following simary reaction;
A1 ♦ 3H 0 -4A1 0 ♦ 6H
2
2 3

♦ 6e

This leaves hydrogen embrittlement as the only convincing
explanation. Subcritical crack growth in ewqueous solutions at the
free corrosion potential is attributable to the same mechsmisn.
The reaction of water with aluminiun is discussed in detail in
Section 2.5.6.
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Tile ocnbined effect of Hater Saturated Air Vapour (HSAV) and
-3
tensile stress at slow (10 ) strain rates has also been
70
studied . Specimens of an Al-6%Zn-3%Mg alloy were aged at
o
temperatures between 20 and 200 C for 24 h. followed by exposure
o
to WSAV at 70 C for 72 h. They were shown to exhibit a ductility
o
trough in the temperature range 100-140 C. Dry control samples
showed that this effect was partially due to age hardening;
however, the extent of ductility loss v«s not as great (Fig. 25),
the additioral loss of ductility of the specimens exposed to WSAV
being dxie to embrittleriKit.
The effect of isothemal exposure to WSAV at 120 C was also
studied (Fig. 26). The sanples were in the solution treated
condition.
The curve shows four distinct regions: region 1 where ductility
fa lls to 0.2-0.3% for sanples exposed to WSAV, region 2 where
there is a uniformly low ductility, region 3 where there is an
abrupt recovery of ductility up to the value of dry specimens and
region 4 where the specimens ¿ue again embrittled. IXiring the
ageing process precipitation in the grains and at the grain
boundaries taJ^es place and the precipitates grew oontinucusly.
During stage 1 and 2 no grain-boundary precipitates showed the
presence of nucleated hydrogen bu)3bles. At the onset of stage 3
)iydrogen bubbles were associated with grain-boundary precipitates
while at the end of stage 3 and thjxu^wut stage 4 a ll graintxxmdary precipitates nucleated hydrogen bubbles. At the
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DRY

WET

Fig. 25 The effect of ageing tenperature <» the eobrittloent of
A1-6X ZO-3X ng exposed to WSAT at 70 C for 72 hours (after
Christodoulou and Flower).

WET

Fig. 26 Ductility of an A1-6X 2n-3X Mg alloy isothcnally exposed
to WSAV at 120”C and tested st various tiaes (after
Christodoulou and Flower).
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beginning of stage 3 the grain boundary precipitates had grown to
A
200 A.
The recovery of ductility in the isothermally-aged specijiens
precludes any possibility of an interpretation of mechanism in
terms of anodic dissolution. Resistance to embrittlement,
assuning a mechanism based on hydrogen as previously discussed,
could be due to a variation in the rate of hydrogen entry, or to a
difference in tolerance to the presence of hydrogen by different
microstructures. An embrittlement mechanism based on the latter
has beai proposed on the basis of evidence from the isothermal
tests. During stage 1, age-hardening and hydrogen accumulation
both oontribute to embrittlement, the age-hardening component
being demonstrated by the dry specimens which reach a cxsnstant
ductility of around 3%. EJtibrittlement in the WSAV samples reaches
a critical level when the grain boundaries are fully eniirittled,
and stage 2 ocnmencjes, with a ductility of 0.2-0.3%. Plastic
deformation is s till required to open up the fracture face as
evidenced by a fully inte^gr^ulular fracture with slip steps
present.
The onset of stage 3 is associated vdth the heterogeneous
nucléation of hydrogen bubbles on developing grain boundary
precipitates. This event wxll reduce the grain boundary
ootKsentration of hydrogen and not iwnediately affect the matrix
hydrogen concentration due to the lower hydrogen mobility in the
matrix. This can be correlated with the fracture surface in stage
3 which shows evidence of intergranular followed by transgranular
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fracture. Tr2msgr2mular cracking occurs where the stress to
propagate a crack in the grain is less than the stress required to
propagate an intergranular crack due to the reduction in grain
boundary hyrdogen. Ductility is regained abruptly as a result of
the overaged grain boundary precipitates acting as getters for
grain boundary hydrogen.
As the level of hydrogen in the bubbles increases, the strain in
the matrix also increases <giving rise to plastic deformation) as
does the level of hydrogen in solution in the grain Ixundary in
equilibriun with the growing txibhle. Eventually the level of
hydrogen in solution in the grain boundary reaches an ertorittling
level again - the getter effect of the grain boundary precipitates
having been exhausted. This is the onset of stage 4 where
fracture ta)ies place below the macroscopic yield stress. The
fracture is intergranular with no evidence of slip steps. 'Ihis
indicates that the fracture grows from pre-existing flaws which
nay be the hydrogen bubbles along the grain laoundary.
Christodoulou and Flower also ocrpared the effect of pre-exposure
o
to WSAV a t 120 C of solution treated and overaged specimens. The
o
overaged specimens had been held at 150 C for 18 hours, creating
an overaged grain boundary precipitate which is stable at tlie test
o
tenperature of 120 C.
In Figure 27 where the alloy has pre-existing grain boundary
precipitates capable of nucleating bubbles, embrittlement does not
cormenoe until the samples have been pre-exposed for 36 hcurs.
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Ihis is due to the imnediate ability of the grain boundary
precipitate to getter hydrogen. The critical (H]
grain boun^ry
is not reached until a 36-hour exposure has occurred, tdiic^
corresponds to the second decrease in ductility in the pre-exposed
solution treated naterial.
Ihe results presented in Figure 26 can be described in terms of a
critic a l hydrogai concentration to cause embrittlement. In Figure
26 embrittlement of the alloy as a result of hydrogen penetration
of grain boundaries occurs immediately resulting, after 12 hours
exposure, in a constant low ductility of less than 1%. After 24
hours, the development of a grain boundary precipitate allows
hydrogen gettering and the decrease in the grain boundary hydrogen
concentration results in an increase in ductility. After 36 hours
pre-exposure the getbering effect of the grain boundaury
precipitates is effectively exhausted due to an equilibriun
between [H]
and [H]
. The increased [H]
bubble
grain boundary
results in an increasing partial pressure of hydrogen
bubble
which, on reaching a critical value in relation to the constraint
inposed by the metal lattice, causes the [H]
to
grain boundary
increaise once again embrittling the alloy.
2.4.1.2 CraKdc growth in aqueous solutions
Whether or not stress corrosion cracking of AlZnMg alloys in
atqueous solutions can be attributed to a mechanism involving
hydrogen embrittlement is a major unsolved question. With a few
71
50
exceptions (Ford and Iieel and Poole , although later studies
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by this group adcnowledged the role of hydrogen in the SCC
73
mechanism, e.g. Poole and Greenfield ) most of the recent
published literature attributes stress corrosion in these alleys
to hydrogen embrittlement. The problem of course is that unlike
steels a«3 titanium alloys, oonclusive demonstration of
embrittlement in dry hydrogen has not been shown for an AlZnMg
72
alloy
. Secondly convincing electrochemical permeation
experiments have not been docimKited in the literature.
Stress intensity (K) vs crack growth rate curves for AlZnMg alloys
have been produced vrfucdi exhibit the typical region I, II and III
(Section 2.3.1) with region II being a K-independent plateau and
region I being a K-dependent region showing a threshold stress for
crack growth at low stress intensities. Region III which is also
K-dependent is often missing as most reported tests are on DCS
specimens in which the specimen is fatigue cracked ¿uid loaded
kielow K , and the specimen rapidly assumes a constant plateau
IC
velocity. ers type specimens generally exhibit region III crack
growth. The general shape of this curve is shown by many
alloy/environment systems and a number of models of suberitioal
crack growth attergpt to explain it , including those liased
61, 74, 75, 76
prinarily on anodic dissolution
and hydrogen
77, 78
embrittlement
. One proposed theoretical explanation of the
shape of the stress intensity vs crack growth rate curve is due to
Orieu^i (Section 2.2.4). The inference is that a threshold to ))E
crack growth slxuld cxxsir at a cxxistant environing fugacity when K
is slowly decreasing as in a DCB specimen. A K-independent plateau
is also inferred, with the crack grewth rate controlled Icy
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processes a t the input surface or in the environnent and not by
72
hydrogen diffusion in the metal. It has been suggested
that,
since the activation energy for subcritical cradc growth is about
-1
the same for Ni, Fe and A1 base alloys (40 KJmole in distilled
water), a similar rate controlling step for H entry is involved in
a ll the raterial/envircnnent combinations.
2.4.1.3
Effect of pH
The effect of pH is shown in Section 2.3.1.2, Figures 11,12,15 and
16. At the open circuit potential there is no reduction in
plateau velocity until pH 11 is reached (Fig. 11). There is a
sh ift to lower stress intensities in region I when the pH is
lowered from 11 to 0 (Fig. 12). At pH 0 there is no effect of
potential (from -1.0 to 0 volts vs SHE) on the plateau velocity
but at pH 6 the 7079 alloy shows a marired reduction in plateau
velocity starting a t -0.7 volts vs SHE (Fig. 15). For the 7075
alloy the reduction in plateau velocity at pH 6 starts at more
anodic potentials (-0.3 volts vs SHE). The cathodic protection
that occurs at potentials down to -1.0 volt in near neutral
solutions, does not occur in acid solutions of pH 0, this
behaviour is paralleled >3y titaniun alloys in aqueous halide
solutions; )>ere too, cathodic protection against SOC growth is
ijqpossible at very low pH values.
The constant plateau velocities of AlZnMg alloys between pH 0 and
11 is due to the establishment of a constant pH within the crack
which exhibits neuriced differences with the bulk solution
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79
chonistry. Brown et al firs t shewed that a crack tip solution
w ill attain a constant pH (pH 3.5) with the bulk solution pH in
the range 1 to 6.2. The observation that the solution at a crack
tip becones acidic in a neutral bulk solution can be explained in
80, 81
terms of the hydrolysis of metal ions
. However, the
formation of a crack tip solution of pH 3.5 from a bulk solution
which is more acidic, requires reactions »Aucii will firs t consume
hydrogen ions and then establish an equilibrium with regard to
82
their oonsunption and generation. Sedricks, Green and Novak
showed that in an isolated system, in itially containing an
acidified sodium diloride solution and a large volime fraction of
aluminium (as is the case in a crack tip - the experiments were
conducted on mixtures of fine 7075 alloy turnings with small
liquid to solid ratios), dissolution of the alioninium alloy will
cause an increase in pH which will then stabilise at a value
determined by the solubility product for aluminium hydroxide.
I t is cle^u: therefore thiat v ^ ls t one would expect an SC crack
mechanism involving hydrogen to eochibit a relationship of
increasing crack velocity with increasing environing hydrogen
fugacity, the insensitivity of crack growth rate to bulk pH is not
inconsistent with a hydrogen embrittlement mechanism. Only when
the pH is nede extremely high (i.e . pH 14) w ill the crack growth
rate be significantly reduced. Qualitatively, this would ¿igain be
cxxisistent with a hydrogen embrittlement meckanism.
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2.4.1.4 Effect of electrochemical potential
The effect of potential is shown in Section 2.3.1.2, Figure 14,
and as discussed, plateau crack growth velocities fall and region
I stress intaisities increase as the potential is made more
cathodic. The results are presented for applied cathodic
potentials down to -1.0 volt vs SHE. Other workers have
investigated the effect of potential and have ooncluded that;
a)
cathodic protection of the specimen is occuring and
b)
that the mechanism of crack growth at anodic potentials is
anodic disolution, whilst the mechanism at cathodic potentials is
disputed.
83
Nguyen, Brown ar*d Foley studied a 7075 type alloy at potentials
down to -1.2 V vs SHE (Fig. 28) in sulphate, nitrate and chloride
84
solutions. Hau-tnan
studied the crack grorth rate of a 7075
alloy down to -1.35 V vs SHE in a 3% scxJium iodide solution and
observed a slight increase in crack growth rate abcve -0.95V (Fig.
29), this study was conducted on CTS type specimens (showing the
presence of region III crack growth). The beneficial effects of
cathodic polarisation had been used as a strong argunent against a
hydrogen embrittlement mechanism. Recent work has shewn this
argument to be false. The critical observation is that Oiere is a
minimum in the crack growth rate at an intermediate potential, but
that it increases again as the potential is made increasingly
cathodic. This is illustrated in Figure 30. The mininum in txjth
crack growth rate and permeability at intermediate potentials has
85
also been observed in steels . It is thou^t that the minijitan
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Fig. 28 The effect of potential on plateau growth rate of 7075T651 alloy in IH RaCl aolution (after Nguyen, Brown and
Foley).

Fig.29 Crack growth rate va streaa Intenaity for 7075-T6 in 3X
Nal solution at pH 7 showing the effect of applied
potential (after Hartman).
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Fix.30 Dependence of crack Telocity and peneability on applied
potential (eolta ts SCB) for aeveral aliainluB allys, in
the cnvironaeata ahown.
Data on pemeability for 7075M 5 1 ( X t 3X HaCl aolntion) are thoae of Gest and
Troiano ; crack x^owth data for 7075-^651 ( Q , SM iodide
BOlutioa)..aiid 7079-^651
iodide aolution) are froa
Speidel
those for g^lZoMxb ( ^ . 1 ^ chloride
solntioa) froa Berxxteen ' (after Speidel ').

(O, SH

-
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correspoKls to a mininun in the enviroranental fugacity of
hydrogen, as shown by the permeability; increased permeaticr at
high cathodic potentials is due to generalised hydrogen production
at the specimen surface while increases with anodic polarisation
are due to acid generated by hydrolysis in pits or cracdcs, leading
to hydrogen gejeration locally even though the potential is more
anodic than the free corrosion potaitial. The cathodic {Mxstection
against 90C shown a t intermediate potentials can be attributed to
a reduced dissolution rate in the crack and a ooncomitant
reduction in hydrogen evolution. Cathodic protection at
intermediate potentials is thus no longer a counter argument
against a HE mecdianiati, but is not prooi of a HE mechanimn.
The above rationalisation also provides an explaination of the
specific role of Cl , Br and I as SOC accelerators in AlZnMg
alloys. These ions are known as specific pitting agents for
aluniniim alloys in aqueous solution and can prewKit the h i^
current densities a t the cradc tip from producing passivation ,
thus leiding to the higher crack growth rates observed.
The hydrolysis reaction of the anodic product, A1
below.
3+
A1 ♦ 3H 0 — » Al(OH) 3H
2
3
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(aq)

is given

2.4.1.5

Effect of poisons and catalysts for the hydrogen
reocobination reaction
The hydrogen reconbination poisons are group V metals or
metalloids including P,As and Sb. They are well )cnown to act as
poisons of the hydrogen reoonbination reaction when added in
ocnpound form to corrosive environments. As such these ¿additions
have been enployed to prevent corrosion in acidified corrosive
environments where hydrogen reduction is the principle cathodic
reaction taking place.
It is thou^t that ^ l e the proton reduction step H ♦ e —>H ads
is allowed to go on unhindered, the subsequent combination of
these adsorbed hydrogen atoms to form diatomic hydrogen molecules
is largely prevented. The precise mechanism of the inhibition of
88
recombination is uncertain but i t
been suggested that, for
♦
exanple, the arsenious ion AsO is sufficiently surface active to
adsorb at those sites a t which hydrogen atoms may recombine (e.g.
at growth edges). The arsenious ion may then be cathodically
reduced by reactions such as;
♦

AsO ^ 2H
* e —)As + H 0
(ads)
2
or
As 0 ♦ 6H - >2As 4 3H O
2
23
(ads)
The introduction of arsenical oonpounds into mildly acidic
environments can result in a hicb population of unoombined
hydrogen atoms on the metal surface, tliereby facilitating the
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abeorption of hydrogen into the metal lattice, resulting, if the
metal is susceptible, in enhanced hydrogen enbrittlenent cracking.
Additions of platinw in the form of cdiloroplatinic acid cause
cathodically polarised sites to be decorated with platinun black.
The latter exhibits a high exchange current density and lor
overpotential for the hydrogen evolution reaction auid oonsequaitly
any hydrogen ions reduced at these sites will be more readily
evolved as molecailar hydrogen, than be absorbed into the metal
lattice to produce hydrogen embrittlement. Consequently, if
cracking is a result of hydrogen embrittlement, the susceptibility
towards cracking should be decreased by ckloroplatinic acid
additions to the test solution.
89
Green e t.a l.
showed that additions of sodiun arsenite enhanced
the crack growth rate of 7075-T6 alloys in an acguecus chloride ohrotiBte environment. However when pre-cracked specimens were
loaded in torsion i.e . in mode III, the susceptibility to 90C was
cxnsiderably reduced and arsenic additions inhibited cracking.
Green e t. a l. interpreted these results to mean that mode III
failures cxxurred by anodic dissoluticn, while the additional
susceptibility in mode I was attributed to hydrogen. Thus the
reduced, but not zero, susceptibility to SOC in mode III suggests
that both hydrogen embrittlement and electrochemical dissolution
prcxjesses are cxxarring tcigether and oxxjperatively. Green et. al.
rationalised the behaviojur of arsenic in the same way as for
90
stainless steels (by Kim and Wilde ). Under tensile loading the
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addition of arsenic retards the kinetics of hydrogen evolution,
increases the hydrogai oonoentration within the metal and enhances
hydrogen entarittlement. However, since arsenic retards the
cathode kinetics of the dissolution reaction (eigain the
recombination of hydrogen ions), crack propagation by ^ulodic
dissolution is retarded under torsional loading.
91
Hardie and ftolroyd in a series of slow strain rate experiments
on tensile specimens of 7179-T651 alloy noted a reduction in the
0.2% proof stress as a result of 25 ppm arsenic additions to a tap
o
water environment at 70 C. The proof stress dropped from 497 to
-2
-2
466
eifter 3 days pre exposure in tap water and to 454 Min
after 3 days pre-exposure in the same environment containing 25
ppm arsenic.
92
Green etixl Montague
in an earlier piece of work studied the
effect of cacknim and arsenic alloying additions to an Al-5.5% Zn2.5% Mg alloy. Their starting point was to assume an anodic
dissolution medianism and to see if caiknium or arsenic additions
would poison the rate controlling cathodic reaction in acid
solutions which is predominantly the recombination of hydrogen
ions. They assumed that cadnium and arsenic laould segregate to
the grain boundary region where the additions would retard the
cathodic reaction arxl control the rate of dissolution of solid
solution at the grain boundary and hence the cAerall rate of crack
propagation.
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■ n» stress cxjrrosior results of constant load flat specimens
showed that the ternary alloy and the quaternary caàùun
containing alloy did not fa il in 300 hours vrfjen loaded up to the
yield stress - however the arsenic containing quaternary alloy
failed in 1/2 h. Green a«J Montague concluded that another effect
of the ^u^senic addition was more important. The arsenic
containing alloys showed a decreased grain boundary precipitate
size together with decreased inter-particle spacing and
significantly higher concentrations of magnesiian and, to a lesser
extait zinc, on the intergranuleir fracture surfaces for a
o
depth of 250A.
Cadnium additions resulted in similar magnesium
concentrations actually on the fracture sxirfaoes, but these shewed
a sharp reduction with depth, decreasing to the bulk matrix
concentration within 100A.
From the viewpoint of an anodic dissolution mechanism vhere the
effect of an arsenic addition may be expected to decrease
susceptibility to SCE, clearly the experimental evidence points to
the other effects of arsenic, in increasing segregation of
alloying elements to the grain boundary and decreasing grain
boundary precipitate size and spacing, as being most inportant.
However frem the viewpoint of a hydrogen aiteittlem ent mechanian,
which the authors did not consider, the results are clearly
consistent with, but not proof of, the arsenic addition acting to
poison the hydrogen recombination reaction thereby allowing more
hydrogai to enter the alloy and embrittle it. The effects of
arsenic on the other grain boundary microstructural features are
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also consistent with a HE mechanism. I t is proposed (Section
2.5.4.2) that overaged grain boundary precipitates are effective
in trapping hydrogen and rendering it innooious. In order to
obtain ccmparable mecdianioal properties, the different allays used
were sul^ected to differing solution treatment times but to
o
identical ageing treatments (5 hours at 130 C). There is clearly
a ccrplex relationship between oorpositicn and heat treatment, but
the arsenic addition has resulted in a small, finely spaced grain
boundary precipatate, less effective in trapping hydrogen. In
fact quaternary alloys containing zirconiun with a similar small
grain boundary precipitate and interparticle spacing were also
tested and failed in 85 hours, indicating that the effect of
arsenic (failure in 1/2 hour at the same load) is not solely due
to the effect of arsenic on the microstructure. Similerily, the
effect of segregation of magnesium to the grain boundary on
failure time is also consistent with a HE mechanism. I t is
proposed (Sections 2.5.4.2 and 2.4.3) that segregation of
magnesian to the grain boundary results in magnesian hydride
formation, and it is magnesium )iydride formation that embrittles
tlie alloy along tl» grain boundary plane. The greater the anount
of magnesian, the greater t)ie embrittling effect of hydrogen
resulting from similar environmental fugacities. Again the
increase in magnesium content in the region adjacent to the grain
boundary was also s)iown by the quaternary zirconium containing
alloy and so the effect of arsenic is not solely due to it 's
effect on microstructure, but may be principally due to i t 's
effect as a poison, if hydrogen embrittlement is the main cause of
susceptibility.
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A nunter of papers in the literafaire have pointed to a marked
segregation of nagnesium and zinc to the grain boundary in AlZnMg
92,93
ternary alloys
Chen e t. a l. 93 studied a high purity ternary alley containing
5.49% Zn and 2.47% Mg. Fracture surfaces of this alloy were
studied by Auger depth profiling, and it ves noted that;
a)
The grain boundary magnesium and zinc concentrations were
5.4 atomic pet and 4.5 atomic pet respectively. If a ll the
magnesium and zinc segregation were due to MgZn precipitates, the
Mg:Zn ratio should be 1:2. The grain boundary therefore contains
excess magnesium. About 40% of the to tal magnesium is in the
precipitates arxl 60% is localised within a few atonic layers of
the grain boundary.
b)
under both solution heat treated, peak aged and overaged
conditions there is a narked segregation of magnesiim to the grain
boundary. The grain boundary oonoentrations are 3 to 5 times the
bulk concentration. This is in sharp contrast to the results of
51
Doig and Bdington reported in Section 2.3.2. They obtained a
much less dramatic aociaitilation of magnesiun at the grain boundary
for as-quenched samples and a depletion of magnesiun in wer-aged
samples.
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c)
The width of the segregated zone Is of the order of 10A
for as-quenched sanples and 100A for overaged sanples.
The different results obtained by Doig and Edingtcn vere put dom
to differences in the information obtained from the Transmission
Electron Microscope (IBI)-plasmen loss technique they employed.
The TEM-plasmon loss technique used by Doig ¿ux3 Bdington enplcyed
a 100A electron beam which traversed the grain boundary which vns
perpendicular to the specimen surface, the TEM technique was
therefore incapable of measuring the magnesium content to within
50Ao of the grain boundary. The AES technique on the other hand,
being a surface technique enployed on specimens with inter
granular fractures, was ideally suited to detect these
accumulations.
The plasmon loss of Auger electrons was used to determine the
chemical environment of the nagnesiim and zinc solutes. Whilst
60% of the itagnesium is not associated %d.th MgZn precipitates at
2
the grain boundary, a ll the zinc is in the MgZn precipitates.
2

A schenatic illustration of the various contributions to the
magnesium depth profile of the cver2iged sanple is shewn in Figure
31a. The to tal magnesium profile (curve a) is the sun of the
profile at the grain boundary (curve b), the profile within the
PFZ (curve c) and the profile of the precipitate (curve d).
Similarly a magnesium depth profile can be constructed for the asquenched sanples. Because of the absence of grain boundary
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a) Schontlc diacraa of the Tarlous contributions to the He depth
profile for overaged saaples (a, resultant profile; b, profile at
g.b; c, profile in PR; d, profile of precipitates).

b) Scheaatic dlagraa of the various contributions to the Hg depth
profile for as-quenched saaples (a, resultant profile; b, profile
in the grain boundary; c, profile in the precipitate free rone).
Fig. 31

(àfter Chan et al

93,
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precipitates in this case, the profile (Fig. 31b) is sinply
obtained by adding the profile within the grain (curve c) to the
neunxw profile representing the grain bound^uy ocncentraticn of
94
nagnesiun (curve b). It is proposed
that the solute
segregation is produced during the quench by a process of vacancy
drag. In this process the binding energy of the solute to the
vacancy is the most inportant factor. For magnesium the binding
energy is approocinately 0.3 eV and for zinc it is 0.1 eV. Solute
atoms are dragged to the grain bcund2u:y by vacancies during the
95
quench. Viswanadham e t. a l.
point out that if the solute
segregation produced during the quench is indeed vacancy drag,
then one would expect alloying additions such as (copper, which
have a very low (is»0) binding energy to vacancies, would exert a
significant influence on the level of segregation. For exanple,
the stress cxjrroeion cracdcing resistance of weld2Ucle AIZnMg alloys
without copper is highest when slow (cooled, while for alloys with
substantial exlditicxis of copper, the SOC resistarxce is highest
when rapidly cxxcled.
The presence cif free neKfnesium on the grain boundary has inportant
ijiplicaiticsns for the mechanism of hydrcjgen embrittlement in AIZnMg
alleys. In Section 2.2.1 i t was noted that the solution heat
treated cocide films are (composed primarily of
nucleated at
the grain bccundaries frexn magnesim segregated to the grain
13
boundary . Growth of these MgO nuclei results in boundaries in
the MgO oxide film that are unrelated to the grain boundaries of
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the metal substrate. During subsequent exposure to 100% relative
o
hunidity at 50 C further growth of a hydrated alixninium rich cscide
by outward diffusion of aluminium occurs at the bound2U'ies of the
13
MgO film. It was proposed by Viswandham et. al.
that the
3f
reaction between the outward diffusing Al and H 0 resulted in
2
the formation of hydrogen (see Section 2.5.6). In the absence of
a HgO cKide film, an aluminium oxide film would allow the
reccnbination of atomic hydrogen to molecular hydrogen. The role
of the nagnesium being to cotfcine with the hydrogen, minimising
recombination, and allowing more time for hydrogen diffusion to
the grain boundaries.
It was noted that the nagnesium content of the solution heat
o
treated oxide film is a maxinun at 475 C and decreases at higher
and lower tenperatures. This maxinun corresponds to a mininun in
the ductility of pre-exposure embrittlement tests of a range of
o 96
tensile sanples solution heat treated between 440 and 500 C
In considering a hydrogen embrittlement mecivmism, i t is essential
to consider the following factors;
i)
The generation of hydrogen
ii)
Bitry of hydrogen through the protective surface film juid
iii) Concentration of hydrogen in a localised region to cause
embrittlement.
The firs t two steps have been dealt with in the preceding
Sections. The local concentration of hydrogen at the grain

boundary is also an effect of the segregation of free magnesium to
the grain boundary in AlZnMg alloys. There is a large body of
circm stantial evidence in the literature on possible Mg-H
94
interactions. These are dealt with by Viswanadham et. a l.
It
is well known in vacuum technology that magnesium acts as an
97
effective getter of hydrogen. Alani and ftiann
noted that
hydrogen bubbles nucleated more readily from MgZn precipitates in
higher nagnesiun content alloys pre-exposed to water vapour in a
TEM, urrier the action of the electron beam. More recently
98
Tuck has produced more direct evidence for Mg-H formation in
AlZnMg alloys by pre-exposing AlMg and AlZnMg alloy sanóles to
water saturated a ir vapour for 50 days and comparing these
differential scanning calorimetry traces with those obtained from
a sanple of magnesium hydride powder contained in an aluninium
o
phial. All sanples were heated a t a rate of 50 C per minute.
Tuck concluded that Mg-H was formed in the AlZnl^ and AlMg alloys
during pre-exposure, and tJat when a tensile stress is applied to
grain boundaries containing magnesium hydride (formed at the grain
boundary as a result of magnesium segregation), if encugii hydride
is present, the grain boundary w ill separate in a b rittle manner.
This process would occur at the surfaces of slow strain rate and
pre-exposed tensile samples and continuously in the region b^ind
the crack tip in pre-cradoed CT or EX3B specimens.
Controlling the grain boundary structure may provide a means of
99
ooitrolling SOC susceptibility. Chaturvedi and Mails
shcvod
that low angle grain boundaries in an Al-8%Mg alloy had very few
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grain boundaury porecipitates« did not show magnesiiin enrichment
and, in specimens pre-exposed to water saturated a ir vapour, were
not subject to hydrogen bubble formation under excitation by the
electron beam in a TE«, unliice high angle boundaries in the same
specimen. Vacancy and solute mcwement to l<w angle grain
bourtSaries would be limited. They suggested that the solution
treatment temperature will not only influence the concentration of
quenched-in vacauv;ies, which can influence the migration of solute
atoms to the grain boundaries, but will also affect the structure
of the grain boundaries, which also influ«ioes the segregation and
distribution of magnesium atoms on them, i.e . a high solution
treatment temperature or slow quaxdiing rate reduces the level of
grain bound2u:y nagnesium segregation.
2.4.3.

MlcroBtructural aspects of hydrogen
Al-Zn-Mg alloys - the crack path

embrittlement

in

100

toitgrain and Swann
produced the firs t microstructural
evidence against an anodic dissolution mechanism. In stress
corrosion tests on an Al-7%Zn-3% Mg U bend specimen exposed to
laboratory a ir and viewed in a million volt electron microscope
they noted that;
1)
Stress corrosion oracks propagate along the grain
boundary and not in the precipitate free zone.
2)
The grain boundary precipitates are not dissolved during
cracdc propagation.
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3)
The cradcs poxipagate without evidence of plastic
deformation in the vicinity of the crack faces. The separation of
adjacent grains is totally b rittle .
4)
Cracking will occur iimediately on application of the
applied stress in dry a ir, if the specimens have been pre-exposed
to water vapour before stressing. The laigth of the instantaneous
crack is related to the time of pre-exposure.
In a separate experiment involving fracturing a pre-exposed
specimen In a vacuun chantier, and analysing any liberated gas in a
mass spectrometer, i t was noted that hydrogen was given off during
fracture. Control specimens were used to eliminate hydrogen given
off by the hydrated oxide film during deformation.
101, 102, 103
^to^e recently Scanans
has presented two pieces of
evidence for a hydrogen embrittlement medianism in AlZnMg alloys.
Firstly, the presence of long continuous parallel striations on
the intergranular fracture surface, not previously observed in
stress corrosion failure of these alloys. The crack surfaces ^u?e
striated by arrest markings which match precisely on both fracture
faces, each striation is formed by the corrosion product of the
hydrogen generation reaction required to induce the next burst of
b rittle grain boundary fracture. These matched arrest markings
have been observed on both failures produced in water vapour at
o
o
40 C arxl chromate inhibited 2% NaCl solutions at 22 C. Noninhibited envirorments or higher terperatures produce oorrosion

-
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products lAich mask the very fine detail of the striations. One
set of results on OCB specimens of 7017 euid 7079 alloys (7017 is a
mediun strength weldable alloy, 7079 is a high SOC susceptibility
early aircr^tft alloy now used for less critical applications) at
o
40 C 2ffid 95% relative hunidity showed that the averetge striation
spacing was not a strong function of the applied stress intensity.
The results can be interpreted in terms of crack juip rate vs
stress intensity.
-1

The crack jimp rate is 500 h in region II fcsr the 7079 alloy and
-1
50 h in regicxi I i.e . the average arrest time was 7.2 seconds
during regicxi II growth and 72 secxjnds during region I grorth.
o
The approxinately constant striation spacing was 1350A for this
o
alloy and 3700 A for the 7017 alloy. The effect of overageing
halved the crack jimp frequency but left the striation spacing
unaffec±ed. Oecn:easing the quench rate ¿ifter solution treatment
o
by hot water cguenching or (»ntrolled cxx>ling of 8 C per sec from
o
400 to 200 C also left the striation spacing within the
scatterband of the cx>ld water c^uench striation spacing.
This discontinucxis stress cx^rrosion cxacking vas interpreted as
repeated sequences of pre-exposure embrittlement and rapid b rittle
fracture. If it is assumed that the nurter of available trap
sites or local getters for the diffusing embrittling species ahead
of the crack tip is fixed by the allcjy oonpceitlcxi and thermal
treatment, then the applied stress acnx»s the grain bcund^ay nust
exert its influence through i t 's effect on the grain boundary
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hydrogen diffusion rate, such that the trap sites are saturated
nore rapidly and b rittle fracture can then be induced ty the
accumulation of atonic hydrogen.
The lower crack jiinp distances in the 7079 alloy vrere attributed
to its higher nagnesium and copper oontaits. The net effect on
the v-K curve was not very significant as the 7079 cracking
freguency was increased to give an eguivalent propagation rate.
Seamans attributed the observed grain bound^uy deoohesion to an
interaction of the segregated magnesian atoms and atomic hydrogen.
Whether at the point of failure this can be described as a
chemisorbed monolayer of hydrogen on magnesian or a planar sheet
of magnesium hydride would need further experimentation to
establish. The area of crack advance represents the area of grain
bourdary where this detrimental atonic hydrogen concentration has
been acdiieved.
-1

-1

To achieve a macroscopic growth rate of 1x10 nm h with crack
e
Joips of 1350A would require a grain boundary hydrogen diffusivily
-9 2 -1
in the order of 3 x 10 cm s . Measured diffusion rates of
-9
-10
2 -1
hydrogen in AlZnNg are between 2x10 and 10 on s (Section
2.5.7.3). However, since in the 7079 alloy SCE is a factor of 10
faster in aqueous chloride solutions, hydrogen diffusivities would
-6 2 - 1
need to be in the order of 3x10 cm s . Measured dif fusivities
104
have been on unstressed sanples. Seamans has suggested that
stress assisted diffusion may maJee hydrogen diffusivities as high
-6 2 -1
as 10 cm s not unreasonable.

-
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Ihe secxxid observaticn was stereo pair micrographs of total
immersior C-ring specimens of 7018 alloy in an ¿K;idified chloride
101
environnent . ITie micrographs show no evidence of dissolution,
with both the grain bound^u:y precipitates and dispersed particles
renaining on the fracture surfaces.
The observations of a striated fracture surface with cradc arrest
narkings and no evidence of dissolution, in both conditions of
to tal iimersion and in water vapour, lead to the conclusion that
essentially the same failure mechanian operates in both
environments.
2.4.4 Slow strain rate testing of Al-Zn-Mu alloys
Holroyd and Haidie in a series of experiments on slow strain rate
testing of 7000 series alloys have demonstrated that pre-exposure
91,105,106,107
embrittlement ard recovery occurs in these alloys
The specimens used were modified Houndsfield tensile specimens
machined with their principal axis parallel to the short
transverse direction of the plate material. The plastic reduction
in area at fracture proved to be the most consistent and
meaningful parameter in assessing the degree of embrittlement.
The alternative parameters of plastic elongation and fracture
energy suffer from the effects of secondary cracking which
introduces a spurious contribution to the measured elongation.
The ijiportance of the strain rate used in conducting these tests
%
lad not previously beai appreciated. Scanans e t. al.
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found no difference in the strain rate sensitivity of AlZnMg
specimens stressed in vacuun and air ^lfter 3 days pre-exposure to
o
water saturated air vapour at 90 C at strain rates fran 4.2 x 10
-2 -1
to 4.2 X 10 s . In fact strain rates below 10 and between
-4
-7 -1
10 arx3 10 s are required to shew the entorittlement
105
effects
Ccnmercial alloys are less susceptible to embrittlement effects
than their h i^ purity analogues and the most resistant alloys
need to be tested at particularly slow strain rates. Genparisons
of the degree of embrittlement between alloys makes no assunptions
about the source of embrittlement in stress corrosion tests,
although pre-exposure effects and reoevery effects are attributed
to hydrogen diffused into the alloy as a result of interaction
with the enviroment. If hydrogen is involved, the effect of
strain rate may readily be interpreted in terms of the time
required for hydrogen to diffuse to those sites where it 's
oonoentration becomes sufficient to induce b rittle deoohesion of
the material.
When using a ductility ratio to express the degree of
embrittlement, care must be taken in choosing the reference
environment whioh should be vacuum or air dried with, for example,
anhydrous magnesium perchlorate. Laboratory a ir with a typical
relative hunidity <rf 60% is an aggressive environment and i t 's use
106
by seme investigators leads to misleading results
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Tìie effect of túne of úimersior during the test and of pre105
exposure in an aggressive environment au:e additive
(Fig. 32). The period of inmersión in an aggressive environnent
during testing can itself ma)ce a significant contribution to the
embrittlement.
Testing of specimens of 7049-T651 after prior inmersion in sea
-5
water gives the same ductility at strain rates faster than 5x10
-1
s v^ther the test environment is laboratory air or sea water.
The reduction in area ratios diverge at slower strain rates
because of the more aggressive nature of sea water. The
embrittlement of the pre-exposed specimai in laboratory air
-5 -1
-6 -1
changes very little between 5x10 s and 2.5x10 s because
the test environment ma)ces little additional oontributicxi, whereas
testing in sea water causes increasing embrittlement. Belcw
-6 -1
2.5x10 s the contributioi caused by laboratory a ir to the
embrittlement becomes significant and the results of the pre
exposed specimens tested in both environments converge.
The effech of pre-exptssure time and rwxwery is shown in Figure
107
33 . The effech of pre-expc3sure reaches a maximum in 30 days.
The recx:wery from 30 days pre-e3qx»ure to sea water is also shorn.
Recxvery of ducrtility occurs in dry air euid vacuun at strain rates
-5 -1
below 5x10 s . Recxjvery from the enbrittlement produced by
pre-soa)cing is only produced by subsequent straining and not
simply by storage of the specimen in the less enbrittling
environment (dry air or vacuimn). It is interesting to note that
-105-

FI*. 32

Fi*. 33

The effect of strain rate on the reduction in area in
laboratory air and aea water conpared with that in
▼acuta for spcciians of 7049-T651 with and without prior
i^nersion in sea water for 72 hr.
(after Bolroyd and
Bardie

The effect of strain rate upon reduction in area at
fracture for 7017-T651 tested in dry air or vacuia and
aea water after prior exposure to sea
anbient
tenperature. (after Holroyd and Bardie
).

-
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at high hydrogen levels, i.e . slow strain rates in aggressive
environrents such as sea water, Holroyd noted a transition from
the normal transgranular b rittle fracture to intergranular b rittle
fracture. Since recovery after exposure is dependent upon
strain! ig, dislocation transport of hydrogen is inplied. »»ever
the rate of plastic deformation in the embrittlement process
itse lf is far from clear. that there is a role played by plastic
deformation in embrittlement is suggested by the observation that
no embrittlement is detected even when sufficient hydrogen is
present, if the strain rate is too high. It also seems likely
that transport of hydrogen to the embrittling site during
straining is a pre-requisite for embrittlement. Transgranular
cracking of slow strain rate specimens vets attributed by Holroyd
and Hardie to transport of hydrogen from the grain boundary
regions by dislocations. When adequate supply of hydrogen is
available to replenish the grain boundary hydrogen and sufficient
time is allowed for this to occur (i.e. at slow strain rates)
intergranular failure may s ti ll take place. Such a model
assumes that a higher local oonoentration of hydrogen is necessary
for intergranular than for transgranular cracking, but that
transgranular cracking occurs if sufficiently high stresses are
attained.
2.4.5

Mode III (torsional) and mode I (tensile) testing of
pte-cracked specimens
In mode III loading there is no hydrostatic stress component due
to the absence of any through thickness
stress. It is the
hydrostatic stress component which could cause hydrogen
-107-

acxTjnulaticr b^iind the cradc tip as hydrogen diffuses to the
108,109
region of tnaxinun hydrostatic stress
. A ccttfiariscn of SOC
susceptibility between specimens loaded in torsion (where hydrogen
would not play a role) and tension (where hydrogen may play a
role) could distingui^ between tlie anodic dissolution and
(rydrogen enbrittlement mecheuiisms. If crao)c growth in torsion was
siinil^u: to that observed in tension, then anodic dissolution is
89
liJcely to be tlie dominant mechanism. Green et. al.
tested
pre-cradied specimens of 7075-T6 alloy in torsion and tensile
loading over a range of stress intensities and measured the time
to failure in an inhibited chloride environnent. Ihe results are
shown in Figure 34. It is evident that SOC susceptibility is
greatly reduced in torsion, but is not eliminated. Green e t. al.
suggest that hydrogen enbrittlenent and anodic dissolution are
acting in a co-operative manner.
In a separate set of experiments on a 7091 alloy produced by a
110
powder metallurgy route Pickens et. al.
showed similar
behaviour under torsianal loading (Fig. 35). Similar ocnclusions
were drawn in that as the increase in time to failure at a given
stress level is approximately one order of nagnitude, sene
con^lenentary auxxiic dissolution takes place allowiig crack growth
in mode III loading, but the rajority of the crack ^dvanoe in mode
I is by hydrogen embrittlement.
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Fig. 3*

Resistance to SCC of 7075-T6 ss a function of loading
■ode, in an environnent of 3.5X IlaCl ♦ 3.OX R^Cr^Oy in
water, at pH 3.2. (after Green et al 89).

TIMC

Fig. 35

toM IIU K M u m

The effect of loading node on the SCC of 17091 (fro« a
powder netallurgy route) and 7075 ((j^ »*> ingot
■etallurgy route), (after Ficliens et ai
).
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2.5
HXnCXa» DIFFUSICM
2.5.1 Introduction
Ttiis is an abridged review of hydrogen diffusion theory, in which
particular attention has been paid to the relatively arall amount
of work that has been undertaken on hydrogen diffusion in
aluminium euid aluniniian alloys, in particular the AlZnMg group of
high strength alloys.
The earliest observations on the dissolution of hydrogen in metals
111
Ihcmas
date badt to the experiments of Cailletet in 1864
Graham published the results of his classic study of the Pd-H
112
systan in 1866 . However, the systematic staidy of hydrogen in
113,114,115
metals only began with Sieverts around 1900
. Ihe
phenomenon of hydrogen embrittlement was also disocvered around
26,27
this time
2.5.2 Sources of hydrogen
Hydrogai can enter metals from a variety of sources.
include;

These

1)
Dissolution in molten metal from a hydrogen containing
atmosphere, some of the hydrogen being retained during
solidification. This occurs during casting and welding where
water vapour generated from the moisture present in refractory
bride, metal charge, or welding electrode flux, breaks down to
form hydrogen.

-
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2)
Absorption of hydrogen when the metal is exposed to a
hydrogen ocntaining atmosphere, particularly at high tenperatures
e.g. during annealing.
3)
Cathodic hydrogen absorbed by the metal during acid
pickling, electroplating, phosphatixig and cathodic protection.
4)
Corrosion processes encountered in service where hydrogen
is evolved as the cathodic reactant.
In the present context, vdiich is primarily concerned with hydrogen
entry from aqueous solutions and water vapour at anbient
tenperatures, enphasis will be placed on the entry of cathodic
hydrogen (i.e. 4 above).
2.5.3 Metals and hydrogen
Metals 2ue divided into three main classes according to their
116,117
behaviour towards hydrogen
;
1)

Metals which fonn ionic hydrides i.e . Na, K, Ch, and Li.

2)

Metals and metalloids which form intermediate and oovelant
gaseous hydrides i.e . Mg, Al, Si, As, Zn, Q3, etc.

3)

Metals which aure either inert (W, Au) or absorb hydrogen,
but without any chemical reaction (diffusive occluders).
This group of metals is further subdivided into two
classes:

-
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a)

The oxiothennic occluders i,e . Ffe, Ni, Cb, Mo, Pt, Cr, (*i,
Cu, Ag, Al, Mg.

b)

The exothermic occluders i.e . Ms, Ta, Ti, V, W, Zr.

In relation to hydrogen embrittlement, class 3 metals ^ue the most
in ^ rta n t. Aliminium, along with other elements, whilst i t is in
class 2, forming a gaseous hydride, is also an endothermic
118
occluder in it's brfiaviour to hydrogai
Hydrogen has no appreciable solubility in zinc or other metals in
the same periodic group, e.g. cadmiun and mercury (group IIB), or
in metals and metalloids in the adjaoent group, e.g. gallium,
indiun and thalliun.
Magnesium, which only forms a metastable ionic hydride, is an
endothermic occluder. The transition metal hydrides eue generally
classified as either endothermic or exothermic occluders.
In the case of exothermic occluders the b^iaviour is complicated
by the forrotion of pseudo-metallic hydrides. Bcothermic occluders
absorb a total quantity of hydrogen that decreases as the
temperature increases, and which varies as the square root of the
pressure only over certain pressure ranges. Simple solution,
where hydrogen enters into solid solution in the atomic form, is
endothermic and the solubility of hydrogen increases with
increasing temperature.

-
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In single solution hydrogen solubility increeises with the square
root of the hydrogen pressure a t constant terfierature acooiding to
Sieverts law (Section 2,5.7.1). The solubility of hydrogen in
aluniniun is however very low at roan tenfierature, rising to a
-7
bulk solubility of 4.5x10 moles of hydrogen per mole of
o 119
aluniniun at 600 C
2.5.4
Mode of distribution and fomi of hydrogen in aliwiniiri
2.5.4.1 Lattice hydrogen
Diffusion of hydrogen has been investigated mainly in BOC metals,
and relatively little has been published on FOC metals such as
aluniniun and i t 's alloys.
The state of hydrogen in in te rstitial solution in metals has been
considered by many workers who have suggested that hydrogen exists
120-122
as atoms
, protons, screened protons and positive
123-125
126
ions
. Oriani
favours the screened proton form, but
states that the type of in te rstitial site is s till urKiertain.
Consideration of the hydrogen atomic size factor (diameter of
atomic hydrog«» » 0.106 nm) and the fact that the concentration of
hydrogen in solid solution in aliminium obeys Sieverts law.
Indicates that hydrogen forms an in terstitial solid solution. It
w ill be assumed for the present purpose that in terstitial hydrogen
is present in the mormbomic form, although the exact nature of
occluded hydrogen is s till a subject of oontrcversy.
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2.s .4.2 Hydrogen in traps
127
Internal fricticn studies
support the view that cathodic
hydrogen in true Interstitial solution at anixient temperatures
constitutes only a fraction of the total hydrogen occluded by
alianinium. Generally for metal-hydrogen systems at tenperatures
o
edxve 200 C, solubility, permeation and diffusion data can be
readily explained solely in terms of in terstitial solution, but
o
below 200 C and particulfurly at ambient temperatures, hydrogen
contents are greater and diffusion coefficients are lower than
p>redicted from hitter tenperature data using the in terstitial
128,129
solution model
130
Darken and Smith
postulated that at ambient tesperatures
trapping of hydrogen occurs at imperfections in the lattice thus
accounting for the anomalously high hydrogen contents and low
diffusion rates for steels. This concept of tr 2ipping has been
confirmed by several workers and many types of traps have been
131
suggested Including vacancies, dislocations , stacking faults,
132
133
microcracks
grain bound^u:ies, non-metalic inclusions
,
134
135
phase boundaries , and micropores
In aluminium trapping has been shewn to occur at grain boundaries
94,98,136
127
,
dislocations
,
and grain
boundary
70,137
98
precipitates
. Tuck
used differential scanniitg
calorimetry to estimate the grain boundary hydrogen coverage of an
o
Al-5%Mg alloy pre-exposed at 70 C to water saturated air vapour
(WSAV) for 50 (hiys. He proposed that preferential enrichment of
magnesiun on the grain boundary plane leads to the fonution of
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magnesiuni hydride (MgH ) and estimated a grain boundary hydrogen
2
16
coverage in 50 urn grain size material of 6x10 atoms of hydrogen
-2
^
o
cm . Ihis coanrespcnds to an average depth of 2SA which is about
10 monolayers of MgiH .
2

136
Edwards
, using a different technique of pre-charging tensile
specimens of a high purity Al-6.1%Zn-2.9% Mg alley with tritiated
water, measured the tritium given off during fracture and gave
similar estimates of grain boundary hydrogen coverage. For 300 ^m
grain size naterial he estinated the grain boundary hydrogen
16
-2
coverage to be 2.5 x 10 atems cm for underaged material and 5
16
-2
X 10 atoms cm for pe^Jc etged naterial, corresponding to
approximately 3 and 7 monolayers of nagnesiun hydride
respectively.
Fracture of the specimens was b rittle
intergranular. Ihe studies on the Al-5% Mg alloy showed higher
grain boundary hydrogen coverage but the alloys lad a higher
iragnesiixn content tlan the Al-6.1%Zn-2.9Mg alloy used by Edwards
and were pce-exposed for a longer time.
Ihe peak aged alloy absorbs more hydrogen in a given exposure time
than the underaged alloy. However, the underaged alloy is
embrittled faster. Ihis is evidence in favour of the theory that
grain boundary precipitates, which grow during eigeing, act as
70
traps for hydrogen . Trapping would be expected to reduce the
hydrogen coverage on the intervening grain boundary while at the
same time lowering the effective diffusion coefficient.
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137
Seamans has shown that under the influence of the transmission
electron microscope electron beam, AlZnHg alloys pre-exposed to
WSAV, nucleate hydrogen bubbles preferentially on grain boundary
precipitates and, to a lesser extent, on intermetallic oenpounds.
Mxrleation of a hydrogen bubble from hydrogen chemically combined
or chemisorbed on the grain bound^u:y is possible due to the
elastic stress constraint relaxation in the thin foil used in the
study. However, Seamans and Christodoulou have proposed that the
grain boundary precipitates act as hydrogen traps.
70
Christodoulou
in a series of experiments involving the slew
strain rate testing of AlZni^ alloys in the solution treated
o
condition, isotherrolly exposed to WSAV a t 120 C and exposed for
different times, showed four regions of du ctility. As ageing of
the alloy was proceeding during the time of the experiment,
regions 1,2,3 and 4 were identified as shown in Figure 36. (see
Section 2.4.1.1.)
The detailed mechanisms of hydrogen enbrittlement in these alloys
have been discussed in the preceding Section (2.4).
127
Gest and Troiano have measured the internal friction of an
AlZnMg (7075 type) alloy in the T6 condition and oenpared the
results with studies on an POC stable austenitic stainless steel.
C3ne important feature of hydrogen enbrittlement is the interaction
of hydrogen with lattice defects and especially dislocations. In
138
the previous study on stainless steel, Troiano
demonstrated
well defined hydrogen - dislocation relaxation peaOcs in austenitic
stainless steel. Specifically a very strong peaJc identified as
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UET

Kegioa 1 - Decreasing ductllitjr due to ageing and hydrogen
eabrittleaenc.
Region 2 - Unifon low ductility due to aged nicrostructure and
eabrittleaent by hydrogen.
Region 3 - Gettering of hydrogen by developing grain boundary
precipitates and an Increase in ductility.
Region 4 - Gettering effect of grain boundary precipitates
exhausted and a reversion to aero ductility.
Fig. 36

Dnctillty of aa Al-6ZZa-3Z Hg alloy. Isotheraally

exposed to WSAV at 120*C aad tested at varioos tlM S.
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the result of a hydrogen - substitutional atom pairing, and a
second, broader, less pronounced peak, resulting from a hydrogendislocation interaction. Hydrogen is also knxn to lader the
139
stadcing fault energy of austenitic stainless steels
. This
can be expected to reduce ductility by malting cross slip more
d ifficu lt. Corresponding peaks to those exhibited by austenitic
stainless steel are shown in Figure 37 for the AlZnMg alloy. A
o
high intaisity peak a t 130 K is attributed to hydrogen o
substitutional pairing and a weak peak at 170 K is attributed to
hydrogen-dislocation interaction.
138
As in the stainless steel study , cold work (approKimately 15%
reduction) of the AlZnMg alloy greatly reduced the intensity of
o
the in terstitial hydrogen peak a t 130 K and increased the
o
intensity of the hydrogen-dislocation peak at 170 K (Fig. 38).
This ch^lnge of peak intensities with cold wojdc represents a
redistrilxition of hydrogai from in terstitial solution to traps,
the most probable trap being dislocations arising fron t)ie
deformation.
In the same study tte influence of cathodic polarisation in HCl
arxJ also NaCl at -1700 tnV (vs SHE ) on the lattice parameter
confirms t)ie permeation and internal friction data in terms of the
presex» of in te rstitia l solid solution hydrogen (Fig. 39).
Outgassing reduced the lattice parameter essentially back to the
original unchaurged value confirming the reversibility of hydrogen
induced danage.
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Pig 37

lotcraal friction versos tcaperatore for hjdrogeo gss
charged 707S-T6 alaaiaioi alloy.

Fig 38

lateraal friction versos tcnperature for hydrogen gas
charged 7075-T6, 15X cold worked, aloniaiun alloy.
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Fig. 39 The effect of peraeetioe oa the lattice peraaeter for a
7075-T6 alloy charged ia BCl (pB 1) at -1700 aV (ra SHE).

-
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The hydrogen evolution reaction on sluainiua and the reaction of
aluainiua with water saturated air vapour are of particular
iaportance in the study of hydrogen entry into aluainiua alloys
and in particular nagnesiua containing alloys like the 7000
series. The VSAV reaction is discussed in the next Section. The
hydrogen evolution reaction is coaplex and Involves several steps.
The Bost ioportant cathodic reactions in aqueous solutions (in the
absence of reducing agents) are the reduction of dissolved oxygen
to hydroxyl ions by the following equation;
Oj + H O + 4e—>40H'
2

2

and the reduction of hydrogen ions (hydrogeii evolution) by the
overall equations;
2Hj0r

♦ 2 e -> H 2 -f 2H2O

for acid solutions, and
2 H2 O ♦ 2 e —>H2 + 20«”

for neutral or alkaline solutions. Oxygen reduction can be
excluded by purging the electrolyte with nitrogen gas.
Considering the aain cathodic reaction for acid solutions, this

-
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reaction consists of a nuaber of steps.
The discharge step;
♦ *—♦ "ads ♦ "2 °
followed by either a chealcal desorption step (also referred to as
"coabinatlon", "recoabination" or "Tafel recoablnatlon");
Hads
j + Hads. —>H-2
or an electrocheaical desorption step (ion atoa desorption);
"ads ♦ "3°^ ♦ ' -*"2° * "2
On aluainiuB surfaces the second step is slower and deteralnes the
overall rate of hydrogen gas generation 140
The extent to which hydrogen absorption occurs depends on the
nature of the aetal and the degree of surface coverage with
adsorbed hydrogen; coverage w ill vary with the aechanisa of the
hydrogen evolution reaction, the overpotential, the nature of the
aatal and the nature of the solution. Whilst these aechanlsas
have been studied in some detail for iron alloys, nickel, titanium
and some refractory netals there is very litt le data available for
aluainiuB alloys.

-
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until conditions for hydrolysis srs estsbllshsd and s soluble
aluainiua species is produced. Dissolution is then accoapanied by
the slaultaneous precipitation of hydrous oxide which subsequently
transforas to pseudoboehaite. When a layer of paeudoboehaite has
foraed the rapid growth rate period ends and further growth oust
occur by diffusion through this layer, the need for dissolution to
occur as a stage in the reaction being Inferred froa studies
involving the ageing of hydroxide gels which sia ilarly produce
pseudoboehaite^^^. The rate deterainlng step during the slow
growth stage is the inward diffusion of water rather than the
outward aigration of A1 ions which suggests that new hydrous
oxide develops under the existing fila . The aode of bayerite
foraation is not clear but this is also considered to involve a
dissolution and precipitation process, presuaably of tha
pseudoboehalte surface in contact with the solution. Measured
file thicknesses are of the order of 2 to 3 ya and growth ceases
where the surface is covered in bayerlta 143
Tha baysrita cryatals are aot aabadded la tha aurfaca nor Jolaad
to the pseudoboehaite and aay be rcawved by aechanlcal aeaas.
They appear as cones, wedges and rods and have been given the
general classification of soaatolds^^. Pseudoboehaite takes the
fora of platelets which appear as fibrils or needles. Bayerite
and pseudoboehaite are therefore readily identifiable by their
characteristic aorphologles.
The reaction of aluainiua with water vapour as opposed to water at
70”C has received litt le attention. Vedder and Verailyea 144
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concluded froa vapour phaae atudiea at 90 and lOOt that
condenaatlon waa easential for hydroxide growth to occur, that the
induction period waa greatly extended and that the growth rate waa
auch reduced: for exaaple the Induction period increaaed to 27
houra and, after 70 houra reaction, the weight gain waa only
equivalent to that achieved within 25 ainutea in liquid water. No
Borphological Inforaation waa reported in thia work although it
waa auggeated that the aaae diaaolution/precipitatlon reaction
procesaea that fora pseudoboehaite and bayerite were in operation.
Scaaana and Rehal^^^ have exaalned the water vapour reaction of
pure aluainliai, AlMg and AlZnMg alloya aade froa "virgin” alloying
aaterial. Exaainatlon waa by SDt and Scanning Tranaaiaaion
Electron Nicroacopy (STEM) technlquea after pre-expoaure of
prepared thin folia to water vapour at lOOZ relative hualdlty at
70**C. It waa noted that the reaction proceeda by randoa
nucléation of circular "lalanda" of hydroxide within the firat few
■ inutea of raaction. Ihia reaction proceeda until the apeclaen
araa la covered in a hydroxide layer, which at high aagnlflcatlon
waa ahown to conalat of aany aeall bllatera. Theae had decohered
and fractured aa a reault of hydrogen generated at the aaorphoua
oxide-aetal Interface, and had defllaed the Uaediate area of the
bliater. The debrla froa the bllater wall continuée to grow to
fora bayerite aoaatolda, in a aatrlx of paeudoboehaite.
The
bllatera were aade aore vlalble by thickening the aaorphoua
aurface fila by atorage in dry air after electropollahlng. Theae
reaction altea were ahown to be regione where droplet foraatlon
had not occurred. Regione where droplet foraation did occur
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rapidly produced a auch thicker hydroxide layer which extended
ower the area of droplet aurface coverage. Conditiona here were
■ ore typical of total lasersion in water.
Reaction of alloy speciaena (AlHg and AlZnMg) in VSAV at 70**C alao
resulta in aurface flla blistering and defilaing followed by
growth of a duplex hydroxide fila . Whilst exaaination, in the
Scanning Transaission Electron (STE) sode, of reaction sitea on
pure aluainluB revealed no netallurglcal features that would have
enhanced the reaction, exaalnation of reaction aites on alloy
speclaena revealed underlying grain boundariea. Preferential
reaction at grain boundary - aetal aurface Intersectiona is a
characterlatlc of the reaction on nagneslua containing alloy
speciaena. This reaction selectivity was found to be a strong
function of solution heat treataent taaperature, where at solution
tenperatures of SSO°C and ASO^C preferential grain boundary
attack, with nuaerous reaction sites lining up along the grain
boundary occarred, whilst at 3S0°C no such preferential reaction
siting was observed. Where preferential grain boundary reaction
does occur, general attack continues in the grain Interiors. Not
a ll the grain boundaries are attacked but the factors which
produce the grain boundary laaunity are not fully understood.
After extended reaction tiaea (2A h) the duplex hydroxide layer
continues to grow and the pseudoboehalte exhibits its
characteristic aorphology appearing as fib rils or needles. The
fully developed bayerlte crystals grow froa the aetal surface, as
distinct froa the aode of growth under conditions of total
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loaersion. The dcvclopaent of the VSAV - aluainiua reaction la
shown scheaatlcally In Figure 40.
Using conventional Transaission Electron (TE) iaaging the reaction
sites cannot be readily observed except where revealed by the
penetration of hydroxide into the aetal surface after very long
(24 h) exposures. However, evidence of hydrogen penetration of
grain boundaries is readily apparent where for AlNg and AlZnHg
alloy specinens reacted for 10 ainutea at 70°C the grain boundary
shows hydrogen bubbles, iaaged by strain field contrast, and fully
contained within the thin fo il. Hydrogen bubbles have been
observed 137 to nucleate on dislocations, grain boundary
precipitates and aanganese and chroaiua rich Interaetallic phases.
It was proposed that hydrogen bubble formation takes place due to
the heating affect of the electron beaa and the relaxatioa of the
elastic stress constraint in the thin fo il, and that babble
foraation would not therefore take place in bulk specimens. It
was also proposed that the grain boundary praclpitatea, in
particular overagad precipitates and prlanry oonganeae and
chroaiua containing Interaetallics act as hydrogen traps, locally
"gettering" hydrogen, and rendering it Innocuous during the
hydrogen eabrlttlenent stress corrosion cracking of these alloys.
The activation energy for bubble foraation oust be saall as
indicated by the ease of hydrogen bubble foraation under the
atlnulation of the 120 kV electron bean.
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The specificity of the WSAV reaction at the grain boundary in AlMg
and AlZnMg alloys produces hydrogen at a convenient site for entry
into the underlying grain boundary; stress corrosion in these
alloys being a predoainantly intergranular phenoaenon.
The observation that soae grain boundaries are iaanine to WSAV
attack is clearly iaportant in the developaent of a stress
corrosion resistant alloy. It is thought that ugneslua
segregation onto the grain boundary plane is an iaportant factor,
and whilst this has not been confiraed in the s t u d y , a u c h
research effort continues in this field . (See Section 2.A.2).
2.5.7
Wffaalca mad aeraeatlea of hydrotaa
The entry of hydrogen into aetals involves three essential stages.
a)

b)
c)

Adsorption of hydrogen on the aetal surface.
Solution of hydrogen in the aetal.
Diffusion of hydrogen into the aetal.

These three stages give rise to the phenoaenon of peraeation of
hydrogen through a aetal foil in which hydrogen enters on one side
and leaves on the other. Diffusion and peraeation rates of
hydrogen in aetals govern, in part, their susceptibility to
hydrogen eabrittleaent.
2.5.7.1 Adsorption of hydrogen
Gases nay be adsorbed on solid surfaces in various ways, and when
the adsorbed species is held by the residual unsaturated field of
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force« of the aurface ato«a around the gaa aolecule«, the proceaa
ia referred to aa phyalcal or Van der Waala adaorption. Phyaical
adaorption 1« reveraible and the adaorbed gaa can be reaoved by
vacuua treataent or by heating to aoderate teaperatures, since the
enthalpy of physical adsorption is aaall (<lkJ/aol). Langauir^^^
suggests that adsorbed layers are not aore than one aolecule
thick. At aoderate pressures the quantity of gas adsorbed onto a
unit area of a surface is a hyperbolic function of gas pressure.
At low pressures when the adsorbed layer is incoaplete the total
aaount of gas adsorbed is proportional to the square root of the
pressure, thus the dissociation of aolecules into two hydrogen
atoas w ill gire the following relationship at constant
teaperature;

CP^
where;
S - solubility (eoluae
P ■ pressure (Ata)
K • constant

2 11)

( .

in ca^ per 100

of aetal)

This is referred to as Sieverts law. In endothemic occluders the
solubility of hydrogen can be expreaaed as a function of
teaperature and pressure by an equation of the fora;

s - s , y r , -(Q /2XT)

( 2 . 12 )
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where;
> eolubllity (voluae in ca^ per 100 ga of aetal)
■ constant (voluae of H2 In ca^ at 0**C and one ata)
- preasure (ata)
• heat of solution (J aol
■ gas constant (JK ^ aol
- teaperature (^’K)
Whilst hydrogen in the gaseous state may adsorb onto aluminiua,
and small quantities may enter into solution and diffuse into the
bulk. there is no evidence that gaseous hydrogen causes
embrittlement of aluminium alloys, whereas the embrittlement of
iron alloys and steels by gaseous hydrogen is readily
demonstrated.
In chemisorption or activation adsorption 147, the adsorbed layer
is chemically coablned by covalent or ionic forces to the aetal
and removal of these layers involves vacuum treatment at high
tempmraturts; the enthalpy of cbemlaorptlon is at least 2 kJ
mole~^ and the bond between the aetal and tha surface is almost as
strong as in stolchloaetric compounds. Hydrogen is chealsorbed
due to the pronounced activity of the atomic hydrogen produced
during thermal dlasoclation or during the cathodic hydrogen
evolution reaction.
2.S.7.2

Solntloa of hydrogen

Diffusion and permeation of hydrogen in metals will proceed
following the endothermic solution process. In the case of those
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■ étal* in vhlch Interstitial solubility of hydrotea occurs without
coapound formation (Fe, Ni, Pt and A1 e tc .), the solubility
increases as teaperature increases and thus the solubility of
hydrogen in endotheraic occluders can be expressed in terms of
teaperature and pressure (2.12).
The relationship between the saturated hydrogen content and the
cathodic current density can be used to infer the aechaniaa of
absorption and solution of hydrogen.
Scheutz and Robertson^^ found the following relationship for
martensitic steel polarised in ><250^.
a ‘f b log 1

(2.13)

where;
• the saturated hydrogen content (volume
of metal)
1 • the cathodic current density (aA cm )
a,b • constants.

3

in cm per 1(X) gm

Exothermic occluders which fora hydrides (T1,V, Mb and Zr etc.)
show an inverse relationship between solubility and teaperature.
Care aust be taken to distinguish between hydrogen in solid
solution (similar to the situation in endotheraic occluders) and
hydrogen in solid solution which has gone to fora a metal hydride.
Thus the absorbed hydrogen may exceed the solubility lim it, and
depend upon the kinetics (and extent) of hydride formation.
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2.s.7.3

Diffosioa of hydrotoa

Diffusion is concerned with
resulting froo concentration
potential. Kick's fir st
diffusing substance with the

the transport of oatter through oedia
gradients or differences of cheolcal
law relates the rate of flow of the
concentration gradient.

is _
ix

(2.14)

where;
J « the arount of substance passing perpendicularly through a
-2 -1
u n i t area in a u n i t tiJ M (aole c b
s )
the concentration gradient (oole co
D • the diffusion coefficient (ca2 s -1 )
Kick's second law glYes the rate of change of concentration at any
point.

ii-= b
Sx

(2.15)

S x^

The diffusion coefficient conforss to an Arrhenius type of
equation.
D - Do e

(-0/RT)
(2.16)
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Where;
D - pre-ezponentlal factor (conatant frequency factor) (ca 2a -1)
D • dlffuaion coefficient (ca2a-1 )
activation energy for diffusion (Jaol - 1,)
R - gas constant (JE'^aol
teaperature (°K)
The constant Do has been evaluated theoretically by West and Zener
149 to be;

-1/6 y

(2.17)

.(¥ )

Where;
a • t h e lattice spacing (ea)
Y • the frequency of vibration at equlllbrlua (a
ÛS • the entropy of activation (JK ^aol ^)
r ’a o r '';)
R - the gas constant (JK'^ol*'^
D, - pre-exponential factor (conatant frequency factor) (on s )
For aetala such aa iron in which hydrogen diffusion behaviour haa
been extensively researched, there is reasonable agreeaant between
the values of dlffuslvlty obtained by different workers above
400°C. Diffusion behaviour below approxiaately 400®C is
inconsistent with high tenperature observations, and there is poor
agreeaent between different workers, particularly at aabient
teaperatures where values of the apparent diffusion coefficient
ranging froa lO”^ to 10 ^ ca^s ^ have been reported. There is a
break in the Arrhenius plot for iron at about 400®C (Fig. 41).
This anoaalous type of diffusion behaviour has been observed by
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Pig.

41

Illuatratioa of the diffosloe behavloor of Iroo alloys
aa a fuactioo of teaperatare.
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several vorkers^^^*^. Diffusion at lower teapcratures Is
controlled by the rate of escape of hydrogen from traps, which
requires high activation energy and results in a large decrease in
dlffu sivlty. It follows that the nature and denaity of traps w ill
control the apparent diffuaion coefficient.
Traps are
■ etallurgical features such as second phase particles, point
defects, lnter»etallic coapounds, and dislocations whose
distribution is a function of the asount of cold work. Hydrogen
diffusion coefficients are also a function of grain size, applied
stress level and grain boundary and sub-grain grain boundary
structure. Hydrogen diffusion at teaperatures below 400“c in iron
is very dependent upon aetallurglcal structure. The binding
energy between hydrogen and different traps, and hence the
significance of different types of traps, reaalns controversial
and la the subject of continuing study.
Oriani
has reviewed the trspping theories which have been
poatulated to account for the anoaalous diffusion and peraeatlon
data. McNabb and Foater'a theory
that trapped
hydrogen is in local equilibrliai with lattice hydrogen and that
the apparent activation energy,
for the release of trapped
hydrogen is given by:

(2.18)

Espp - E,q E.t
Where;
E - the activation energy for the diffusion
d
E^ • the trsp depth.
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Catkej and Pillioger
have axaalned NcNabb and Foster's
Batheaatlcal analysis of diffusion plus trapping. DlffuslTltlas
are coaaonly calculated froa results of a peraeation experlaent by
the tlae-lag aethod or at the inflection point of the peraeation
versus tiae curve using expressions derived froa slaple diffusion
theory (see Section 3.3.5.5). Caskey and Pillinger shoe that
trapping will modify the course of the experiaents however, and
render such calculations invalid. A tiae-lag expression derived
by HcNabb and Foster relates the intercept of the Integrated flux
on the tine axis to the paraaeters that describe reversible
trapping. This intercept is at a longer tlae than for staple
diffusion and depends on the trap density and the ratio of the
trap to release rates. Unless the lattice diffusivlty is known
accurately froa another independent experlaent, a single tiae-lag
experiaent w ill not Itself detect the presence of trapping.
Tiae-lag experiaeats on speciaens with varying trap densities,
such as speciaens with successively greater cold-work, would
detect trapping.
Aluainiua and aluainlua alloys have received very litt le attention
in their hydrogen diffusion behaviour. This situation has changed
recently due to the Increased interest in the hydrogen
eabrittleeent aechaniaa for stress corrosion cracking of AlZnMg
and AlNg alloys. For hydrogen eabrittleaent of these alloys to
occur, hydrogen diffusion aust also take place although the
ability of hydrogen to diffuse into these alloys to the extent
necessary to cause eabrittleaent is s t ill a matter of debate.
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A certain Halted aaount of data ia available for hydrogen
diffusion in aluainiua alloys which has been obtained by a nuaber
of different techniques.
Papp and Kovacs-Csetenyi
obtained values for the hydrogen
diffusion coefficient in pure (99.82) aluainiua over a range of
teaperatures by desorption and analysis in a aass spectroaeter.
They shoved that over the teaperature range studied (440-560°C)
there is a straight line relationship between log D and 1/T, and
the Arrhenius lav is valid for hydrogen diffusion in pure
aluainiuB over this teaperature range. They obtained values for
Do of 2.5 X 10—ft a sec”—1 and for the activation energy of 90 kJ
aol”^. These values differed froa those obtained by other workers
snd this was attributed to the purity of the aluainiua and the
nature of the oxide flla . Increasing purity to 99.992 and 99.9992
A1 causes sn increase in actlvstion energy and a decrease in the
diffusion constant (D^). In high purity aluainlua diffusion of
hydrogen through the oxide fila is rate deterainlng and an
Arrhenius type teaperature dependence of the diffusion coefficient
ia not obtained. As the purity of the aluainlua decreases,
hydrogen desorption is controlled by its bulk diffusion and not
its diffusion through the oxide fila .
Actual diffusion
coefficients obtained in this study »«re 7 x 10-4 ca2 sec -1 at
560“C and 8 X 10”^ ca”^ sec”^ at 441®C. Assuaing that anoaalous
diffusion does not take place this gives a value for D of 8 x
10"*^ ca”^ sec”^ at 70®C, (5 x 10”^* ca^ aec”^ at 20“C).
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Extrapolated high teaperature data for pure alualniua at 70 C froa
the reaults of Eichenauer and Pebler 158 gi»ea a value of 1 x 10
C .2 a e c - ‘ .

Ransley and Talbot
give a dlffuslvity of 1.2 x 10“*° ca^ aec"^
for hydrogen diffusion in aluainiua at 20°C.
Gest and Troiano
in a study on the 7075 type AlZnMg alloy in
the T6 condition obtained a value of D of 2 x 10-9 cm2 s-1 at rooa
teaperature by the electrocheaical permeation technique. The
experiaents were carried out under potential and current control
with a HCl charging solution (pH 1). Although the peraeation
transients obtained have not been published, they noted that
hydrogen peraeation occurred at cathodic potentials due to
hydrogen evolution and also at anodic potentials due to pitting
reactions. Gest and Troiano alao noted that the diffusion
coefficient was comparable to that of austenitic stainless steels
(also with an f.c .c . lattice structure).
Scaaans and Tuck^^ obtained a diffusion coefficient of 1 x 10
CB^ sec”^ for a super-pure Al-4.3ZZn-2.5X Mg alloy at 70 C by a
technique involving exposing a 0.5
aa sheet of the alloy
to WSAV
and measuring the permeated hydrogen on the other side of the
membrane by gas chromatography. They attributed the diffusion to
hydrogen transport along the grain boundary plane.
Holroyd and Hardle^^' in a study of the dependence of mode of
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fracture (froa b rittle intergranular to brittle trensgranuler) in
the corroaion fatigue of the 7017 type AlZnMg alloy in the T651
teaper, upon frequency and strese intensity range, and assuaing
hydrogen diffusion to be the rate deterainlng step, derived a
diffusion coefficient of 3.2 * 10"^ ca^ sec"^ which coapares
favourably with other published data.
Edwards*^ perforaed slow strain rate tests on gold coated tensile
specimens, cathodlcally charged at constant potentials for periods
of time up to 240 h. Diffusion coefficients were calculated based
upon the time required to give a constant reduction in ductility.
For a naturally aged and overaged high purity A1-6.1Z Zn-2.9Z Mg
alloy the values reported were 5 x 10 ca^ sec ^ and 5 x 10
CB2 sec -1 respectively.
2.5.7.4 Peiaeatioa of hydrogen
The tera peraeation is used to denote the coeibined effect of three
processes - entry, passage within and exit of a gas through a
aaterial. In the case cf a trap free aetal the rate of flow of
the gas is controlled by the laws of diffusion, and it has been
established that diffusion is rate controlling. During peraeation
the quantity of gas, J, passing through a meabrane of thickness,
L, and ares. A, in time, t, under equilibrium conditions is given

hy:
(2.19)

J - DA (C^ - Cj) t
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where;
Cj • the concentration of the gas In the aetal at the entry
_3
point (aole ca )
Cj • the concentration of the gas in the aetal at the exit
_3
point (sole ca )
D • the diffusion coefficient (ca 2sec -1 ).
J - for an electrochealcal peraeation experiaent, the
_2
steady state current of peraeating hydrogen (A ca ).
If A • 1 CB^, L - 1 ca and t - 1 second, then the
passing

through

volume

of

gas

the aeabrane is known as the peraeabllity of the

metsl or the permeation rate.

( 2 . 20)

P - D (Cj - Cj)

where;
P m peraeablllty (moles ca ^ sec )
The

pcraaabllity.

P.

ia

related

to the solubility, S, and the

diffusion coefficient, D, by the following relation;

D _cn

where;

(2.21)

—

_3

S - solubility or average concentration, C (aole ca

)

P,D,L are as previously defined (equation 2,19 and 2,20)
The permeability, solubility and dlffusivity are
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consistent

with

each other and repreaent aa iatrinalc property of the ayatea.
Thia relatlonahip does not apply if trapa are preaent.
Note that froo equation 2.21, peraeabllity
proportional to the thickness of the aeabrane.

is

inversely

The effect of teaiperature on the peraeability of gasea through
aetals is given by;

P .P o

( 2 . 22 )

''

where;
■ the activation energy for peraeation (Jaol*^)
Po “ constant (aoles ca~^ sec~^)
P,R,T are aa previously defined (equation 2.16 and 2.20)
The activation energy, obtained froa the alope of the log P veraua
1/T curve ia considered to be the sua of the activation energy of
diffusion, and the heat of solution, H;
Ep

(2.23)

-E ..H

West and Zener 149 considered E^ to be a strain energy tera for the
lattice undergoing diffusion by soae species.
2.5.8
Proaotera and lahibitora
It is well known that certain elenenta, particularly thoac of
groups V and VI in the periodic table, can narkedly increaae the
entry of hydrogen into steel during cathodic polariaation;
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•ubaunce* that prodaca thia affact ara taraad "proaotara” or
"polaona” aa thair action la to polaon tha hydrogen recoablnatlon
reaction and therefore to Increase the fugacity of hydrogen atoas
and thereby increase the peraeation rate.
Inhibitors, by their action in catalysing the hydrogen
recoabination reaction, aarkedly decrease the entry of hydrogen
into steel. These substances are found particularly in group VIII
of the periodic table and platinua is a coaaaaonly used Inhibitor.
The high exchange current density of platinua for hydrogen
erolution aeans that platinua acts as the cathodic surface
on which
hydrogen is ewolwed, and reduces the quantity of
hydrogen available for diffu sion into the substrate.
The effects of poisons have been studied to a greater extent than
catalysts and tadhakrlshnan and Shreir 162 have ordered the
effectiveness of various eleaents la Increasing peraeation of
Steel cathodically charged in H^SO^ as follows:
As > Sc > Te > S
The aechanlsa of the poisoning action is controversial and has
only been studied in detail for steels and will therefore not be
dealt with in detail here.
The effect of arsenic on peraeation and hydrogen eabrlttleaent of
susceptible alualniun nlloys has been studied, and is reported in
Section 2.A.1.5.
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2.5.9

lb« 4fr»lMtlo«

of

kHro—

Jiff— lo« coefflcl— f

A nuaber of aethods for deteraination of hydrogen content and
diffusion coefficients in aetals ha»e been aentioned in Section
2.5.7.3. These include direct aethods such as racuun extraction
and analysis in a aass spectroaeter
electrocheaical
peraeation®^, peraeation of hydrogen by charging in WSAV and
analysis by gas chroaatography^®® and indirect aethods such as
aeasureaent of the tiae to a constant loss in ductility of slow
strain rate tested tensile speciaens, where the loss in ductility
is due to hydrogen eabrittleaent
Other aethods include
theraal conductlwity, where the hydrogen content of a gas
surrounding a heated platinua wire can be aeasured by calibrating
the hydrogen content against the electric current required to
Mintain the wire at a specified teaperature.
Hydrogen can be deterained by titration. In this technlquet
hydrogen is carried by argcm gas to hot copper oxide where it is
oxidised to water. The water is passed over carbon to fora carbon
Bonoxide. Carbon aonoxide is then further oxidised to carbon
dioxide and absorbed in an alkaline solution. The hydroxide
necessary to restore the original pH is deterained by titration
and the quantity of hydrogen can be calculated.
Electrocbeaical hydrogen peraeatlon techniques hare been used
extensively in the study of hydrogen diffusion. The hydrogen
produced on one side of a aeabrane by cathodic charging, or any
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ocher Mthod of generating hydrogen, la aeaaured oo the e«it aide
by one of the following aethods.
1)
The Toluae of diffusing gas is aeasured directly using a
burette or a capillary tube.
2)

The diffusing side is kept under a constant racuun and
the rise in pressure due to the hydrogen is a direct aeasure of
the permeating hydrogen.

3)
Permeating hydrogen can be reduced by chemical reaction
with methylene blue or ceric sulphate.
4)
The electrochemical hydrogen permeation method developed
by Devanathan and Stachurskl*^^ offers a powerful tool for the
exploration of the problem of correlating hydrogen absorption with
hydrogen embrittlement. The hydrogen atoms arriving at the exit
aide are oxldiaed at a constant anodic potential by potentloatatlc
control. The anodic carrent la a direct measure of the pemeatlng
hydrogen and a plot of the current as a function of time is the
permeation transient. which can be used to calculate apparent
diffusion coefficients and solubility.

Apre-requisite for reliable calculation of the nsxlnun hydrogen
concentration is the determination of the hydrogen diffusion
coefficien t, which must therefore be determined with the highest
precision. The electrochemical permeation method sa tisfies this
requirement. McBreen, Nanis and Beck*^ have compared this aethod
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3.0

EgnDgffAL ptoczmaB

3.1

N&mULS

The aaterial used in these investigations was noainallj a
coanercial 7017 grade aediua strength, weldable AlZnMg alloy
supplied by the Banbury Laboratory of Alcan International Ltd.
The «aterial
was received in the ions of rolled plate of two
thicknesses fro« which the following specimens were sachined.
38as plate -

Short transverse CT specimens and electrochemical
hydrogen pereeation coupons.

70*b plate -

Short transverse KB specimens and cylindrical
hydrogen diffusion experiaent speciaens.

The coapositlon limits of 7017 are given in Table 3. Tlie asterial
was supplied in the T651 condition.
Surface reaction studies were also carried out on a high purity
version of 7017 with the composition given in Table A .
This aaterial was in the fora of 3aa sheet and ms hot and cold
rolled fro« a scalped and homogenised direct chill cast ingot
(ingot cross section TOOaa x 65««). Solution heat treataent was
carried out in a laboratory sufflè furnace for 30 «in at 465 C
followed by cold water quenching. The speclaens were then le ft at
rooa teaperature for 48h followed by ageing at 120°C for lOOh to
the T6 condition.
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Coaposition (weight percent)

Eleaent
Silicon
Iron
Eopper
ianganese
ChroaiuB
Zinc
^gnesi’ia
Nickel
ZirconiuB
Fitaniia
Others each
Others total
Aluainiua

0.35 aaz
0.45 aaz
0.20 aaz
0.05 - 0.50
0.35 aaz
4.0 - 5.2
2.0 - 3.0
0.10 aaz
0.10 - 0.25
0.15 aaz
0.05 aaz
0.15 aaz
reaainder

T«M« 3

3.2

of ctwercl«! 7017 «llof.

srad»

tm a m m

3.2.1
C0 M «ct t— low «p^cl
Coapact tenalon speciaens wera fabricated generally In accordance
with BS 5447*^^.
Blanks were prepared froa the aa-recel»ed plate and aachined to a
thlckneaa of 1540.12aa. Froa the blanka the apeclaena were
aachined to the final diaenaiona ahown in Figure 42.
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W
C
B
H
D
F
H
H

.
•
»

Net width aomn
Total width 37.5m» (1.25W)
Total thickness ISn» (0.5W)
Half height 18m t (0.6W)
Hole diaaeter 7 .Son (0.25W)
Half distance between outerhole edges 12a» (1.6D)
Notch width 1.95m» (0.065W)
Effective notch length lOn» (0.25 to 0.40W)
a
Effective fatigue pre-crack
rig. 42 Coapact teasioa specimen dlaensions.
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Elenent

Coeposltion (weight percent)

Aluniniv«
Silicon
Iron
Sopper
Zinc
lagnesluB
ritanlun
Boron (ppa)
♦

reaainder
0.05
0.11
4.9
1.84
0.01
13
tmxlir

r n i n t m o « of

«llor w l o « af

7017.

The blanks were cat such that the fatigue pre-crack plane was
oriented to be coincident vltb the principal working force of the
rolled plate and such that crack growth would be in the
longitudinal direction. Speclaens were therefore cut short
transveri longitudinal (Z-X) la the fracture plane reference
systea of BS ,165
To ensure that plane strain conditions prevailed throughout the
test the specinen thickness was chosen such that*166 ;
(3.1)
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where;
B - specisen thickness (■ )
K • fracture toughness of the n teria l
?jr • yield stress ftia -2

-3/2

For 7017 naterial, with a short transverse fracture toughness of
25 MNa-3/2 and a 0.2Z proof stress of 435 HNa-2 , the speciaen
thickness should be greater than 8.26aa. A speciaen thickness of
15na was chosen. During the stress corrosion test, the absence of
shear lips on the stress corrosion cracked section or the
aechanical overload section of the speciaen would confirm the
predominance of plane strain conditions and the development of a
through thickness
) stress during the test. These conditions
having been met, valid crack tip stress intensity values can be
calculated.
Doahle cmarllerar
3.2.2
The DCB specimen was essentially the
and Piper
(Fig. 43).

as that used by Smith

As with the CT specimen, blanks were prepared from the as-received
plate but machined to a thickness of 12.5aa. The DCB specimen
crack plane orientation was short transverse - longitudinal. A
specimen thickness of 12.5mm woald satisfy the plana strain
criteria. As the blanks were cut from 70mm thick plate, the plate
was cut in half, perpendicular to the short transverse direction
and DCB speciaen blanks machined from both halves of the plate.
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TO» O f

B
H
L
V

fit

OCfc

> Total thickness - 12.5bb
- Half height - 12.5ob
• Notch depth fro« the loading line - 6««
- Crack opening displaceaent at the loading line

Fig. 43

Double caatileeer be«i speciaea diaeosioas.
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3.2.3

IHrotwi

€i»«rl— t «iit I m i

a)

Steel speciaeee to talliete the eiperlaeotel techal^

Cold rolled sheet speciaens of EN8 elld steel, 0.13ai thick, were
used to deterelae the hydrogen diffusion coefficient of eild steel
and thereby prove the electrochealcal hydrogen peraeation
equipeent developed for hydrogen diffusion ezperiaents on the 7017
alloy saaples. This was thought to be necessary in order to assist
in faailiarisation of the apparatus and to conflra it 's correct
functioning. Data for steels for coaparison with the experiaental
results obtained is readily available.
b)

7017 electrochealcal hjdrogea diffasloa ezperlaeat
coapoas
Coupona for the electrocheaical hydrogen peraeation ezperiaents on
7017 alloy plate were ande by cutting a 1.5m section froa the
plate such that the short transverse face is exposed to the
solutions in the charging and analysing c e lls. (Fig. 44 i) . The
l.Saa thick section was then aounted on a Perspex block with
double sided tape and ground on ISO, 300, 500 and 600 grade
silicon carbide papers followed by 5 and 1 alerón diaaond paste to
give a final thickness of between 0.10 and 0.25 m .
c)

7017 cylindrical spec latas for hydrogM diffaslaa
ezperlaeats with eavlroaaMtal charglag sad gas
chroMtography aaalysls
Cylindrical flat bottoaed speciaens 60m long, 6m diaaeter, 1m
wall thickness and with a 1m thick fla t bottca wre nschined froa
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at axçcn cut
electrocheeical

Fig. 44 (1)

Orientation
plate £or

Fig. 44 (ii)

Orientation at cylindrical
tiAular
apeciaens
aadiiiied frca the as-received plate for hydrcgen
diffusicn esperiaents by gas chrcaatogiaphy.
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fioa the as-received
bydrogen diffusion

the as-received plate. Two types of speclaen were aade with the
long axis of the cylinder in the short transverse and longitudinal
directions (Fig, M ii) .
3.3

EqOIFNHIT AID PKXHXJtE

3.3.1

Fatlaoe pre-cracklaa

A Dartec MIOOO nachine was used to introduce pre-cracks into the
CT and DCB speciaens. Special grips were fabricated to hold the
speciaens between the servo-hydraulic Jack Jaw and the Jaw fixed
on the fraae of the aachine. Pre-cracking was carried out at SO
Hx under sine wave loading, and the following approxiaate loading
conditions were eaployed. The actual fatigue loads for each test
are given In Table 5 (Section A. 1.1).
Fatigue node
ixiaua load PMan - aean load
load ’’i n P - load range
The fatigue pre-crack was grown 3.5aa such that the effective
pre-crack length, a, was 13.Saa ( a/w • O.AS) and the stress
intensity st the crack tip at the end of the fatigue crack growth,
was less than 0.7 fjc- During fatigue crack growth the ratio
of ainiausi to naxiaua load, R, was less than 0.1. These criteria
are a ll as reco ended in BS S447 165
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The length of the fatigue pre-crack was oeasured on each side of
the speciaen using a travelling aicroscope.
All fatigue pre-cracking was conducted in air at aabient
tenperature and at the prevailing relative huaiditj.
3.3.2
Coaataat load coapact tension sneclaen aarhiar
A coaaercial Distington aachine was used for the constant load
tests. The load was applied to the speciaen via a single 30:1
ratio ara. The aachine was equipped with an electrical resistance
heating Jacket. The CT speciaen asseably was held in a glass
container sealed onto the lower tension rod with rubber gaskets.
The speciaen grips were aade froa low alloy steel and fully
plastic coated. The CT speciaen was aounted in the grips with
Tufnol sleeves separating the stainless steel loading pins froa
the speciaen and electrically isolating the speciaen. The
experiaental asseably is shown in Figure 45.
3.3.3
Coasact teaaloa sparlaea crack arowth aooltorlaa
A crack opening displaceaent (OOD) coapliance technique was
developed to aonitor the crack growth in CT speclaens. This
systea was siallar to that used by Hartaan'84
The opening
by two aras
any liquid
Knife edges

displaceaent of the crack was transferred aechanlcally
to a poaition where the clip gauge would be free of
environaent surrounding the CT speciaen (Fig. 46 i).
were aachined on the extension aras to accept the

knife edges on the tltanlua aras of the clip gauge. The extension
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aras were positively located on the CT apeclaen by lips aachlned
Into the aras (Fig. 46 11) and were attached to the C l apeclaen by
bolts. The extension aras were aachlned froa 7017 alloy plate to
prevent any galvanic effects froa dlsslallar aetals In contact In
the test envlronaent.
The clip gauge tas a Welwyn Strain Measurement aodel 101 and had
the following specification.
Temperature range
Bridge resistance
Supply voltage (max)
Deflection range
Nominal sensitivity

-40 to -f«0”C
1000 oha
IS volts
4 to 12.5a
15aV/volt/ca

The clip gauge supply voltage was IS volts, obtained froa a
Farnell Instruments stabilised power supply aodel LT30-1. The
potential output froa the clip gauge was backed-off by a constant
potential source to give axiaua sensitivity and aonltored on a
Bryans 28000 chart recorder.
Crack length calibration was accoapllshed by producing a number of
CT speclaens with a range of fatigue crack lengths.
Each speclaen was loaded In tension on the Dlstlngton machine with
a range of dead loads froa 1 to 10 kg. This produced a faally of
straight line curves of load vs clip gauge output for a range of
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crack lengths (Fig. 47). Froa these curves a second faaily of
crsck length callbrstlon curves was constructed of ODD clip gauge
output vs crack length for a range of dead loads applied to the CT
specloen (Fig. 48).
The calibration curves were produced for each of the three clip
gauges used In the experimental work and were checked for
repeatability after every five stress corrosion experiments.
The extension arm arrangement was an improvement over the direct
attachment of the clip gauge to the specimen used by Hartman84 as
pitting corrosion at the attachment point led to apparent changes
in COD not due to crack extension. The method adopted is also an
improvement on measuring displacement at the loading lever since
It rules out any effect of creep in the loading machine, but not
deformation produced as a result of specimen creep.
The calibration cracks were produced by fatigue and any
differences betweeen these and stress corrosion cracks are not
accounted for. It is clear from Figure 48 that the calibration is
more sensitive at longer crack lengths, however it is fe lt that
at these higher crack opening displacements the crack length
calibration is less accurate.

Stress intensity calibration for CT specimens is usually based
upon the following equation from BS 5447^^^.
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Pig. 47

Faailj of curres of clip gauge output vs dead lood
applied to the CT speclaen for a range of crack lengths
produced by fatigue.

-
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K=6

(3.2)

where;
I « Stress Intensity in Mode I
P - Load (MN)
B • Specloen thickness (■ )
W- Speclaen net width (a)
a a Crack length (a)
The polynonlal expression In brackets Is a coapllance function for
the particular speclaen geometry.
Equation 3.2 should not be used outside the range of a/w from 0.45
to 0.55. In the present study stress corrosion cracks outside
.172
this range are encountered and an expression due to Scrawley^
for the compliance function Is used.

1^0

V U (TL)-l3-3i.(w )

S t

(3.3)

E,P,B,V,a are as defined previously (equation 3.2).
This expression Is valid for the CT specimen over a range of a/w
froa 0.2 to 1, and Is at least as accurate as the equation In BS
5447.

3.3.4

DwiU« CMtl l T T fce—

loadlM

w c i — a. c«— t— t Jlwl

Tests on DCB speciaens, which were bolt loaded to a constant
in itia l deflection of the loading ara, were conducted in glass
beakers containing the stress corrosion environaent. Tests at
elevated teaperatures, up to 90°C, were perforaed in electric
ovens with the speciaens placed close to the theraoaeter
indicating oven teaperature. The level of the environaent was
kept below the level of the black steel bolt and above the
aachined notch on the specinwn in order to avoid galvanic effects.
Any solution losses bj evaporation were aade up by adding
d istilled water to the correct level in the beaker. The bolts
were covered in a water resistant silicon grease (Fig. 49). Stress
corrosion crack length and the loading ara deflection were both
aeasured h j a travelling aicroscope to O.Olaa.
Two sets of tests were conducted on DCB speciaens. One set where
the stress corrosion crack grew froa a "pop - in” failure brought
about by bolt loading the speciaen to
The resulting ductile
fracture grew for a few a llliaeters and stopped when the crack tip
stress intensity was approxiaately equal to
The other set of
tests were perforsed on DCB speciaens in which a fatigue pre-crack
had been grown in a aanner siailar to the CT speciaens. Bolt
loading of these speciaens was carefully conducted to raise the
crack tip stress intensity to a value below the aaterlal fracture
toughness, avoiding any ductile overload failure.
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Stress intensity calibrstion for DCS speciaens is usually based
upon the work of HostoToy et. al. 1 , who derived the following
expression for coapliance for a unifora DCS test piece.

c »

(3.4)

[c<^ ^

where;
C - Coapliance
I » The aoaent of intertia of one of the test piece aras.

h - speciaen half height (a)
E •> aodulua of elasticity (MNa_2)
a a crack length aeasured froa the load line (a)
a^a an eapirical rotation factor equal to 0.6h
b a speciaen thickness (a).
The following expression for stress intensity factor, Ij, at the
crack tip of a loaded DCS test piece aay be derived froa 3.4.

y

(o

4

1

(3.5)

where;
V a the total displaceaent of the two ama of the DCS test piece
at the load line (a).
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The tera 0.6h in equation 3.5 la an eapirical correction uhlch haa
been shown to apply to test pieces where h is in the range 6.5 to
50dd and where the crack length, a, does not exceed 250aa^^^.
The derivation of equation 3.5 assunes that the cracked test piece
acts as two cantilever beans of half the thickness of the test
piece, but it can be seen from Figure 43 that this is not the case
for test pieces used in the present work, owing to the relatively
wide (3.0aa) oachined notch. It follows that when these test
pieces are loaded the deflections w ill be larger than those
resulting froa identically loaded test pieces containing very
narrow s lit s , and thus the values of Kj calculated froa equation
3.5 will be erroneously high. Peel and Poole^^^ have aodlfled the
equation due to Mostovoy to take into account the length (1)
aeasured froa the load line, and the width (d) of the s lit (see
Fig. 43), and the following expression for Kj was derived for a
DCB test piece.
,

Ola*) "1J ^

-VO'!

a.*' 4 0 '^ ^ ^

^

(3.6)

where;
V - the total diaplaceaent of the two eras of the DCB test piece
at the load line (s)
L - the notch depth froa the load line (a)
E ■ Youngs Modulus (Min
a, B and H are as defined previously (equation 3.4).
In constant displaceaent speclaens such as the DCB test piece, the
stress corrosion test runs froo high valves of K to low values of
1.

At low I values the crack growth rate is low and falls in region 1
of the crack growth rate vs stress intensity curve. For these DCB
test pieces the following relationships also apply -Ej decreases less rapidly as crsck extension increases.
-Cj decreases nore rapidly for short cracks and snail deflections
thsn for long cracks and large deflections.
Thus, stress corrosion cracks growing in DCB test pieces froa
short in itia l cracks nay be expected to decelerate aore rapidly
than those growing froa long in itia l cracks loaded to the sane
Equation 3.6 was used to calculste the crsck tip stress intensity
in the results reported in Section 4.
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The ”pop-ln” failure of DCB speclaens results in a curved ductile
fracture crack arrest front froa which the stress corrosion crack
starts. The final SC crack has a straight crack front and so the
bow gradually disappears during SC crack growth and the apparent
average SC crack length at the speciaen sides is in itia lly shorter
than the actual average SC crack length. This is accounted for by
assuming that the bow disappears linearly during the growth of the
SC crack. The crack length upon which SC crack velocities are
based is given by the following equation:

actua\

'in itia l
"total

’(0-.

;urtd ~ ^ mtiviK^^1

a actual SC crack length (aa)
a SC crack length as measured on specimen sides
during test (an)
a in itia l length of "pop-ia" failure as measured
on speciaen sides (an)
a total length of SC crack (an)
a length of bow (ma)

The bow length is aeasured at 0.25, 0.50 and 0.75 of the speciaen
width after the speclaen has been broken open, and the average
value calculated.
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The crack froat that foras the bow la quite steep and an ezaaple
can be seen In Figures 112 and 113. Where corrosion of the
speclaen surface prerents the bow froa being aeasured, an average
value (4.91aa) has been taken. This is reasonable as the
conditions under which the "pop-ln" failure occurs result in a
narrow range of bow lengths varying froa 4.15 to S.74bb as shown
in Table 13.
Valid K values are given when the following conditions are aet; 167

a , B, ^

(3.8)

where;
a
w
B
E
6"y

- effective crack length froa the load line (a)
• speclaen length froa the load line (a)
- speclaen thickness (a)
m Fracture toughness of 7017-T651(25 MBa
- Yield atress of 7017-T651 (435 MKa"^)

Since 2.5

3aa, the speclaen thickness and in itia l

crack length both aeet this criteria. For the "pop-ln" speclaens
the alniaua a value is 7.05 , and, for the fatigue pre-cracked
speciaens the ainlaua a value is 13.17aa.
pb

The DCB speclaen is (w-a) indifferent up to a total SC crack
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len|th of 40.7 m i , which la tha ■ asiaoM crack langth to giva a
▼ alld atraaa inteaaity calcalatlon. With tha excaption of SC
crack growth at 90**C, no crack growth beyond 40.7bb waa recorded.
At 90^C the crack growth beyond A0.7bb is in the low crack growth
rate region of stage I and it is fe lt that the results are not
substantially affected.
3.3.5

Pectroc lw ical hTdroaaa aeraeatloa exaerliMatal

3.3.5.1 latrodactioa
The electrochealcal hydrogen peraeation technique is a aethod in
which hydrogen diffusing through a aetal aenbrane is detected by
aeans of a peraeation current. Since peraeation currents of less
than 1.0 ca- 2 ( • 10-11 aoles ca- 2 s -1 hydrogen) can be
detected, its senaltlwity is caaqMrable to that of the aaas
spectrograph.
The aaterlal of which the hydrogen peraeabllity ia to be
inTestlgatad is aade to function as a bipolar electrode in the
peraaation ce ll, and hydrogaa ia producad by cathodic polarlsatloa
at a constant current density on one side of the aeabrane. The
potential of the cathodic side of the aeabrane is aeasured by a
reference electrode. Host of the hydrogen produced foras gaseous
bubbles, but a proportion of the hydrogen ia absorbed by the
aeabrane and diffuses to the opposite side, where it is
Instantaneously oxidised and turned into an equivalent current.
M - H-»M 4 H* ♦ e
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This hydrogen oxidation current in the anodic (analysis) side of
the permeation cell can be amplified and recorded as a "permeation
transient”. The instantaneous oxidation of hydrogen is achieved
by maintaining the potential on the anodic side at a sufficiently
high positive value with respect to the reversible hydrogen
potential by means of a potentiostatic circuit.
3.3.5.2 Solatioos
Permeation of cathodic hydrogen is very sensitive to the presence
of trace impurities in the electrolyte solution, and for this
reason the purity of a ll the charging solutions must be carefully
controlled. All solutions of sodium hydroxide, sulphuric acid and
boric acid were prepared from Analar grade chemicals and freshly
made double d istilled water. The containers were kept tightly
stoppered to prevent ingress of atmospheric CO2 .
Dissolved oxygen in the solutions undergoes reduction at the
cathode at low overpotentials, and this will reduce the rate of
hydrogen entry into the metal. Oxygen free nitrogen m s therefore
bubbled through the solutions for 2A h before the solutions were
used. All solutions were pre-electolysed for a period of 12 h at
a current of 25 mA in order to further reduce their impurity
content.
3.3.5.3 The permeatiom cell
The permeation cell used for these studies is shown schematically
in Figure SO and is similar in design to that used by Devanathan
and Stachurski 170
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(VAUABLE)

r i t . 50 a i<r of

circmit diat>^*

c«U
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The cell itse lf consists of two identical half c e lls, each of
which is constructed froo 150 al round bottooed flasks. Two
standard quick-fit Pyrex flanges are Incorporated on one side of
each flask to accept the speciaen holder. Each flange has a
diaoeter of 1.5 ca. The counter electrodes in each cell are of
expanded platinua aesh strips, spot-welded to platinua wires. In
order to miniaise emy effect of oxygen on the cathode reactions,
the counter electrodes are isolated from the aain conpartaents of
the half cells by float and sintered disk coabinations around the
counter electrode units. Oxygen free nitrogen is bubbled into the
electrolyte through bubbling tubes which terainate close to the
speciaen under test in each c e ll. The gas after passing through
the cell coapartaents escapes through bubblers on each c e ll. The
reference electrodes fitted to each c e ll are placed in qnickfit
aockets coupled to Luggln capillaries which terainate at each side
of the speciaen. In order to ainialse contaaination of
electrolytes due to diffusion, the electrodes are Isolated froa
the cell by housing aintered glass disks in the Loggia
capillaries. In order to fa cilita te easy reaowal of the
electrolytes, taps are located at the bottoa of each half c e ll.
The speclsen is aounted between the cell flsnges by a plastic
holder and 0-rlngs, ensuring that a speciaen area of 1.767 ca2 is
exposed to the electrolytes in each coapartMnt. A "G" claap oxer
the flanges and the 0-rlngs ensure that no leakage of solution
occurs at the flanges.
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A HgVHgjSO^, l^SO^ (satd.) half cell (Eq * ♦
vs SHE at 22°C)
was used as a reference electrode and was prepared according to
Ives and Janx^^^. The reference electrodes were regularly checked
against asaturatadcaloiael electrode (E^= + 0.242V vs SHE at 22®C)
supplied by Beckoan Instruaents.
The electrical circuitry basically coaprised two parts; a
galvanostatic circuit and a potentiostatic circuit (Fig. 50). The
two circu its were electrically isolated froa each other. Cathodic
charging of the cathodic side of the aeabrane was effected using a
constant current source (Vokaa Shandon Southern SAE 2761), and the
current was aeasured by a Sangaao Weston DC ailliaaaeter (aodel
S.S2). A set of variable resistances in series facilitated
accurate control of the charging current. The current density was
calculated froa the speclaen area exposed to the solution.
A Wenking 70TS1 potentiostat was used to aaintain the anodic side
of the speciaen at a pre-detemined constant potential. The
hydrogen ionisation current was aeasured by the potential drop
across a suitably sixed precision resistor (Cropico Instruaents
Ltd) in series with the cathode. This e .a .f. was fed directly
into a Bryans chart recorder thus giving a continuous aieasure of
peraeation current. Potential aeasureaents were node on a high
input iapedance (IO^VL) valve voltaeter (Vibron Electroaeter
aodel 33B-2) backed off by a potentioaeter (Pye 7569D) capable of
supplying 1.7 volts. For Instantaneous aonitoring of anodic and
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cathodic potentials a double pole, double throw (D.P.D.T.) switch
was placed in the potential aeasuring circuit. Potential - tiae
traces were also recorded on a Bryan recorder.
3.3.S.4

Speciaea preparatioa

A very thin layer of palladiua was electrodeposited on the side of
the speciaen that would be in the anodic coepartaent of the
peraeation c e ll. This was known to prevent anodic dissolution or
passivation of the steel speciaens without aaterially decreasing
the peraeation rate of hydrogen.
For steel speciaens ^ 1 of palladiua choride (200 ag/1) was added
to the 100 al of 0.1 M NaOH in the anode coapartaent and the
polarity of the electrodes reversed in order to plate the
palladiua. Plating conditions were 30 aA ca_2 for 1 ainute
followed by 3 aA ca_2 for 4 ainutes. The effect on the peraeation
of hydrogen in steel was studied by increasing the palladiua
coating thickness by a factor of five. This increased aaount of
palladlua was electrodeposited onto the AlZnMg speciaena in an
atteapt to prevent its anodic dissolution, i.e . by reducing the
lev els of porosity in the palladiua coating. Plating conditions
for the AlZnMg speciaens were siailar except that plating was
perforaed outside the peraeation cell and the speciaen was
pre-treated in a bath containing a 2:1 ratio of SOZ ><280 ^ and 40Z
HF in order to dissolve the oxide filn . The speciaen was
transferred wet to the plating bath with a voltage already applied
to the speciaen to prevent the foraation of an iaaersion deposit.
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After electroplating the speciaens were washed In distilled water
and acetone before assenbling into the peraeation cell.
3.3.S.S Aaalyaia of the piraaatloa traaalaat
Consider a aetal aeabrane of thickness L having a diffusion
coefficient for hydrogen, D, where diffusion is in the direction
of decreasing concentration. Let the concentration at I » 0 be
Mintained at Cj while at x - L it is kept at Cj. The in itia l
unifora concentration of the aeabrane is C^. A fin ite tiae, t, is
required before a steady state concentration gradient is set up.
During this tine the concentration of the hydrogen in the aeabrane
at a distance X. C is given by 173 ;

TT ¿_

— ;-----(3.9)

For a aeabrane in itially at zero concentration, the perwation
rate froa the side X - 0, at tiae t is given by;

(3.10)
X = 0
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Differentiating equation 3.9 with reapect to z, aultiplying by the
diffusion coefficient D and putting x,^ *0:

h-.oo
L

L ^
n-1

(3.11)

When the steady state is obtained, t approaches infinity, and the
peroeation P is given by;
(3.12)

IK C j - C j )

The diffusion coefficient of hydrogen in a neabrane can be
evaluated fro« a typical peraeation transient represented by
Figure 51. The tiae lag Tj^ is the t i « at which the quantity of
hydrogen diffusing through the aeabranc is considered to be the
■ a-» as at the steady state condition. Thus the shaded areas of
the peraeation transient becoae equal to each other at tiae Tj^.
This tiae interval corresponds to a peraeation rate of 0.6299
tiaes that of the steady state peraeation.
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T

Fig. SI

Scheeetlc riae aad decay traaaieata for hydrogea
paraaatioa.
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•ta l
Hrdraaea 41ffa»loa aCTerlawita wltli w l r
c lr a lM aa< aaa cltf<— to«ra»hT aaalT»!«
The reaction between an AlZnMg alloy and a water vapour or an
aqueous environaent has been discussed (Section 2.4.1 and 2.5.6).
This technique for deteraining hydrogen diffusion rates involves
diffusion of hydrogen through a cylinder nachined froa an AlZnMg
rolled plate (Section 3.2.3). The cylinder is »ounted in a glass
container filled with the environaent (Fig. 52). Generation of
hydrogen is on the outside surface of the cylinder. Fitted to the
open top of the cylinder is a Crawford gas fittin g containing a
septum (Fig. 53). The volume inside the cylinder can be sampled
with a 1.0 al voluae syringe (Hamilton Gas &>mpany Gastight Mo
1001). The saaple of gas froa the diffusion experiment cylinder
is analysed in a Pyc Unicaa (^osMtograph (Model LC2). The
chromatograph is fitted with a Catharoaeter power supply, a Tekaan
chart recorder, and an output attenuator. The chromatograph
operating conditions are:
3.3.6

Coil temperature
- 150°C
Argon gas pressure
- 30 psi
Argon gas flow rate
- 20-80 ce/ain
Filasient bridge current - 80 aA
The analysis of diffusion through cylindrical specimens
discussed in the results. Section 4.4.3.
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is

3.3.7

HWrotwi «roltloa rat* « — rlaeafl TocadT«

In order to study the rate at which hydrogen Is generated froa the
surface of an AlZnNg alloy in different enwironaents, a siaple
experiaent was devised in which a known surface area of the alloy
was exposed to the environaent in an enclosed container fitted
with a septua to allow saapling of the free space above the saaple
(Fig. 54). The free space was saapled at various tiaes and the gas
analysed by gas chroaatography in a siailar Banner to that
described for the hydrogen diffusion experiaents (Section 3.3.6).
3.4

ENVnOMinS

The following environaents were used in the present work.
1)
2)
3)

Hater Saturated Air Vapour (HSAV) at various
teaperatures between 2S°C and 90°C.
Double d istilled water at various teaperatures between
25®C and 90®C.
3.0 WtZ NaCl (0.5 aolar NaCl) at various teaperatures
between 2S*’C and SO^C.

In addition, soae tests were perforaed in which the following
additions or aodifications were aade to the basic 3.0 Vt X NaCl
solution.
4)
5)

Pre-exposure to USAV,
- 2.
Pre-charging at -1750 aV vs SHE (60 aA ca~^)

All cheaicals were Analal grade and aade up with double d istilled
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water. The envlronaents used in the peraeation experiaents are
discussed in the results, Section 4.4.
3.5
3.5.1

MIOtOSOOPT
Optical aicroacopT

Specimens for examination under the optical microscope were
prepared bj mounting in Bakelite, if necessary, polishing on
silicon carbide paper to 800 grit and finally on diamond
impregnated Selvyt to 1/4 ^ diamond.
Two etchants were used;
i)

Wasserman's etch for general metallography
(O.Sml HF, lOOal H2 O, 1ml HCl, lOal HNO3 and SOal K^CTjO^)

ii)

A macro etch (ISal HF, 45ml HCl, ISal HNO^ and 2Sal HjO)

An exposure time of X seconds was found to be adequate for both
etchants.
3.5.2
Scanning electrom mlcroacopT fSBH)
The scanning electron microscope was used in these investigations
principally for examination of fracture surfaces and surface
reaction products.
The specimens were mounted on 0.5 inch diameter aluminium stubs
with silver paint providing the adhesive and electrical contact.
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To overcoae problau of the speciaen charging up under the
electron beaa and reducing resolution, due to the oxide fila , sooe
speciaens were given a fine gold coating deposited in a Nanotech
spluttering nachine.

3.5.3

Trannafasioo electron aicroacoOT (TBQ aad acaaaiag
tr«w—«»»ioa electron aicroacopT CSTPO
The transaission electron aicroscope was used to characterise the
fine structure of the alloy. Thin fo ils made for TBf work were
also used in the JEOL lOOC Teascan electron nicroscope stage with
the nicroscope in the secondary electron iaaging (SEI) node to
study pre-exposure surface reactions with high quality scanning
electron nicrographs.
The thin fo ils were produced by electrochenical thinning after
aechanical thinning to 0.2an thickness. The electrochenical
thinning was in a Struers Jet laplngeawnt nachine using 70Z
Ethanol, 20Z Glycerol and lOZ Perchloric acid at 30 volta and
10®C.
Fresh polishing solution was nade up iron AnalaR reagents and
prepared sanples were rinsed in successive baths of nethanol. The
prepared specinens were nonitored by light nlcroscopy to ensure
that no surface artifacts i.e . dust particles or polishing
solution residue were present after the rinsing treatnent. After
preparation, specinens were stored in a desslcator at roan
tenperature for a nininun period of 2A h in order to develop the
nornal anorphous li -Al2^3
^»tncd filn .
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4.0 RESULTS
4.1 IW; QFUJBICE OF Bf/nOttm CM STRESS GCRROSION
CRKK (3CMH IN <X»HCI TB6ICM SPBOMEMS
It has been noted in the literature review that studies of stress
corrosion cracking in AlZnMg alloys using pze-cracked specimens
have concentrated on the DCS specimen geometry where the crack
tip stress intensity decreases as the crack grows. It was
thought that further insight into the niechanism of stress
corrosion cracking might be obtained by conducting a series of
experiments in different cdtenical environments using Cl
specimens, where the crack tip stress intensity increases as the
crack grows. These experiments were conducted in environments
which duplicated environments ccirmcnly used during DCB stress
corrosion besting, and were performed over a range of
o
ter^jeratures from 20 to 90 C. All the CT specimens v«re fatigue
pre-ciacked on a Dartec Ml 000 nachine as described in Section
3.3.1. The results of the pre-cracking for a ll CT specimens are
tabulated below (Table 5).
4.1.1 The Influence of tesBerature
The influence of tenfierature was studied for both double
distilled water and 3% (0.5M) sodiun chloride environments. The
data obtained for double distilled water environments is shown in
Figure 55 and the data obtained from 3% sodiun chloride
environments in shown in Figure 56. Also included in the water
environment results is the crack growth rate versus stress
intensity for a CT specimen exposed to Hater Saturated Air Vapour
o
(WSAV) at 70 C.
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rif.SS

Crack frovtk rata vtraas atrasa iataaaitT of 7017 tyya
klZalf alloys. T(S1 eoaOitioB at liffaraat
taaparataras ia doakla Oistillai aatar aaO aatar
aatarata4 air vapoar.
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rif.SC

Crack frovtk rat* varias strass iataasity of 7017 typa
àltalf alloys, TCSl coaditioa at éiffaraat taaparataras
la IWaCl solatioa.
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Stress cxirroslon ondc growth tests in double distilled water
diow a ruiter of features;
o
1) Nhilst in a ranber of tests at 90, 60, 50 and 40 C the
Stage III crack growth is apinrent, the Stage I cradi
o
growth was not observed at 90 , 70, and 50 C. Stage I
o
crack growth was cnly observed at 60 ¿uid 40 C. This is in
ocntrast to DCS tests where the specimen tends to miss
out Stage III crack growth and drop isnediately into Stage
n growth, followed by Stage I growth.
The absenoe of Stage I growth in most specimens is
probably due to the mture of the experiment, tdtere
specimen load is increased if no growth is observed a t a
given load after 1 hour.
2) Cbnck growth both in doi^le distilled water and water
o
saturated a ir vapour a t 70 C exhibits an in itial reduction
in crack growth rate, foUowad by an increase in crack
growth rate up to a value slightly greater than the
o
original. This aspect was oonsistently observed at TO C
and is discussed later (Sectlcn 4.2.3).
3) the following oaqparlscns have been made with published
data (l^ le 7).
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epaa circuit
S»°C

DC(
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7017-Ttl
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huaidity 40°C

alloy

T«M» 7

Stape 11
crack
growth
rate
(aa'M
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Stage 11
crack growth rata
Preieat
work
(la'M

( X 10‘*

Speidel 72

Double plateau
J X 10'*
aad
4.1 X 10'*

21

DCB
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Speidel 72

1.1 X 10'*

20

DCl

5 X 10'*
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1.1 X 10'*

20
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rif.M

Ctatral trpctruec e( fractar* aarfaet of atraía eorroaiea erada ia ]% RaCl
erar a raagt of taaparatarai.
■ifaificatioa x l.(
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■ n» 7039 alloy has a ncminal cxnposition of Zn-4.0%,
Mg-2.8% and a Zn:Mg ratio of 1.4, i t generally exhibits a
SC crack growth plateau velocity higfier than the 7017
174
retnge of alloys in ccnparative tests ( from lew
frequency corrosion fatigue data.) However, the results
reported here, for CT speciniens, ennpare with the results
72
obtained by Speidel
for 7039 alloys using DCB
101
specimens. The plateau velocity reported
Seamans
for a 7017 alloy, again using a DCB specimen, is ju st ever
half an order of magnitude slower theui that found in the
present studies. The result reported by Seamans was for
SC crack growth in a 95% relative himidity atmosphere and
i t may therefore be argued that the increase in crack
growth rate observed in the current woric is due to either
the effect of specimen geometry or the effect of oonplete
water coverage on the cradc growth rate. The results
presented in Section 4.5.1 indicate that similar
quantities of hydrogen are generated on fla t 7017 alloy
surfaces in double d istilled water and WSAV environments.
Therefore, if hydrogen plays a part in the stress
corrosion of these alloys, the difference between water
and WSAV environments is not significant. In both cases
any apparent effect of specimen geometry is for the CT
specimen geometry to increase the SC crack plateau
velocity in water and WSAV environemts. For a ll
comparisons, the crack growth was in the L (Icngitixlial)
direction with the applied stress normal to this and in
the ST (short transverse) direction.
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4) Ihe fracture surfaces show a nuiter of features on a macro
scale. the stress oorrosion cradcs grown at SO, 60 and
o
70 C show distinctive bright facets at the end of the 9C
crack on the specimen edges. It is thou^t frcm SOI
examination that these are areas of rapid cradc growth
prior to fracture of the specimen, where little oorrosion
of the fracture surface has been able to ta)ce place due to
the short exposure time to the envirorment. A second
feature of these tests is the presence, in most specimens,
o
at 70 C, of greater crack growth at the specimen edge than
at the specimen centre. This is illustrated in Figure 62.
The general appear^uK!e of the fracture surfaces of specimens
exposed to 3% NaCl over a range of terrperatures is shown in
Figure 63. Stage III crack growth was observed in tests at 20,
o
o
50 , 70 and 90 C, although the Stage i n crack growth at 70 C and
o
90 C is not reported due to inaccuracies in the clip gauge output
at long crack lengrths (>25 nm). St^^ I crack growth was
o
observed at 50, 70 and 90 C.
Ihe following ocnparisons have been made vrith published data
(Table 8).
The 7079 alloy has a ncminal ocrposition Zn-4.3%, ^^-3.3% and a
Zn:Ng ratio of 1.3. In the series of experiments reported by
63
Speidel , the conditions of the current %«3rk are not entirely
duplicated. Crack growth rates reported by Speidel ^ue higher
due to either anodic polarisaticn of the DŒ ^»cimen, increased
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halide ion oonoentration, or the use of 7079 alley %<hich
generally exhibits a SC crack growth plateau velocity of the same
174
order of magnitude as the 7039 alloy . It is clear that fron
84
the data presented by Hartnan for the 7075 alloy» with a
ncminal oemposition Zn-5.6%, Mg-2.5% amd a Zn;Mg ratio of 2.2,
and urxier very similar test ootxJitions including the use of CT
specinens, that there is a ocnsiderable difference in the SC
crack growth plateau velocity. The result presented by Speidel
for a 7075 alloy in 3.5% sodium chloride using a DCB specimen is
just over an order of nagnitude faster than that in the present
work for a 7017 alloy under similar conditions using a CT
specimen.
The results of the SOI investigations of fracture surfaces of the
stress corrosion tests in double distilled \«ter and 3% NaCl are
presaited here together with the observations of the fatigue and
overload fractures to ocrplete the fractography of the allcvFigures 64 - 67 show the fatigue fracture for specimen 23.
Fatigue is intergranular at low stress intensities with the
grain structure of the alley and fatigue striations apparent
(Figs. 64, 65 arai 66). At higher stress intensities, near the
interface with the stress corrosion crack, the fatigue beoones
transgranular with cleavage facets visible on the fracture
surface (Fig. 67).
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Figures 68 - 70 show the interface between the transgranular
fatigue pre-cradc and the SC crack in specimen 23 (double
o
distilled water, 90 C). The high nagnification view in Figure 70
(x 5(X)0) clearly shows the transition between the fatigue crack
and the stress oorrosion crack, with the SC crack partially
penetrating the underside of the grain whidi subsequently became
the grain boundary vrfiere the domirant SC cradi growth took place.
At this magnification the SC crack surface is essentially
featureless showing only some evidence of second phase particles
embedded in it.
Figure 71 is a general view of a typical section of a SC cradc
o
(for specimen 9, H 0 70 C) showing the intergranular crack growth
2
evidenced by the clearly visible elongated, fla t pancake grain
structure. A m rter of grains have "lifted" indicating that
crack branching has taken place, however the extent of branching
is mxdi less than that found in DCS tests. The SC crack/overload
fracture interface is seen on the extreme r i ^ t of the spacimen.
At h i^ stress intensities in CT specimens there is seme evidence
of a ductile crack extension meedanian occurring in conjunction
with the SC crack growth. Figures 72 and 73 shew evidence of
micrevoid coalescence, in this case 1.23 nm back from the SC
crack/overload fracture interface. This ductility v«s noted in
o
specimen 28 (3% NaCl, 70 C) but has been seen in most specimens
(Figs. 93 and 94). Figures 74 and 75 show a high magnification
view of the SC crack surface which, apart frem evidence of
seexedary cracdcing, shows only a fine film of cxarrosicxi pjroduch

-
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that hides arty detail present of the fracture surface. Defilming
the fracture surface by the application of cellulose acetate
strips previously softened with acetotte serves to rentove the tulX
corrosion product but will not allow resolution of fine detail on
the fracture surface.
Figures 76 and 77 show the corrosion product on the aorfaoe of
o
specimen 19 (H 0, 50 C). As a result of the long exposure time
2
of this specimen (77 hours), a fully developed hydrous oocide film
is present on the fracture surface near the start of the SC cradc
(Fig.76). Further along the SC crack the )iydrous cscide crystals
are seen before their amalgsmation into a continuous hydroxide
film (Fig.77). Hydrous ootide film forrotion on AlZnMg alloys is
discussed in greater detail in Section 4.5.2. Figure 78 shews
the characteristic mud cracking of an extensive film of
corrosion product and NaCl developed on specimen 31 (3% sodian
o
chloride, 90 C) after the fracture surface has been allcwed to
dry.
Figure 79 shows the transition between intergranular stress
corrosion crack growth and the overload failure which is
ductile ard predominantly micrevoid coalescence. The region
of ext«x3ed SC cradc growth on the CT specimen edge of specimen
o
23 (H O, 90 C) is shown in Figure 80 and the lip on specimen 11
2
o
(H 0, 70 C) is stown in Figure 81, with a higher magnification of
the SC crack in this region shown in Figure 82. The morphology
of the SC crack in these regions is essentially the same as the
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rif 7( Sptciaca 19, fallf
dtvtlopH aluiaiiw
kydrozidt corroaioB
prodact fila oa tka
SC crack tarfaca at
kiyk aagaificatioa,
(aatar SO**C).

Fit 77 Spcciaea 19, start of aluaiaiaa kydrozida fila groatk
OB tka fractara surfaca at
tka cad of tka SC crack,
(water SO^C).

Pif 71 Spaciaca 31, aad crackiag ia tka dried corrosioa prodact
fila developed is 3% laCl at 90^C daring SC crack grovtk.
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bulk of the SC cxack, with the exception that the shorter tine
interval over whidi these regions have been exposed to the
environnent has resulted in less oorrosion product on the
fracture surfeK%.
Figures 83 and 84 show in detail the transition between the end
of the SC crack euid the overload fracture. At the point of fast,
ductile fracture the crack path clinte a nuiter of grains to
develop within the most favourably oriented grain. These ledges
are clearly seen on Figures 83 and 84. The fracture shown here
o
is for specimen 23 (H O, 90 C).
2

o
Figures 85 and 86, specimen 21, (H 0, 60 C) show the region of
2
ductile overload failure. The failure mechanism is entirely by
micrcvoid ooalesœnœ and the din^jle rupture is cleatrly visible
on the fracture surf 2K%. A large percentage of dinples contain
second phase particles, sane of which have fractured in a b rittle
manner during the overload failure as shown in Figure 86.
Figures 87 and 88 show the extended SC crack growth regions on
o
the edge of specimen 21 (H O, 60 C). The high magnification view
2
of the SC crack in th is region, which has had a short exposure
o
time and was tested at a lower temperature (60 C), shows sane
evidence of striations (arrowed) on the fracture surface,
possibly indicating discontinuous cnrac* growth (Fig.88).
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Figvires 89 ^uld 90 show a similar sequence to that discussed
o
previously but for specimen 19 (HO, 50 C). The h itler
2
nagnification view shows possible evidence (arrowed) of
discontinuous cradc growth on the fracture surface (Fig.90).
However, discontinuous crac)c growth is most clearly shown in a
DCB specimen exposed to laboratory air a t a relative hixnidity of
48-62% (see Section 4.3.4, Figures 129 and 130).
Figures 91 and 92 show repectively the secondary electron (SE)
cind bacJc-scattered electron (BSE) images of the SC cradc surface
o
of specimen 20 (H O, 40 C). The secondary cradcs oriented
2
transverse to the principal cradc growth directions are tlXMght
to be the start of SC cracdc growth at subgrain bojndaries, a
feature seen in DCB specimens and discussed further in Section
4.3.4, and which is more apparent in the BSE mode. Second phase
particles embedded in the fracture surfacse are also clearly shown.
Ihis has been cited as evidencse that the SC fracture is wholely
101
b rittle . As expected the fracture surface of this specimen,
o
where the SC cracdc was grown at 40 C, shots little evidence of
cx>rrc38icYi product films near the SC cracdc tip which aids )Ugh
resolution fracture surface examinaticxi. This point is discessed
further in relation bo DCB tests in water vapour and laboratory
air.
Figures 93 and 94 slicw regions of ductile fracture (as in Figs.
72 and 73) at )iigh stress intensities near the end of the SC
cnecdc tip . This feature in the SC crack morphology is general to
o
a ll CT specimens. Figure 93 shews specimen 8 (NaCl, 20 C), 0.40
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IM tede ftam tte SC crack/awload fractura in terfan . Figura 94
o
show speclaan 28 (1GAV, 70 C), 1.32 m tede f m thè SC crade/
ovarload fractura inter ta n .
4.1.2

gtiaas eaermien exade growth activation anarqy dater■ InaM/w In iHaUlliBl wtsr. 1 « y
^WatTl for ocsgact

The results of crade growth rate versus stress intensity
experinents for double distilled uateTf M5AV and 3% Nad
envirenments have been reported and are shown in Figures 55 and
56 respectively. The effect of the chloride enviroment on the
stage II czadc growth rate is to increase the plateau velocity by
o
ju st over half (0.6) w order of magnitude a t 50 C to ju st under
o
two (1.7) orders of magnitude a t 90 C. The effect of stage I
exade growth rate is not clear as the eacperimental technique
esfilayed, of progressively increasing the sta tic load on the
specimen if no cradc growth is recorded after 1 hour, has
resulted in the abeenn of stage I cradi growth in CT apeclmens
in dodale distilled water and NSAV a t a ll toqperatures employed
o
except 60 and 40 C (specimens 20 and 21).
The experimental cradc growth rate data used for activation
energy determination is given in Thble 9 for double distilled
water and 3Wad environments .
The data in Tblale 9 is presented as activation energy plots in
Figure 95 for SC cxadi growth in double d istilled water and
Figure 96 for SC cradc growth in 3% Nad.
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IctivatioB «ncrgy plot for K crack grootk ia doablt
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rif.M

tctivatioa nargy plot for SC crack grovtk ia IklaCl
■•lag CT apeciaaaa.
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In

ths

case

aC

SC cxack growth In dcU>Ie distilled
o
eocperisents at 50 and 60 C yielded double plateaus.
plateau

at

the

lower

crack growth

rate

has

eetar,
The

been

first

used

activation energy deberaination cn the basis tiiat a longer
as

a

proportion of total speclnen lifetlan, is

the

spent

for

tine,

at

this

craok growth rate.

Ihe

activation energy plot for the 3%

Nad

envlronaent

shows

cradc growth data based t^xxi both plateau velocities and Stage

I

cracic growth rates extrapolated to a constant stress intensity of
-3/2 63
6Wta

As discussed, activation energy data for Stage I crack growth in
double

distilled

results due

to

water is not available froi
the abeenoe of Stage I

cxadc

the

experlaental

growth

in

aost

speciaens.

Ihe activation energies calailated free the log da/dt versus
o
( K) graphs are presented in Ihble 10.

1/T

Activation

are

presented

energies

for SC crack growth in DC8

qpeciiaens

in Section 4.3.5 end the results of activation

detemlnations

for

both CT and DCS specinens are

Section 5.
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energy

discussed

in

Envlroment

Plateau velcx:ity

H 0
2
3«Naa

4.2

A

104.6
114.3

Activation enemies for SC cradc orcwth in double
diati H a d
and 3<WiiCI for CT

OaPITICMS CH SBtBSS
OOBWOSIOB C8M3C CSOIRB

T S DVUDBICB OF 1BST

imad)er of featurea of streas oocxoafon cxadc grxMth

series

of experlaents perfacsed with

required further investigation.

a)

55.5

Plateau velocd.ty
-3/2
Stage I at 6Wta

3WaCl

Thble 10

Activation energy
-1
(kJ sole )

Basis

oanfact

tension

In

the

specliaens

Ihese features Included;

The increased rate of SC cradc growth at the spednen edges,
o
notioad in particular at 70 C, in double distilled water and
%«ater saturated air vapour envirments.

Generally SC

growth

N5AV

in double

proncunoad
specdjaens

concave

distilled

water

or

cradc fronts at final

cradc

reeultad

fracture,

in

whilst

tested in 3ViaCl showed ccnvex SC cxadc fronts

at

final fracture.

b)

o
The ancBBlous cnadc growth at 70 C in double distilled
and

water saturated air vapour, where the SC cradc

water

velocity

initially decreases frcn a high value and builds qp again
fcm

a "tr shaped csadc growth rate versus stress

curve.
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to

intensity

4.2.1 B » <gg»ct of blanldag-ogf or«T***

»bIod

On c r specijnen 39, the CF spedaen sides were Isolated froe the
enylrannent by a "Laocmit" layer %ihlch prevented or oonslderably
reduced the access of the environeent to the 9C crack tip at the
specijoen sides. Bte SC crack growth expeiinent was ocnducted in
o
N5AV a t 70 C. the crack growth rate versus stress Intensity plot
is dvMH in Figure 97.
SC crack growth has taken place ewer a range of velocities
sijnllar to that observed in other experiments in water or M5AV
o
envlronaents a t 70 C, eni the SC crack growth rate shows the sane
decrease in crack growth rate at low stress intensities. The
Increasing crack growth rate portion of the curve edso shows a
-3/2
more characteristic plateau at a stress Intensity of 16 Wta
The shape of the SC crack front at final fracture is shown on the
nacrophotograph of the fractured specimen (Figs. 98 and 99).
Preventing access of the environeent to the SC crack sides has
stopped the increased rate of crack growth at the specimen sides.
In a ll other respects the fracture aurfaoe is similar to that
seen previously.
175
Van Leeuween has suggested that if eoctensicn of a SC crack
occurs by hydrogen eebrittlenent, i t will be particularly
affected by the trlax iality of the stress at the crack tip ,
since the diffusion of hydrogen is enhanced by a high triaxlal
(hydrostatic) stress. I t follows from th is that SC crack growth
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rif 97 Crack «rovtk rata Tartas atrasa iataasitr of 7017 typa
klZalf allof, nsi coaUtioa at 70”c ia rsiT «itk CT
sraciaaa alias blaakai off.
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w ill be enhanood in the oontre of the apeciaan reaultlng In a
oam tai SC crack front a t final fracture in SC eoqierlBnnta In
which stress Intensity increases with cradc length. At the
speclann edges the size of the crack tip plastic acne is a
HBxlaw as a result of the pilane stress ocndition in this section
84
of the specinen. Hartnan has suggested in connect ion with
the stress oorroslan of AlZnNg alloys that the plastic zone size
w ill affect the CBclde flLa rupture characteristics. Hie
increased strain at the cuter extresdtles of the crack will
increase the rate a t idilch file rupture takes place, increasing
SC crack growth a t the specimen sides. This w ill result In a
concave SC crack front a t final fracture idiere SC crack growth
oocurs by an anodic dlssolutlcn aedianiflB. This situation is
Illustrated in Figure 100.
Rarbaan gives a series of results for SC crack growth in 34NaCl,
in an AlZrMg 7075 type alloy which riiow ocncave crack fronts at
potentials near to the pitting potential for th is alloy and
oonvoK crack fronts at potentials arowd -0.95V vs
SHS.
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-F U S T IC

H YDROSTATIC STRESS

ZONE

S IZ E

P R O F IIE

CRACK
FRONT

CONCAVE SC CRACK FRONT

CONVEX SC CRACK FRONT

Fig 100 Sche—tlc mrrwiwTiiMm at tte leletlonA lp betMoan SC
cxack groMth — rflanlM and ttw stvBM raglaa aacom tte
^pedaw width along tha SC exacfc front.
84

The ooncluslon Bartaan draw froa these results was that a dual
anchanlsB of cxadc growth was apparent, depending v|pon speclann
potential, with anodic dissolution doninant at acca positive
potentials and a hydrogen « b rlttleaen t laachanlflR doadnant at
man negative potentials.
The woodc reported hare is a t the fras oocroslon potential of tha
7017 type alloy, «dwre for the 7075 alloy Hartaan reported
oonoava SC ciadc fronts a t final fracture, (i.a. evidenoe for
crach growth as a result of an anodic dissolution sndianiai.) In
the current woilc the Isportant diffarenoe is the establishennt of
plane strain conditions cA«r a larger section of the CT specijaen
Based upon a short transverse fracture toug^swas
-3/2
for tha 7017 alloy
and
a reported
(M

width.
25

transverse fracture toughness for

the 7075
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alloy of 30 Mti

of

the
apedean width to estebllah plane strain ocnditlcns
In the apecluen is given by equation 4.1, (B, K ^u1d r ate as
y
previously defined. Section 3.2.1)
B > 2.5/K

2

(4.1)
-2

The yield stress of 7017 alloy is 435 Wta and the yield stress
-2 (10 )
of 7075 alloy is 470 Wii
. The minlnn specimen thickness
therefore for plane strain oondltlcns should be 8.3 nni for the
7017 alloy and 10.2 m for the 7075 alloy. The specimen used in
the Hartman study was 6.5 ran thick «dtile those used in the
presen t work were 15 ran thick.
I t is therefore proposed that the ccncave SC cracdc fronts seen In
tlie current work in double d istilled water and MSKV represent
aooess of Itydrogen generated a t the specimen sides to the region
a)iaad of the SC crack tip causing enhanced SC crack growth in
these areas. Itwre access of hydrogan la prevented by
restricting or presenting water diffusion to the crack tip a t the
side, the SC cradc front talces on a ccnvex profile, more
characteristic of a t^drogen enhrittlenent necdumiam with a ll
hydrogen generated on the crack surface and diffusing to the
region ahead of the cradc tip . In effect, in HSAV euid dofile
distilled water, the rate of production of hydrogen is the
controlling factor for SC crack growth, idiilat I t is proposed
tlw t in chloride environments sufficient hydrogen is generated at
the cradc surface adjacent to the crack tip to nalntain a
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Both curves show an Initially decreasing crack growth rate with
stress Intsm ity and both show that the Initial crack growth rate
-3/2
place at a stress Intensity of ju st under 4.5 Nta
th is is substanially lower than the K
values seen in IBAV
ISCC
-3/2
without pre-charging of around 9.5 Itte
(K
In double
ISOC
o
-3/2
d istilled water a t 70 C was in the range 8.8 to 10.8 tMn ).
Qradc growth ceased a t inteinadlate stress intensities of around
-3/2
6 Wta
for both spednens and %«s only resuned by increased
-3/2
sta tic load. Crack growth was re-established a t 9 - 10 M*«
Specijaen 37 resulted in a nore ocnventicnal crack growth rate
versus stress intensity plot, while spacieen 34 shewed further
decreases in cxack growth rate in til final fracture. Increased
SC susceptibility as a result of pre-exposure to the environeent
is indicative of a hydrogen eakrlttlesent aechaniaa. the
presenoe of hydrogen in the sped ,awn, a» a retailt of either the
reaction of water with the alu dn iia alloy surface (Section
2.5.6) or as a result of cathodioally generated hydrogen, results
in crack growth due to e* rlttleeen t at lower stress intensities
than when cradi growth and hydrogen generation are occurring
slaultanaously.
Bih2uioed ersKde growth at the specimen sides has taken place in
the speciMn pre-expceed to MSAV and to a such lesser extent in
the electrodteedx^ally {ze-charged specimen (Fig.103).
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ngu r e 102 also serves to Illustrate the effect of allcwlng a fa»
an

of 9C cracJc growth to

the
anl

taJce place,

subseguenUy

at a higher staUc load (hl^ier
perfonalng the 9C

reloading

stress

Intensity)

test with a Aort stress oortoelon

eis <!)proe««l to a fatigue ciadc as the starter cradc.

cr»dc

Ihe remits

of this experinent would tend to suggest that a more oonvsntlonal
cradc growth
(see

rate versus

Section 4.2.3),

-8
5.8

X 10

stress

stress

with

a

intensity

plateau

plot

is

velocity

obtained

In WSAV

ms

. The mote conventional crack growth rate

versus

Intensity

plot is not repeated for specimen 34,
o
to HShV at 70 C, after a few me of SC crack growth.

pi«»— n

velocity

previously

in Figure 102

obtained

-8
(6.3 X 10

of

-1

in

Is sli^itly

doi4>le

lower

distilled

pro
Ihe

than

»«ter

at

that
o
60 C

-1

halt In crack growth at intermediate
-3/2
stress Intensities of arouid 6 iOta
Indicates that "recovery^
of

the

M

).

the

cr ^tedisen )ias talcen place, and tint

the

lad■ 1111 nennt swtained during the Initial stages

envlronaental

at crack

grw t h

was

not sufficient to prcmote stress oocxoslcn at intermediate
-3/2,
stress Intensities between 6 and 9 H4i
after the volisae of
embrittled by pre-exposure Ind fractured

(for

further

case

of

discussion see Section 5.5).

Qradc

growth had

talcen place for 1.62 an In the

the

speclam pce-expoeed to WShV and for 1.42 ns In the specliaen ;xe-
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charged at a pot«tial of -1.75 V va SHE
Intensity

sas required

before an increa»

In

to re-eatabllah osadc gicMth.

o

4.2.3
A

anriima

further

gates at 70 C In

o

and

WKf^.

eoqperlaent ses oonkicted in IGAV at 70 C, «here

stress oorroeion cradc growth w u halted just after the

Increaee

in crack growth rate, in order to establish that SC cxack
was

in fact taking place during the period of

the

grwth

decreasing

cradc

growth, an! to exendne the fracture surface of the speciaen.

* 0 ** ^ Figure

crack growth rate versus stress intensity
104.

Tbe

It can be seen that cradc growth has taken place over

s m e range of velocities as previous tests, althai^ the K

the

iscx:

is

-3/2
________ ^
sUdttly lower at 6.7 Wie
. T h e odnlsua velocity oocreeponds
-3/2
to a stress lnt«islty of 7.6 tf*i
. T h e oo^lete fracture
surface

is

shown

beoken open.

in Figure 105, after the

speclsen had

It is clear that betwen 2 and 3 ea of

been

SC

cradc

The develcpaent of increased SC

cradc

growth oi one side of the spedsen (arrowed "A") has taken

place

growth has taken place.

early in the life of the spedaMi.

The

fracture

shown
seen

in

surface of the SC cracic foraed in speclsen

Figures 106-108.

The SC fracture is slsllar

(sevlously ani in parUcular the

29

to

is
that

transition between

fatigue

pe»-crack and the SC cradc is sladlar to that shcam

Figures

69 anl 70 for SC crack growth in dcuble distilled

at 90*C, althou^ the SC fracture surface of specleen 29 is
distinct due to the hydrous oocide present on the surface.
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the
in

water
lees

rif 104 Crack grovtk rata vcraoa atrasa iataasity of 7017 typa
Alzalo aliar, TC51 coaditioa. OC crack otovtk kaa basa
kaltad aitar tha iacraaaa ia fC crack otowth rata was
datactad.
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An «qperleent was perfccaad ln «hlch ths anvlnanMnt was
but

the

(2.0S9

apacioen

mbs

loaded to the

absent,
o
at 70 C

sane static load

kN) thus producing a dry air envlrmssnt.

Any d)ange In

wltage acroes the clip gauge wculd therefore Indloete that creep
o
of the speclasn «es taking place at 70 C and not stress oorroslon
crack growth.
140

Ho ^a}lt^lge change was observed over a

hours auid It was therefore ooncluded that creep

period

of decreasing crack growth. Instead of SC

was not a

factor

In the

period
during

of
the

growth,
o
results obtained at 70 C.

ancsalous

crack

There are m

additional muter of possible aectenlaos to aooount
o
for the ananalous crack growth at 70 C In double distilled water

¿md NSAV.

1)

The

These are as follows:

transition between the transgranular

and

a

(Xiyietely

Intergranular

fatigue

stress

pre-crack

oorroslon

crack

prooeeds at an Initially fast crack growth rate at low stress
intensities
the

isitil the resalnlng transgranular

llgasMits

In

cxack path effectively pin the SC crack fircnt resulting

in a
wtil,

reduction In crack growth rats.

This

prooess

at higher stress Intensities, ths pinning of

occurs
ths

crack front by transgranular llgauents is cweroone and
growth

increases

again

fren

soné

Intenaedlate

SC

crack
stress

Intensity.

2)

The

o
alloy is undergoing additional ageing at 70 C during the

SOC

experinent

precipitate
available

in which

growth

hydrogen,

the

additional

results In Increased
and

thereby

-248-

grain

getterlng

Increases

the

boundary
of

ths

critical

ot

oonorntxatlon
eoctenslor.
rate.

Ihis

Ihia

tQdrogm

furthar

cxack

reoults In a dacrease in tte cradc

growth

effect

intensities

when

is

the

neoaeaaiy

overoaaa

grain

Cor

at

Intarawdlate

stress

boundary

pcecipitates

beocse

saturated, and/or oaase growing after a period of tine at
o
70 C, with the effect that the SC cradc growth rate increases
as acre hydrogen booaaos available for grain boundary
esfarittlenent.

Ihis proposed mechaniaa is based upon sceae
70
137
of the proposals of Christodoulou and Flower ,
Soanans
98
and Hide
discussed in Sections 2.4.1 and 2.5.4.2.

3)

Local

plastic defccantion in the region ahead of

the

crack

tip as a result of hydrogen Induoad delayed plasticity (HILP)
causes

a reduction in the SC cradc growth rats.

plastic

defocnation ocxsurs at low to

intensities.
DCS

This

local

Intsnsedlate

stress

HlEP has been observed by other worlcars

in

speclnens

AlZnMgCU a U a y tested in
o
a chloride-diroeate solution at 20 C. Here cradc growth rate
during

Stage

Incraaas by

The

HWP

7475

- T651

II was observed to dsemsss

<xmr an

and

subsequently

oedar of nagnituds.

has been attributed to envirmental

interaction

or

with dislocation nuclaation processes

bsnd foneatlon.
because

of

201

hydrogen
and

slip

A reduction in cradc growth rate is observed

plastic deforaatlon processes are

substituting

for

exade growth.

The

three andianlesw

rised ab e m axe dlacaisaed in acre

detail in Section 5.
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4.3 1 « i m m a c r « v n m e ir (■ 8BBSS oBiHOSiai oaac

SORB n KXEU ommxvBt ami sbbcumb .

As discussed In Section 4.1, one of the objectives of this
has been to
test

aampaf SC cradc

specleene.

It

study

growth data generated by CT and

Is thouc^t that the

loading

DC8

history,

in

increases

or

decreases during the SOC test, nay have an Ijgxartant effect

on

particular whether the cradc tip stress intensity

the

accuracy

of

the data

generated,

2uid also nay preside

infornation on the nechanien of SC cradc growth.

Ihe results of a series of experinents on O X speclnans
from
CT

7017-T651 alloy are presented here for ooetiariBcn with

results.

envlrcments

Ihs eoqperinents have been cxnducted

in the

the CT speednen experinents and enwr
o
teeperature range, 20 - 90 C.

The

nachined

as

najerity of D S speciaens had starter

catdts

iniidifig the specinane until an overloed failure

fear further

envlxonnent.

the

SC cradc
results

growth

of the

when

"pop-in"

sane

the

sane

forned by

bolt

occurred.

Die

resultant "pop-l^" overload failure cradc tip was tin
point

the

placed

initiation
in

the

failures and

SC
the

fatigue pre-cradclng of the remlning DC8 spec^iiaens are tabulated
below

(Tables

11 and 12).

also bolt loaded,

Fatigue pre-cradcsd

qpeclnens

cne bolt was provided with a rouidad

end

order to eguallae stresses o n each side of the O X spaclnen.
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were
In

Ix lO

U lO

Ix lO

Ix lO

rio

1x 10

15

20

25

STRESS UrTEMSlTt
rif

109

Crack grovtk rata Tcraaa atrasa iata&aity of 7017 typa
klkalg alloy DCI apaciaaaa» TOSI coaditioa at diffaraat
taaparataraa ia doabla d istilla d watar.
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the

results

of the

SC cxedc growth rate versus stress

experisents Indicate a nater

of

intensity

features;

o
1) Mlth the possible exception of the result for W5AV at 50 C, no
Stage

in

distinct

cradc
Stage

deoeleratlng
growth

growth was detected.

n

crack

curve

is

All

tests

plateau

velocity

growth,

the slope of the Stage

ger>erally

nuch

followed

showed a

steeper

by

them

in

St^lge I
I

crack

the

CT

specinens.

2) Plateau reglcn cradc growth rates do not vary markedly between
the different environnents.

the plateau velocities are

shown

in Table 13.

the data obtained Indicates that in DCB speclnen

tests

"pop-in"

with

dependenoe

of crack

starter

cracks

there

is

a

marked

growth rate on tesperature but very little

dependence on envlrament.

-1
Plateau Velocity (ns )
Tenperature
o
( C)

KSAV

D D Hater
-9

30

2.4

X 10

50

1.0

X 10

-8

70
90

-7
1.25 X 10
-7
3.0 X 10

-9
3.9 X lO
-8
1.5 X 10
-7
1.5 X 10
-7
2.5 X 10

3% N a a

1.7

X

-i

10
-8
2.2 X 10
-7
1.5 X 10
-7
5.0 X 10

thble 13 O faarison of SC crack growth rate plateen velooitle s for DC3» epecimBne in dcBlile dis tille d water,
WBAV and 3% IfcCl ow r a r re e of
the

CT specimen tests showed an increase in plateau velocity of
-7 -1
just under two orders of magnitude fresi 2.5 x 10 as
in double
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distilled

Meter

HcMever, the

at

o
-5-1
90 C to 1.4 x 10 as

plateau velocity for DCB apeclanns in

^lppraKlJaately the saae as that
and

W5AV

o
in 3% HaCl at 90 C.

and

distinctly

obtained in CT tests.

^ham

IcMer

3%

Nad

is

for dcuble distilled eater

than

the

plateau velocities

The signifioantly lower cxadc growth rates

in 3% N a d in DCB sped nans could result fron;

a)

Cbrroelon

product build-up in the 3%

preventing

aooess of

IfeKH envircneent

the solution to the cradc tip

(see

Section 4.3.3).

b)

Significant

crack branching in the speclnen, tdiere the

presenoe of additional cracks adjacent to the sain crack
reduces

the aa^or crack tip stress intensi^

restiltlnj

in a lower crack growth rate.

c)

The

bowed overload (pop-in) failure which results in a

txansgranular pre-crack.

The pre-crack

difficult

transition

an

resulting

in an Initially lower cradc

Secondly,
crack

initially

II (edao

Initially
portion

of

intergranular

pop-in failure results

blunting,

causing

3)

the

to

the absence of a

the

V

SC

crack,

growth

rate.

effective

sharp

pre-crack

growth rates in
176
Sprowls et al
).

slower cradc growth rates (shown
- k curve)

were

a

in

lower cradc

reported by

experlenoes

by

Stage

the dathed

noted in t)w double
o
distilled water experlnents at 30, SO 2md 90 C and in the 3%
o
N e d experiments at 30 and SO C.
This ofaeervatlcn tends to

-260-

ocnfin ths thaoocy that initially slow
aoqperiencsed at

the

cock

start of cxadc growth

growth rataa ara
in

the

plateau

velocity region, and that the plateau velocity in the case of
the

3%

Nad

expected

environment, never

subsequently

reaches

the

velocity indicated In the CT specimen

results

for

the reasons outlined abcwe.

4)

Where direct ocnfiarlsons can be made, the plateau velocity of

CT and

DCB specimens In double distilled water are similar.

o
-7 -1
-7 -1
- 90 C CT specimen 2.5 x 10 ms , DCB specimen 3.0 x 10 ms
o
--6 —1
“1
- so C CT specimen 1.7 x 10 ms , DOB specimen 1.0 x 10 ms

-6

and 3.3 x 10
The CT specimen in double
double

plateau,

thertfore,

m

-1

ms
distilled water

the double distilled

o
at 50 C Aowed a

tiater envlxoneent

the Initially slow crack growth rate does

reach

the expected plateau velocity indicated by the CT results.
o
However,
ths plateau velocity at 90 C Is only marginally
o
higher than the oarrespondlng velocities at 70 C for all
three anvlrannents.

5)

'Rte region I stress intensities at 30, 50 and 70 C
clear

trend towards a higher K

decreases.
not

la r

as the test

show

teRperature

o
However, the region I curves at 70 and 90 C

clearly

distinguished, the stress intensities at
o
being marginally higher than those at 70 C.

-
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a

are
o
90 C

4.3.2 gfePMW oggrariffi «aty^ gny* * «n i m rP *^— «ff * r T
filai» pCT-cnehia »t»rtiT ""r*T»

A 9 l of eocperlaents were perfccaad «here the stress oorroslon
crack tes groum free fatigue pre-cracks In DCS speclnens eoqposed
o
to double distilled water, NSAV and 3% N a a at 70 C.

The results

of using a fatigue pce-cxacked starter crack are sboun In

Figure

116.

Grade

growth

rates In 3% NaCl at 70 C hawe

increased

half

order of nagnltude In the initial stages of crack growth.

an

There

is

no clearly defined plateau velocity but the mairiiw»« average
-7 -1
cradc growth rate observed was 5.5 x 10 ms
exx^pared with
-6-1
o
3.6 X 10 ms
for the CT specimen in 3% N e d at 70 C with a popin starter cradc.

The pnxrlsian of a fatigue pre-crack has

also

resulted in a distinct transition between Stage H I crack growth,
which m s present in these tests, and ths plateau velocity region
in double distilled water and H5AV environsents.

FhtigMa

pre-cracking

tachnigue

CT and

the

DCB speclssns,

which was

«i<»>

ths

used for ths CT spadaetw, results in more

DCS stress oorrosion crack growth rates.

However, in a 3%

H a d envirocnent, the crack growth rate resedns lower than

those

observed in oonstant load CF specimens.

No

evidenoe

of an initially lower crack growth

rate

than

the

observed plateau velocity was detec:ted in the fatigue pre-cracked
DCB

specimens.

The macro views of the fatigue

specimens are shown in Figure 117.
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pre-crackad

DCS

STRESS IHTraSITY

Fig I K

Crack grovtk rate fcraas stresa iatcaiity of 7017 type
klkalg alloy D O epeciaea, TC51 coaditioa at 7 0 ^ la
eaviroaaeatc iadicatad aaiag a fatigae pre-crack as a
starter crack.
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4.3.3

An «Idltlonal eaqaerloent w u perfomad what« the atraes cJOROslcn
crack was groan froa a fatigue pirB-crack In the ICT spedeen
ahere

the

3% HaO. solution,

in

crack growth took

aas replaced every 60 alnutes for

and

place,

first ten hours of cradc
o
The eoqperinent was perforraad at 70 C and eadi tiae the

growth.

solution aas
measured,

replaced,

the

DCS

the

or the stress

specloen

aas

oorroeion

thoroughly

crack

length

cleaned

in

an

ultrasonic bath containing fresh 3«NaCl folloi«d by two rinses in
acetone
the

and two rinses in doii)le distilled \«tar.

crack

tip

and crack faces aere kept

free

In this way
from corrosion

product build-up, as evidenced by the absence of nud cracking and
other

corrosion products cn the fracture surface after breaking

the spednen open.

The

result

stress

of

this treatment on the cradc growth

rate vera»

Intensity curve is dw a n in Figure 118, and the

^wdaen

after fracture is d n m In Figure 120.

Cradc growth rates in the Stage II region have Increased to 1.8 x

-6 -1

10

ms

reported

which

is

in

present work for CT specim ens in
o
-6-1
70 C of 3.6 x K) ms . The results

envlitxmwit

In reasoMhle

agreement with

the
at

the
a

remuts
3WaCl

are also

within the variation reported in crack growth rates for Stage

II

casadc growth between <xx»tant load (CT) and cxxistant displacement
195
(DCS) specimms by other workers
,
of half an order of
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■agnitute
Theoe

(the DCB apeclmene gave a

results

were

reported

for

loner

plateau

2024-T3S1

velocity).

aluiinlue alloy

(A1 - 4.5%CU - 1.1«»^ - 0.4%tti - 0.3«ft - 0.1%Sl)testsd in 3«NaCl
at rooa tagperature. In oontrast, Darwexd and Hasse have reported
dlfferenoea in ciack velocity of ip to an order of eegnitude with
oonstant

displaoenent specimen SC cxack velocities

faster

than
196
oonstant load tests in 7075-KS1 alloy in synthetic sea eater
Periodic changing of the 34Nad solution and cleaning of the
specimen

therefore nay be a ocntrlbutoiy

factor

accurate

crack growth rate data in oonstant

in

DCS

obtaining

dlsplaoenent

tests

(see Section 5.4).

4.3.4
The

Htr— e oorroelep cradc cg-owth in laboratory air.
result

of

cradc

growth

rate

versus

stress

intensity

detemlnatlons for stress oorroelon in laboratory air is rivam in
o
Figure 119. Crack growth took plaoe at tenperatures of 23-26 C
anl

at

crack

relative hualdities of 48 - 62%.

growth

oorroslan

the

stress

uider these ocnditlons was enentially

oorroslon
free

product build-up allowing detailed eocaadnatlcn of

fracture surface.

Die nacro surface of the apeciJM n is A o w n

fron
the
in

Figure 115.

The results of the SOI investigations of the fracture surfaces of
the

DC2 specimen exposed to laboratory air (Specimen No 13)

presented

here.

ta]«n with

The following SOI photographs

)iave all

a gold coated fracture surface, in order to

the high resolution fractogiaphy, except idtere noted.
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eue
been

Ixprove

Figures

121

and

122

^hat the

failure and the SC crack.
SC

Interface betHoen

the

overload

Ihe Interface In Figure 122 ahem

crack has initiated at grain bcmdarles belos the aaln

In”

feUlure.

Figures

123

- 126 shoir a

sequenoe

of

the
"po(>-

higher

nagnlficatlon v l e m of a region near the end of the SC cradc,
the

interface with the cwerload fedlure where the

tanken

open.

perpendicular

^peclnen

Ihe main SC crack with flat pancaOce diape
to

the

ST dlrecticn is

shown

at

in

ms

grains

Figure

123.

Figures 125 and 126 eue h l ^ aagnificatlon views dowlng

brittle

subgrain

thou^t

that

SC cradcs on the main fracture surface. It

is

the growth of the naln SC crack through Localised ^uea8

subgrain

boundaries

intergranular
clearly
fracture

the

SC

gives

rise

to

fracture surface.

this

type

Figures 127

very brittle nature of the SC

of
and

failure,

of

brittle
128

show

where

the

surfaces are entirely aatchlng and ritow no etvldenoe of

corrosion. Second phase grain boundary precipitate particles

can

be

and

seen

in the naln fracture surface.

Figures 127

128 are of fracture surfaces without a spluttered gold oaatlng.

Figures 129 and 130 dxjw respectively the secondary electron
bade scattered electron
back

naln

Isage of the SC fracture surface 4.64 nn

from the SOC/overload failure interface.

surface

and

Die

SC

fracture

shows evldenoe of strlations lying perpendicular to

SC crack growth direction.

The striated

fracture

the

surface

has been cited as evidence that SC crack growth is discontinuous
and that this discontinuous crack growth is a feature of

102

fadlure

caused by hydrogen eedarittlenent and not anodic dissolution
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isÉhiwlílHrt in the fracture

Seocnd p h a M particles can also be

surface. D w striation spacing is appradaately 2500 A.

Figures

131

- 133 and 134 - 137 shea teo

aegnlflcatlon

views

of

the SC fracture

interface with final c^erload fracture.
views,
of

sequencas
surface

éhat the

subgrains located on the nadn fracture surface,
of

defamation

the

and

subgrains

with

the initiation of

no

near to

the

Ihe hic^ier nacpiiflaatlan

especially in Figures 136 and 137 clearly

separation

of higher

evidence

secondary

array

the brittle
of

plastic

stress ccrroslon

cracics at the subgrain bcwdarles.

4.3.5 S ti—s oonoslcn exade growth ectlv atlg t snargy de<asnlnati B M in distilled

The

results

of

water, pav

cradc growth

7«%C1

rate versus

for doiMe

stress

Inbmsity

deteminations on DCS speciaens for dciAde distilled water,
and

3%

N a d envlronaents have been reported and are

Figures 109, 110, 111 respectively.

shown

in

eoqerieental

the effect of a chloride environneat cn crack growth

rate

is

rake

ocn(»rlsons

results

NSAV

It has been noted previously

that, \siless special precautions are taken with the
technique,

csntl-

only narginal in DCS speciaans.
wider

sieilar

HoiMver, in order

expertnwntal

to

conditions,

the

of activation energy detemlnaticns presented here

are

for specimens with "pop-ln" starter cradcs.

The

experimental

crack

growth rate data

used

for

artlvation

energy deteminaticn in the three environaents is given in
14.
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ndsle

Speciacn
No.

EnTironaent

Taagaratura

Batif

Crack growth rate

9

RjO

30

Plataau

2.4

X 10"*

10

BjO

50

Plateau

1.0

X 10'*

3

BjO

70

Plateau

1.25 X 10'’

6

B 2O

90

Plateau

3.0

X 10"^

11

VSAV

30

Plateau

3.9

X

10“’

12

VSAV

50

Plateau

1.5

X

10**

1

VSAV

70

Plateau

1.5

X

10*^

4

VSAV

90

Plateau

2.5

X

10*’

7

3%NaCl

30

Plateau

1.7

X

10**

>

3«N«C1

50

Plateau

2.2

X

10**

2

3%NaCl

70

Plateau

1.5

X

10*’

5

3%NaCl

90

Plateau

5.0

X

10*’

9

BjO

30

Stage 1 at

3.2

X

10*^°

10

50

Stage I at 5HNm*^^^

4.5

X

10**

»2°

3

B 2O

70

Stage I at 5I« b *^''^

7.2

X

10**

11

VSAV

30

Stage 1 at

3.0

X

10*^®

12

VSAV

50

Stage I at

8.75 X

10**

1

VSAV

70

Stage I at 6NIhi*^^^

6.85 X

10**

7

3«HaCl

30

Stage I at 4MN«'^^^

7.8

X

10*’^

B

3«HaCl

50

Stage I at 4HN»‘^^^

1.4

X

10**

2

3%HaCl

70

Stage I at 4I««'^^^

8.0

X

10**

T«l0Citi— .
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Ihe

data in Ttt>La 14 1« praaentad as activation

Figure

138 for

Figure

140

stage
upon

energy plots

distilled vater« Figure 139 for NSAV

for 3% NaCl.

Activation energies

I crack growth rate at a constant stress
the plateau velocity have been oaloulated.

based

and
both

63
intensity
dhe

in

and

activation

energies for SC crack grcvth for aadi environaent during stage
and stage H

I

are given in Ihble 15.

o
growth rate data for region I of speclaens tested at 90 C
o
o
have been oaiitted as the region I curves at 70 C and 90 C are not
Grade

cleaurly distinguished

in all three envlranents

(see

Section

4.3.1 (5)).

Bnvironient

Activation
energy

Basis

-1
(kJ noie

l3^
Stage I at S M k
Plateau ealocity

HSAV
HSAV
3Waa
3«Naa

■ftihiA Ii>.

Ihe

-3/2
Stage I at 6.9Mi
Plateau velocity
-3/2
Stage I at 4(Mi
Plateau velocity

114.7
74.2
149.6
89.0

Actlvetif« awgr^iee for flC aaidc growth in dod>le
dietillsd
mur wii^ T y y »
g»

results of activation energy detemlnations for both CT

DCS speclnens are discussed in Section 5.
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and

)

rif 13t IctivatioB eaargy plot for SC crack growtk ia dovbla
diatillcd catar aaia« DCB apeciacu.
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rif 139 Ictivatioa tMrgy plot tor
DC* apaciaaBS.

SC crack grovtk la fSlT osiag

-279-

rif

140 àctÌT«tÌM tMr«y plot for
uiag DC! iptciaou.

-

tC crack frowtk ia 3%*aCl

280-

4.4

HBMÜOBI Uimciai

4.4.1
■tMl - aJOOrllM
As discussed previously (Section 3.2.3), it m s thought naoeasary
to

validate the mfporiewntal aquipnnt and

for

technique developed

hydrogen diffusion experijaents cn steel coupons

(nde

fcon

018 steel; ncadnal cxjqpositlcn Fe - 0.4%C - 0.254SÍ - 0.80%Wi 0.05%S - 0.05%P, and soppUed in the noraalised oondition)
to

A

prior

perfazning hydrogen diffusion experiments on AlZitf^ ooupcns.

series of experiments were perfomed on an Q Q ooupon 0.13

thick over
Cethodic
were

a

ranga at

charging

both

The

during analysis
pesaaation
that

all

and the

perfcmsiad

teeperature.

cathodic

charging

current

t^drogen pecmaation

in pre-electrolysed

current

this

oorreapcnds to

room

ttf

SRB

vs

the

versus anodic potential

ty drogen atcsM diffusing

analysis

NaOH at

anodic potential m s held at +440

as

densities.

current

0.1M

na

throu^

plateau in the
177
curve
, ensuring
the

mentrans are

ionised

and reoordeJ as a persBation current. At hlc^ier anodic
177
potentials (above + 850 aRT) Sehmbhi
found that
at/gm
evolution

on

the

mi'mii'iinn made a

pemaatlcn current raoocded.
analysis

side

After

ocntrUution

to

the total

plating pallmdiua onto the

of the ad.ld steel meatrans, the polarity of

the

meoinne m s reaBrsed in order to reduce the hydrogen content

of

the

of

meehrane

residual
between

caused by the plating operation.

OKidatlon

t^drogen continued \mtll the badcground current passing
the expoeed surface area of the pensatlon specimen and

the coulter electrode

in the potentiostatlc euialysis circuit hed

-2

_____
dropped to appcooclnately 1 panp (0.566 | A o i
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).

The peoeeation transiente are ritoMn In Fl9ure 141 and the rwailts
are

preeented

coefficients

in Table

16.

Thble

17

riioM

the

diffusion

calculatad on the basis of braakthrou^ tine,

^u1d tine lag. In accordance with equations 3.17,

Hi»

rise

3.18

and

3.15 respectively.

The

badogrcund currents record ed In the pctentloetatlc

analysis

-2

circuit

ranged

free 0.2 u a q s (0.113 nA

charging

ob

current

-2
density expeiiimt) to 2.8 p a n ^ (0.566 oA oe

charging current

density experiment).

As discussed in the experimental procedure (Section 3.3.5.4), the
steel' specimens were plated with a thin layer of pelladh» cxi the
side

of the speclsmn that would be In the anodic cnqpartnent

of

the

permeation

In

cell.

This

procedure

is

adapted

electrochemical permeation experiments in order to prevent anodic
dissolution

or pesslvatlon of the specimens

decreasing
177

the

It

peemeation

rate of

without

tq^drogen

thmig^

was Intended that the electrocdmmlcal permaatlon

CXI AlZnMg

ooupcxm would be performed with a

materially
the

experiments

palladlvm

coating

thldcness
ml

increased fay a factor of eidier two or five (4 and 10
-1
-3
of 200 mg 1
palladlue cdilorlde, [1.128 x 10 M KO. , and

assinlng

that

the

Increased plating

times

resulted

in

the

deposition of the thsoreticml quantity of palladium] added to the
anode

coeqpartment

permeation

for plating onto the specimen

eoiperlment).

prior

A further experiamnt on an
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WR

to

the

steel

Pig 141 P«ncatÌM truwiMta for kydrogu «iffuioa tkroogk «a
m «tool coopoa orar a raagt of ekargiag caxraat dtasitiaa.
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(bA)

Charging
currtnt
density
(bA cb'^)

1
0.2
0.1
0.05
0.01

0.566
0.113
0.057
0.028
0.006

^chargt

.rise
tine

^breakthrough

(OB 1.767 CB^
Beabrane) (S)

(S)
28
18
43
50
130

Tt.tine lag
<• ’ b ♦ To)
(S)
51
40
77
85
264

23
22
34
35
134

0.0234
0.0126
0.0130
0.0097
0.0030

Ttblt 16 lesults of hTdroa«D diffuBioB ezB«riB«ntB on n8 steel
mina tht BlactrochtBical DBratation tecbniovt.

(bA)

Charging
currant
density
(bA cb*2)

1
0.2
0.1
0.05
0.01

0.566
0.113
0.057
0.028
0.006

^chargt

Breakthrough
tiae diffusion
coefficient
(CB^S*^)

Rise tiae
diffusion
coefficient
(CB^S*’)

Tine lag
diffusion
coefficient

3.945
6.137
2.569
2.209
0.850

7.445
7.783
5.036
4.892
1.278

5.523
7.042
3.658
3.314
1.067

X
X
X
X
X

lO"’
10*'’
lO*’
lO"’
10*’

X
X
X
X
X

10*’
10*’
10*’
10*’
10*’

X
X
X
X
X

10*’
10*’
10*’
10*’
10*’

Ti>lt 17 iTérojtp <iffmioB_cotfflcl«it» ctlc»tttt4 ot tht .Mfi»
oí brti>throttab t i t . rl« t ti — «nd ti — lia tor tl«ctroc>—ic«l »«r—«tioü e«PTl—it« on OI
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(VB) xioirana N o iir s n a a
rig 142 PtncatiM truaiMti for kydrogn diffwioo throogk
u m «tMl conpoo «Itk Turyiog palladia platiag
tkickBoaa ra tka aao4ie aidt of tka apaciaaa.

-
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•paclnon was therefore perfomad to assess the extent to whldi
th is Increased palladium ooating thldcness eiCfects the pemeaticn
rate.
the permeation transients ^lre shown in Figure 142 and the results
are presented In Table 18.
Table 19 shows the diffusion
coefficients calculated on the basis of breaJcthrou^ time, rise
tine and time lag.
178
The following results were obtained by Washash
on an QG
steel specimen (nonlnal ooiposltion Fe - 0.15%C - 0.254S1 - 0.8Mi
- 0.05%S - 0.05%P and supplied In the normalised condition) where
liydrogen durglng 2uid analysis were both performed In 0.1H
NaOH (Table 20). These results show a good agreement with the
current work.
<3iarglng
current
(n h )

1

0.1
0.01

Ovuglng
current
density
-2
(nA OB )

Time lag diffusion
coefficient
179
(Mashash , BC steel)
2 -1
(C3B s

)

-7
4.23 X 10
-7
2.27 X 10
-7
1.19 X 10

0.566
0.057
0.006

current work-time l 2ig
diffusion coefficient 1
EM8 steel
2 -1
(at s )
-7
5.523 X 10
-7
3.658 X 10
-7
1.067 X 10

ThbLa 20 Oanylson of Iwafa» » dlfftnlcn ooatflclents In nlld steel
ohtainsd by eisctruLhenlcal parseatlair

The diffusion coefficients calculated froa the permeation
transients show an anonalously )ilgh value at a charging current
-

187-

-2
density of 0.113

mk am , and

a slightly loner saxiaai pesasatlan

current I

aC 0.0126 aA, oan()arad with I
of 0.0130 sh a t a
■ ax
MX
-2
charging current density of 0.057 ah oe (sm Thblas 16 and 17).

The effect of Increased pelladlun plate thickness is to redvx»
the neasured diffusion ooeffidents froa appcoariaately
-7 2 -1
-7 2 -1
7.0 X 10 on s to apprcDclMtely 1.6 x 10 oa s for a two
-7 2 -1
fold Increase In thickness and 1.3 x 10 <aa s for a five fold
Increase in thickness, a ll based
the tljae lag value. The
204
reported
diffusion coefficient of hydrogen In palladlisa is
-7 2 -1
1.3 X 10 oa s . I t is clear that a seasurable reduction In
the hydrogen diffusion coefficient In steel has occurred nhich
pcxjfaably results frcsi doubling the palladiiaa plate thidoBSs,
houeMT this reduction beooMS eanller far a further 2.5 tleaw
increase in palladiim thldoiess. However, for the purposes at
electrochearical penaeatlon of hydrogen In AlZnMg, allays idwre
the eogpectad diffusion ooefficients, obtained by other
-9 2 -1
-10 2 -1
techniques, lie in the range 2 x 1 0 o a s t o 5 x 1 0 o a s
(Section 2.5.7.3), a five fold Increase in pslladiua thickness
would not M terlally affect BBasured diffusion ooefficients. As
an Increased palladiiaa thldotess would be eacpected to have a
beneficial effect In reducing anodic dissolution of the AlZnMg
speclwwn i t was decided In itially to increase the electroplated
pelladiiaa thickness on AlZrt^ speciaens by a factor of five.
The

results

on the BIS steel qpeclnans denonstrated

electrocheniaal

hydrogen

peneaation

finctionlng oorractly.

-

288-

equipaent

that

the

¿«aeabled

was

4.4.2

on
Al-te-lfa oopponn.
Ihex« are teo Inndiately apparent prcblena In attempting to
naasure elactzodtenlcal hydrogen peneaatlon transients in
aluninliai bsMed allofa.
157,158
F irstly, the reported diffusion oaefficients in aluniniui
86,160
-12
-9 2 -1
and AlZnl^
allays of betseen 8 x 10 airi 1 z 10 cm s
o
-10
for pure adueinlm at 70 C and of between 1 x 10
and
-9 2 -1
2 X 10 OB s for AIZM^ allays a t rocn temperature, would
Indioate that diffusion eDcperinents would take a long tiae and
th at the peneeation currents recorded due to hydrogen diffw ion
would be low. This would necessitate a high sensitivity in the
potentiostatic analysis circuit, along with a background current
due to epadjaen corrosion a t least an order of magnitude lower
than the expected hydrogen diffusion current.
Seoondly, the length of tine over which the AlZnHg neidxane is
anodioelly polarised would enke the apadnen prone to general
dissolution or pitting cor rosion before a hydrogen peneeation
current is recorded.
The following is a nweiiy of the results dbtBUned free the
electrochBeloal hydrogen peneeation experlxnnts on AlZnNg alloy
coupons. All potentials are with respect to the Standard
^drogen Electrode (SHE).
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Ebcoerlaent Ho 1 - S w arv
- 0.10 SB
Meatxane thldcnan
o
Hydrogen charging solution - Hater Saturated Air Vapour a t 70 C
Anodic oell (analysis)
O.IM Na SO
solution
2 4
6.8
Anodic cell pH
o
24 to 27 C
Tasperature in analysis
cell
Anodic potential In
>230 off
analysis cell
Anodic circuit background - varying around 0.6 - 1.0 nA
-2
(0.34 - 0.57 eA oa )
current
- 114.33 hours
Duratlcn of eocperlnent
Results - pitting of the AlZnHg ocipxn froa the anodic side of
the anshrane resulted in loss of solution to the cathodic
oc^partnent. the palladliaa electroplate prior to the diffusion
experiaent is shown in Figure 143. A stiea)cy deposit was
obtained
the plating ocnditlons were outside ths
practical current density range. Stirring of the plating
solutim in later axperinents laproved the visual quality of the
electrodeposlt by bringing the current density used
into the practical currant density range for the plating solution
employed.
Pitting of ths coupon was eictenslve, and froa the anodic current
versus *•<— graph the ocapm had been perforated for 2.7 hours
prior to the ooupc« being letrlevad. the Increase In current
obaerved when the pitting of the laa ttra ne allowed aolution Into
-290-

the charging call (the charging œ il has previously ocntained
3
only a fev cm of mater to praduoe the «AV environnent) reailtad
froa otxixjsion of the unplated side of the ocupcn in the diarging
cell as a result of ingress of solution from the analysis cell.
current transient that v«s obtained at the end of the
experiiaent is shown in Appendix A, Figure 195.
For reasons discussed later (Section 4.4.2.1)r the badcgrcund
currant in the analysis cell is too high to me2mure a hydrogen
permeation current. I t was therefoce decided to use a solution
-1
-1
of 50 gl Boric itaid ♦ 0.4 gl Annonlvn l^drogen Tetraborate
in tin anodic c ell. This solution is used in barrier layer
anodising of capacitor foils. Ifïen alunlnltn is anodioally
^ in the above solution an anodic film thideness of the
o
197
order of 10 - 14A par volt is obtained . In the ocnteoct of
elactrocheadoal hydrogen diffusion experiments on AlZnHg alloys,
the use of a boric mcid solution would enable a non porous oodde
film to grow a t defects in the palladim electroplate rather than
oorrosion of the AlZrMg ooivon. This would reduoe the badcgrosid
currm t in the analysis cell to a level v4»re the oirrent due to
the hydrogen permeation transient oould be detected above the
badcground current. The solution pH »«s adjusted up to pH 6.3
with
of 0.1 M IbOH in order to increase the
-3
-1
oonductlvlty of the solution from 4.7 x 10 S n (Boric acid
_1
-1
-1
50 gl ♦ Ammonium IVdrogen Thtraborate 0.4 gl ) to 0.65 S a .
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Ebmeriaant Wo 2 - Saw ry
Itoebrane thickness
Hydrogen chargliig solution
Anodlc poll (analysis)
solution
Anodic oell pH
To^perature In analysis
cell
Anodic potential In
analysis «11
Anodic circuit background
current
Duration of asparia ent

-

0.20

- Mater Saturated Air Vapour 70 C
- Boric acid 50 gl '» Aaianlia Hydro-1
gen 1>strabocate 0.4 gl
- 6.3 (adjusted id.th 0.1 MNaOH)
o
- 22 - 24 C
4>90 bV

- 2.0 - 4.7 pA
-2
(1.13 - 2.66 )>A
380.75 hr

Results - The use of a boric add soluUcn in the analysis cell
had raduoad the bacfcgrcuid current by cwar two orders of
■ sgnltude, howevar after jtist <wer 380 hours, no perneati«
transient had been detected. No pitting of the snetrans « s
visible to the naked eye.
Oalculations of the expected breedcthrou^ t i « and hydrogen
pemeation current (see Section 4.4.2.1) indl«tad that the
««part-er^ braa)(through tbae based upon a tine lag equatlcn (3.15)
and the reported diffusion ooeffldents would be between 9.4 and
185.2 hours and that after 22.5 days the expected perneaUon
o
current
to hydrogen diffusion (at 70 C frcn the MSAV
reaction) would be 0.01 pA for the size of perneatlon nenbrane
-2
esployed (0.00566 )iA « ). I t was clear therefore that the
experissntal ocnditions at the saocnd pemaation enparisent would
-293-

not flhoir a pemaetlon translant with an anodic circuit taadogpccuid
current of around 3.5
The affact at attainting to Increasa
the hydrogen fugadty on tha dtaiglng side at the eawbrane by
elactrocheedoal charging with a current of 1 A (current density
-2
0.566 lA cn ) was Investigated. Howewer, whilst pitting of
the mnbrzuie on the anodic side was not visible, the addition of
0.1 M H SO to the cathodic oell and energising of the dtarglng
2 4
circuit resulted in an Ineadlate Increase In the badcgrcund
current In the analysis circuit and visible perforation of the
menfcrauie. Dlls indicated that the aeobrane had been perforated
in a nuriser of locations and that the increase in currant
observed was due to solution interaction effects. Alternatively
the Increase in current observed indicated that the currant
density on tiie cathodic side of the anabrane was not sufficient
to cathodlcally protect the epwclewin and corrosion on tha
cathodic (charging) side of the eeabrane oooured. th is oorrosicn
ooeblned with the presence of pits that had not perforated on tha
anodic (analysis) side of the eeabrane, renultad in rapid
perforation and solution Interaction affects.
The currant transient that was obtained at the end of the
experlnent Is dX3wn In Appendix A, Figure 196. the palladlaa
electroplate prior to the diffusion eoq)erla«t is shown in Figure
144. Agitation of the plating solution lias resulted In a deposit
of eore unifoie appearanoe In the central section of the
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A third eoqpeorljMnt «as perfooied in «hidt the awtarans «as
-2
alactrochesdoally chargsd a t a currant density of 0.566 lA a i
-1
on the cathodic side fro i a solution aC Boric acid (50 gl ) ♦
-1
Aasioniua Hydro^n Tyatraborate (0.4 gl ) -f oonoentrated Sulphuric
Acid (1 on in ^ajltne of charging cell - H 90 ocnaentration 0.1
2 4
N). The Bxperlaent «ould dice the affect of electro d w ical
<d)arging with hydrogen ever hydrogen diaxging of the oenfcrane
o
as a result of the AlZn»^ reaction with N5AV at 70 C. The
nenfarane thideness was increased to 0.25 isn and the charging œ il
was Isept a t rooe temperature.
Bgaerljaent Mo 3 - 'Tuseiiv
Mesta-ane thidoieas

- 0.25 i

-1
Hydrogen charging aolution - Boric acid 50 gl

4 AtsecniTii %dro-

-1

gen.

Thtrabocate 0.4 gl ♦ cone
3
H 90 1 œ
in eoluee of durging
2 4
oall.

-2
C3)arglng current density

0.566

mk OB
-1

Anodic call (analysis)
solution
Anodic cell pB
Thofierature in amlysls
oell

- Boric a d d 50 gl

- 6.4 (adjusted with 0.1 N NaCH)
o
- 19 - 21 C

- 4100 SV

Anodic droult background

- 1.0 - 3.5 pA

lAiration of experlnent

-1

Hydrogen Thtraborate 0.4 gl

Anodic potential in
euialysis cali

current

* A w ecnliM

(0.57 - 1.98
- 176.53 hr
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-2
Oi

)

Raaults - ttw addition of aul^hurlc acid to tha oatliadlc charging
cell Bade hydrogen «volution visible on the oathodlc side of the
■ MBaYranA surfaoe. Pitting oorroslon of the ■ enhrane caused the
current transient seen after 176.53 hrs. The oirrent transient
nh«-A<nnil la ehoMn In Appendix A, Figure 197. The anodic current
-2
Inedlately before braalcthrcu^ tns 3.5 |iA (2 )|A os ), and this
-2
Increased after 11.81 hr to 1850 ||A (1050 yA o i ) tdien the
axperlnent was teminated. A general vie« of the anodic slxde of
the pitted raeahrane Is shown In Figure 145. Pitting oorroslon
as sew fra t the cathodic side of the ■ eahrane by SS( Is ahcMn In
Figures 146 and 147.
A fourth experlaent was perforaad In Wrldi the laeohra
-2
n1nrtmrhnni nn11y charged at a current density of 0.566 aA <m
<xi the cathodic side frcn a 0.1 M H SO solution. In this
2 4
expeiijHnt the analysis potential was Increased to >400 M and
the Benfarane thldcness reduced to 0.17 m .
Boperl— t Wo 4 - ?u—irv
Msteane thlcdctiess
- 0.17 m
Hydrogen charging solution - 0.1 N H SO
2 4
-2
0.566 hA oa
Qiarglng current density
-1
Boric add 50 gl > ABHonlaa
Anodic cell (analysis)
-1
Hydrogen Tbtraborate 0.4 gl
solution
6.4 (adjivted with 0.1 M NeCH)
Anodic cell pH
o
19 - 21 C
Teeiperature In analysis
cell
*4 0 0 m
Anodic potential In
analysis cell
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Anodic circuit faudegroml

- 9 - 41 )A

current

-2

(5.09 - 23.20 ^

Duratlcn of eocperiaent
Raaults

cn

)

- 5.93 h n

- Incraasing the potential of tha analysis aide of

the

neotoane in tha anodic direction incraasad tha pitting oocrosion
-3
-1
rata frai 1 . 4 x 1 0 ■> hr
in axperlnent tt> 3 (anodic potential

-2

*■

ttf)

100

to 2.9

* 400

potential

-1

X 10 an hr

in

this

axperinent

(anodic

. Pitting ratas given here are the

tljae to

perforation of the nertxane and therefore represent the

feMteat

pitting rate obaerved.

The
of

badcground currant has also Incxaased by just over an
na^tuda.

The

current

Appendix A, Figure 198.
in

transient

obtained

is

order

dxxm

in

The anodic side of the esrixane is d x x m

Flgiane 148 and the catdxxUc sida of tha ■■afacane is d x x m

Figure

149.

There

is a tendenoy

for

the

pitting

in

oocroslcn

reaction

to

take place preferentially around tha edges

apeclaen

where a cxevloe faraa faabieen the spadaen, the

of

the

rubber

10" ring and tha glass oell, or whare tba gaonstry at this

point

results in a apecisan potential at tha edga which is still in the
active

region

photographs
Figures
anodic

150

of

resulting in an enhanced
the

oorroslcn

rata.

anodic side of the nesfarane are

shown

and 151 which ihow clearly the pdts fonaed

side of tha neefarane.

The experiaent was

SQ(

on

in
the

tereinatad by

the pitting oorroaion of the ooupon, but at the anodic

potential

eaftloyed,

reoord

the

badcgrcund

current

wes too high

peraaatlon tranalent.
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to

a

A final experiment waa perfoemad in an encloeed cxntainer
provided with heating elements to enable both cells of the
o
electrochemical pexneatlon apparatus to be maintalnad a t 70 C.
Silver/sllver chloride r^erenoe electrodes were used for this
experheent as they provide a more accurate reference potential at
elevated tenfmratures than nercury/mercurous sulphate reference
198
electrodes .
The objective of th is experiment was to
determine whether the hydrogen generated from the reaction of
o
AlZnMg with 3WaCl at 70 C (see Section 4.5), fdvllst the whole
o
raenbrane was kept at 70 C to increase the diffusion rate 2uxl
permeation of hydrogen in AlZnMg, would result in a detectable
permeation transient. The eutodlc cell menbrane potential was
also made less positive, but Icept above the hydrogen oxidation
reaction potential by «500 aW at pH 7, in an attempt to further
reduce corrosion of the meebcane.
Bcceriment No 5 Stmmarv
MeoÉjrane thidcness
Hydrogen charging solution
Anodic cell (analysis)
solution
Anodic cell pH
Taoperature in analysis
cell
Anodic potential in
analysis cell
Anodic circuit background

Duration of experiment

- 0.85 nm
- 3% Nad at 70 C
-1
- Boric acid 50 g
-1
Hydrogen Tet raborate 0.4 gl
- 7.1 (adjusted with 0.1 M NaCH)
o
- 70 C
- 'flOO

lU

o
-2
- a t 22 C, 1 . 0 - 2.5 )|A (0.57 - 1.41 ||A oi )
o
-2
a t 70 C, in itially 180 uA (102 uA oa )
-2
dropping to 70 |iA (40 ^ aa )
- 48 hrs
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Results - The backgraund current a t roon temperature
I
than previously reoorded, hoMever on increasing the teefieratuie
o
-2
to 70 C , the current increased to 180 ^ (102
cn ) and
dropped during the oourse of the experiment to an apprcDclnately
-2
constant figure of 70 |A(40 ^ on ). This level of taadcgroixid
current Mould have swaiqped any effect due to hydrogen permeation
Mhere the expected current due to hydrogen is in the region of
-2
0.01 pA(0.00566 pA OB ). Pitting ocrroslon of the 2nxxUc side
of the menisiane took plaoe but the 0.85 m mentirane did not
perforate during the oourse of the «qierliiient. The anodic side
of the inenbr2uie is shewn in Figure 152.
mbs

ombt

In ooncluslon therefore, Mhilst the rise in current observed
during the permeation experiments may at first sight indicate the
permeation of hydrogen throuc^ the merabrane, a more detailed
examination of the clrciBBtanoes associated with the "permeation
transients" indicates that the transient is explained by
perforation or pitting of the specimen meofaranes. This results
in a rise in current in the potentlostatlc circuit as a
oonsequence of the principal dissolution reaction;
3*
A l^-^A l * 3e
and/or ¿is a result of oonsequent solution oontact effects, ¿m a
result of intermixing of the anolyte and catholyte.
A similar effect of pitting corrosion and solution oontact
effects during electrochemical hydrogen diffusion experiments on
179
an 184N1 naraglng steel have been reported . In this study, if
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the ooncluslcn that the pereeatlon transient mbs as a result of
the dissolution reaction reoorded in the potsntloetatic circuit
179
and not as a result of hydrogen penseation, Qraig
concluded
that the obeervations of electrochenical hydrogen pemeation of
180
182
Barth and Troiano and Shively and Nild , Mho also eoployed
permeation techniques to demonstrate that aheoiptlon of hydrogen
into high strength and austenitic stainless steels occurs during
anodic polarisation, cxuld be explained on the sane grounds.
4.4.2.1 Analysis of theotetlceJ. hydrocwn diffusion current
jewels from hydrociBn diffusion cxieffidents and
hydrogen sol\4t>illties reported for Al-8n-lto allows.
The theoretical permeation current cn the euxxlic side of the
saiqple membrane in an electrochemical hydrogen diffusion
183
experiment can be oalculatad from the folloMlng equation ;
D(C - C )F
o L

(4.2)

Mhere;
-2

steady state current of permeating hydrogen (A cm )
2

-1

diffusion ooeffi(d.ent (<si s )
membrane thidcness (oe)
-3
C
> ooncentration (mole cm ) ■ 2C • a constant value
(o,t)
-3
C
■ (xxtcentration (mole aa ) • 0
(L,t)
average cxsxmntration in the sanale meatxane, the solub-3
llity (mole oi ).
4
-1
Faraday's oonstant ■ 9.6487 x 10 (C mole ).
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C and C are defined with the following boundary oondltions
o
L
iit(X3sed cn the eystem, ie. C
• C; C
> 0 and
(o,t) o
(L,t)
C
> 0 . The theoietlcBl penaeatlon currents of hydrogen
(x,o)
given here based upon solubility data are edl for a menbrane
thickness, h, at 0.13 mn (0.013 » ) , and an assuaed diffusion
-10 2 -1
86,160
coefficient, D, of 1 x 10 on s . Frcn the literature
-10 2 -1
1 x 1 0 cn 8 is a reasonable value to use for the diffusion
o
ooefficlent of hydrogen in AlZnHg type alloys at 70 C.
98
lixdc , using saof>les of Al-5%Mg and Al-4.5%Zn - 1.5%Mg alloy 0.5
o
Rin thldc, 6 me in diameter and pre-expoeed to HSKV at 70 C for 40
days cn both sides of the sanple in the case of the AlMg alloy
euxi pre-expoeed for 25 days on one side of the sanple in the
case of the AlZnMg alloy, obtained the following hydrogen
contents.
The values are inferred from the magnesitn hydride ocnoentrations
in the edloy sanples as a result of pre-expoeure using a
differential scanning calorimetry tedxtique.
AlMg alloy sanple - 0.005 ml R
2
AlZnMg alloy sanple - 0.001 ml H
2
Using these hydrogen solubilities, the following theoretical
hydrogen pemeatlcn currents are obtained:
-2
AlMg alloy sanple - 0.047 ^
-2
AlZnMg alloy sanple - 0.0094 uA on
98
In a separate experiment reported by TaA a sample coupon of
o
A1 - 54Mg alloy was pre-expoeed to MSAV at 70 C for 40 days
(coupon size 60 x 5 x 0.5 en), and subeequently heated at
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temperatures between 400 and 500 C to evolv« any lydragen In the
sample, the ^lune of tydrogen produoed «as 0.04 a l. This vms
taken as quantitative evidence that hydrogen poroduoad in this
temperature range is due to ae 9 «slwi l^drlde deooqpoeitlan.
Using

this

solubility of

t^drogen

in

an

AlMg

alloy,

-2

the

theoretical hydrogen penseatlon current is 0.0353 HAcb .
119
For oomiariaon, Bbtards and Bidienauer have re{)ortad the
following hydrogen solubilities in pure (99.999%) aluninlm at
o
600 C, using a vacuun extraction tednlque. Solubilities were
reported for saiqples before and after grain growth ow r a period
of two nonths:
o
-7
- solubility a t 600 C, 1 m grain size - 7.5 x 10 aole H per
■ ole Al;
o
-7
- solubility a t 600 C, 5 na grain size - 5.0 x 10 aole H per
■ ole Al.
The decrease in solubility was attributed to the decrease in
grain boundary area as a resul t at grain growtti. The
observations ware esplalnad by asawrlng that scsh of the ly drogan
atone are reversibly trapped a t defects, the nost likely dtfect
being the grain boundary. The additional solubility is reduced
in proporjltxt to the decrease in defect density (grain bcuidary
eurea) caused by ccxitinuous eusieallng at the test temperature
during the oouree of the experiment. The true bulk solubility of
-7
hydrogen was calculated as 4.5 x 10 aoles H per sole of
aliMinlw by subtracting the grain boundary oaqpanent.
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Far

the

1

«

grain size

pemeation

current

0.00011

oa

-2

based

aaterlal
upon

bulk

the

theoretical

solubility

at

hydrogen
o
600 C is

. An equivalent hydrogen peraaatlon current

can

also

be cadculated fros hydrogen diffusion experinents reported
160
Seamans and llKk
in «hidt the hydrogen content on the

by

atnalysis

side

of

the specimen membrane «as

measured

by

gas

chrematography.

In the referenced experiment, hydrogen charging «as by HSAV at
o
2
70 C, the specimen area vas 56.25 can , the specimen thidoiess was

drd

0.5 nn

the vroluae of the ajvalysis side of the diffusion cell
3
ocopartinent vas 168.75 can . Itie measured c]uantities of hydrogen
pemeatlng the meetnrane may be czxisldered as equivalent

hydrogen

currents from the following equation:

J

- 2
t

(4.3)

idiere;
J

B

equivalent current of hydrogen (anps)

Q

■

F

B

quantity of ly drogen detected on analysis side of menfarane
(moles)
4
-1
Faraday's constant • 9.64870 x 10 (C mole )

t

B

time to measure ejuantity of hydrogen, Q, (seconds)

The

reported bcea)cthrough time was 99.12 hours for a super

base Al-4.34Zn-1.5%Mg
After

240

0.01% H

pure

allc:y aged to peak susceptibility to s œ .

liours the hydrogen cxxitent in the analysis

call was

Based upon the average quantity of )iydrogen diffusing

-14
through the meatzane (4.665 x 10

-1
moles H s
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) and tlve area

oC

the

nenteene,

the

-2

0.0025 ^

an

equivalent Iqdrogen

peimeatlon

current

.

The

equivalent hydrogen permeaticn current at a later

the

same experinent (between 20 and 25 days), when the

hydrogen

Is

ocntent

in

the analysis

cell

rose

stage

in

measured

frctn 0.04% H ,

2
to

-2
-13
0.06% H , is 0.006 pA on (1.095 x 10
moles H

-1
s ).

2
The

equivalent

hydrogen

permeation

current

from

cylindrical

geometry hydrogen diffusion experiments, where hydrogen charging
o
was by a 3% sodiim düoride solution at 25 C, reported here
(Section 4.4.3) ¿uid analysed on the sane basis as above is

0.062

-2
))Aas

. In this experiment (No 6) t)» brea)cthrauÿi tine was

hours

and

the t l w to

readi 4.81%

H

within

the

cylinder

70
of

2
internal
wall

3
voluoe 2.20 on , internal

thickness 0.5 n , was 410 hours.

-12

)iydrogen was 1.1306 x 10
the

surface

six

-1

moles H s

areà

The average
.

2
5.34 oa
quantity

and
of

This experiment, out of

ocnducted, rixswad the highest petmeatlon

of

hydrogen.

The variability of the results is discussed in Section 4.4.3.

The

expected current on the analysis side of ¿ui electrodmmical

hydrogen permeation experiment AlZnHg specimen menbrane therefore

-2

is
for
This

in tlw range from 0.0025 to 0.06

)iA aa

, (0.004 to 0.10

pk

2

an electrochemical permeation saiqple menbcane of 1.767 <s ).
is between one and three orders of negpiitude lower than the

badcground
reported.

current

measured

in the

permeation

It is ooncluded therefore that without
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eicperiments
reducing

the

bacfcginuid current by betMeen two and four orders of
it

Hignitude,

tnuld not be possible to naasure an electrocbesdcal

pemeatlon transient in an AlZnMg alloy.
currents

The lowest

measured of around 1 fih, on AlZnMg alloy

background

specimens

boric acid solutions are comparable with the level of
current

obtained during the £N8

steel

hydrogen

in

background

permeation

experiments

where the ¿uwtlysis solution was 0.1M NaOH.

Hydrogen diffusion ooefflcients for AlZnMg type alloys determined
by

electrochemical hydrogen permeation technique

reported

in

Section

2.4.7.3,

reference

have

nunber

86.

experiments,

reported by Gest and Troiano, were for a

alloy

a

with

oospoeitlon

been
The

7075-T6S1

Al-5.86%Zn-2.604Mg-1.57%CU.

The

experiments were performed in a Iqdrochloric a d d solution (pH-1)
without
side

of

the prcsrlsion of a palladia electroplate on the
the membrane

experiments

since

the

reported

was to demonstrate evidence cf

184

rather than evaluate its precise level

objective

hydrogen

anodic
of

permeation

. The analysis side

the meafarane was held at the zero charge potential for the
which is appraclmatsly -560

wN vs

the

of

alloy

Sn .

Gest noted that under the experimental conditions three

possible

reactions

oould taloe place on the analysis side of the

specimen

membrene:

the hydrogen OKldatlon reaction, the oacygen evolution

reaction
of

the

the dilorlne evolution reaction.
AlZnMg meabrane,

which

would

Anodic dissolution

make

a

significant

contribution to the total current in the ^d»enoe of a
palladium

electroplate,

was omitted.
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It is

likely

protective
that

the

analysis

potential

evolution or
oontribution

is

not

sufficiently

positive

chlorine evolution to Bake a

for

oocygen

significant

to the total current reocstled.

or

euiy

Furthexnore, it

unlikely that hydrogen atoms will be oocidised to ponotons at
potential,

which

is

the

pre-requisite

for

is

this

demonstrating

a

hydrogen permeation current.

The results obtained by Gest are reproduoed here
(Figures
due

153 and 154) and show the reported

for ocnvenienoe

permeation

current

to hydrogen under galvancstatic charging cxnlitions

for

range of currents from 4 mk anodic to 9 mk cathodic. Figure
and the permeation due to hydrogen under potentiostatic
conditions

from

0 nV to -2,000 nV, vs SOB,

Figure

a

153,

charging

154.

Bach

point on the curve represents the permeation current reported
Gest

for a

galveuiostatic

single permeation experiannt
or

potentloetatic

performed

oonditions

under

indicmted

on

by
the
the

current or applied potential axis, respectively, of the graphs.

Ikxler oonstant charging cxsndltlons tqdrogen permeation

-2

of

up

to

70 ^

(7.8 |ik (Si

) were

reported,

currents

irrespective

of

2
meehrane
sanple

thicdcness

(at a charging

aarrent of

81 mk on

-2

menteane - charging current density • 9 mk cm

-2

charging cairrent density of 0.566 mk os
sarnie mentrane, a hydrogen

-2

5 pk (0.56 yk cm

-2

0.566 mk OB

).

on the 0.089 mm

permeaticn current

) was reported.

a

9 cm
At

a

thich

of appcopclmately

A charging current density

i»s the current density used in eacperheent No 3

of
of

the present worlc performed under less aggressive conditions, with
a sanple aenhrane

thickness

of

0.25 am.
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Cathodic charging at

Fig 153 Irdrogeo pciveability under current control (After
Gent). Charging current i* plotted against hydrogen
flux.

■900

e aga-

POTENTHL

-ifiOO

AFfUCD

-U900

-ipoo

aiV (feraat S.C.EJ

Pig 154 hydrogen peraeability under potential control (After
Gent). Charging potential ia plotted against hydrogen
flux.
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papers,

without an in d^ith dlscusalcn of the thesis

pcssenting

the original rewlts.

4.4.3

Ihe

Gas chrcwatouiaiinr h»droa« diffusion eacpsriMsits
using cylindrioel uecsB tiv wnedsans.

following

gecnetry

to

eocperinents

reported

here

use

a

cylindrioel

measure the amount of hydrogen diffusing

outside

surfaoe

surface.

Ihe

of a hollaw alisdnlw cylinder

to

from

the

volune of the inside of the cylinder

is

the

inside
sanpled

with a syringe and analysed by gas chraaatography ^ls discussed in
Section

Biviromental diarging is by a 3%
o
solution at 25, 50 and 70 C.

The

3.3.6.

analysis

of pemeation transients in

requires the solution of the

(0.5

cylindrical

M)Nad

gacmetry

Bessel function eigenvalue

problem

to

obtain OC (see equations 4.15 and 4.16). Die solutions are
n
not available in a closed form as euce the solutions to diffusion
in planar geometry speciaens (see equations 3.15, 3.17 and 3.18),
and therefore hove to be evaluated nuwrloally for
cylindrical
equation

geometry

in

used.

cylindrical

The

geoeetry

solution
to give

to
a

trv particular

the
value

diffusion
for

the

diffusion coefficient as a function of the brealctluraugh time (t )
b
is therefore given here (Section 4.4.3.1).

4.4.3.1

Solution of the diffusion eouaticn for cvlindrioal gecmetrv.

For a hollow cylinder with the following boundary conditions,
the

at

surfaoe r ■ a (cylinder inside radius) is maintained at con

centration

C , r > b (cylinder outside radius) at C

1

and

2
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the

concentratioo in th« w i l l oi tb i c y lin d e r,
in itia lly

at C^,

a i

r i b,

is

the concentration approaches a steady state

distribution according to the expression^^^:

m
C - Cj ln(b/r) ♦ Cj ln(r/a) + TTC^V Jj,(aaj,)Ug(raj)

e*'®°n

>Jo<*“n> * Jo'K »

ln(b/a)
n»l

>fC2Jo<“ n>-CiJo<‘>»n>I''o<*V«o<” n> « ‘' ““n ' »

'’o^<«»n>-V”>»n>

D*1

(4 . 4 )

I d equation 4.4, on's are the positive roots of the equation;
Uotron) • Jo(ran)Yo(bo„) - J,>(ba„)Yg(ron) • 0

(4.5)

also;
D « Diffusion coefficient ( cd^s*^)
t > tine (s)

In equation 4.5,
second

)tind

and Y^ are Bessel functions of the fir s t and

respectively

of

order zero.

Setting Cj » Cg « 0,

in i t i a l l y , for the case of diffusion into the cylinder, then:

C - Cj ln(r/a) - TTCj \
ln(b/a)

Jg(o„a)Og(agr)

e ‘ ‘ ®“n
(4.6)

D»1
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The diBcntioDf of the cylinder used in the experiient* reported
here (Section 4.4.3.2) «re radius a • 0.25 ca, radius b « 0.30 ca
«all thickness 0.10 ca, length of cylinder 8.0 ca, thickness of
b
base 0.10 ca, a n d a • 1.2.
The following tern froa equation 4.15 was evaluated nuaerically
for n » 1 to 5.
n»5

1

n«l o„2
D

Jo(o„«)Jo(a„b)
(4.22)

j ^ 2 ( a „ b ) V ‘»n*>

1

Jo(o„«Uo(“n‘'>

1

1.393

X

10"^

2

-3.470

X

10"^

3

1.548

X

10"®

4

-8.634

X

10'*

5

5.478

X

10'*

n«5

1.169 z 10 -3

n»l
The value 1.169 s 10'^ is therefore a constant nuaerical factor
for the particular cylindrical geoaetry given above.
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The «luatlca for th* brsakthrough tlM , t , for the cyllndrlaal
b
gnowBtry given abc^ is thersfors:
-3
t « 2 In(b/a). 1.169 x 10
(4.23)
b
D

where;
BrealcthrotK^ tiJK (s)
Outside radius of the hollow cylinder > 0.30 on
Inside radius of the hollow cylinder • 0.25 cn
2 -1
Diffusion coefficient (od s )
4.4.3.2

Hesults of the hydrogen dlffnwl«»« enmeri— its using
cylindrieel gscwstry mcleens miA cftm rhrneitnareriiy

anslTsls.
TWd sets of eogwrlewnts were perfoond, one at aAlent
o
o
taverature (25 C) and one a t elevated teofieratures (50 C and
o
70 C). The experieental nethod was ets discussed in Section 3.
The aeiiient teqperature experlaents were perforeed with a
cdurglng solution of 3% Ned on the outside of the cylinder. The
o
elevated taiyeratiu-e esperi aents at 50 and 70 C ware also
perfocBBd with a IVieCl charging solut ion. In adl eoqjeriannts a
oontrol experiment was nxi in idilch an Identlcail 7017-T651 AlZi#^
cylinder tias saii^led through the aoptiaa and the gas amlysed for
hydrogen content. In the oontrol experiment the charging
solution was replaced with anhydrous magnesitsi perdilorate to
ensure that no water or water vapour was presen t to react with
the outside surface of the AlZnMg cylinder. Any hydr ogen
therefore in the gas aaiyled from the oontrol cylinder is as a
result of reaction between water vapour in the oontrol cylinder
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and the Internal eurfaoa of the cylinder. In order to reduce to a
mlninuB the Iqfdiogen produced as a result of action Inside the
cylinder, a n a il quantity of anhydrous engnesioe perdtlocata ses
placed In the bottoe of eadi cylinder.
Uilike an electrccheodcel hydrogen diffusion eoqperljBent, tqdrogen Is not oontlnuously reooved froi the eodt surface, but
m a in s in the inner volme of the sample cylinder, and,
secondly, naasurenent of t^drogen oontent is not continuous but
is a t discrete tiioes Utien the internal \a>lne of the cylinder is
s^Blf>led.
The cylindrical san(>les for the asblent t oe|)orature experiaents
were eeKdilned from a block of rolled AlSnNg alloy in two
principal orientations, meeely short t ransvarae and longitudinal
as shoun in Figure 44(li). As hydrogen diffusion in AlZnl^
98,104,136
allays is thcu^t to be grain boundary diffusion
, the
aidilent temperature experiaents, with two sets of BMq>le
cylinders aadilnad with their principal axis in tso different
orientations, were designed to astabllA whether an effect was
present in the hydrogen diffusion diarecterlstlcs that t«s due to
grain boundary orientation. The oontrol cylinder was eachlned in
the short transverse direction and both experiments were
conducted simultaneously.
The results at the asblent temperature experiment using short
transverse oriented sample cylinders are rixmn in Figure 155, and
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ISS iMalts of tk« cylialrical fooMtry kyirogoB 4iffuio«
uporiMBt at 2S°C aslay a 3% BaCl ckarfiBf Bolatioa
«B¿ akort traasvaraa oriaata4 aaayla cyliadara.
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Plgm« 1S6 ahoMS tha raaults at tha aablant tcarwratura
experlaent ualng longitudinally oricntad aai^>le cyllndKn.
nie taraakthrcugh tine, T , ia not as clearly dafinad in these
b
experinents «is i t is in electrodtenical hydrogen diffusion
experiaents. Iha results of the ocntrol expeiiaent
that
sene hydrogen is generated inside the oontrol saiqile cylinder,
porafaably as a result of air ocnt«dning water vapour diffusing
bade into the cylinder as a result of the partial vacum fonaed
when the 1 ml analysis sample is withdrawn by syringe from the
internal wslixae of the cylinder. This «ispect of the experimental
technique is discussed later.
Fbr the purpose of calculating the Iqdrogen diffusion
coefficient, the breakthrough time has been defined as the tlsn
a t idiidi the anount of hydrogen in the sample cylinder eoeoeeds
the hydrogen content of the control sanple cylinder. The
following breakthrough times are therefore reported (Table 21).
Bqperlment

'Tamle cylinder
orientation

Breakthrough time, T ,
b
(hours)

1
2
3
4

Short transverse
Short transverse
Longitudinal
Longitudinal

270
540
140
300

TWaie 21 .«kHBTv of tha breakthrough times ohteln«f
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fnm

The shape of the petaeetian cur«« differs fio i that of an
electroeheadoal hydrogen diffusion eogperiiaent in that the
naasured hydrogen content Inside the cylinder reaches a piateau
level but then decreases after 1000 to 1200 hours. The decrease
in hydrogen ocntent is noted shen (Purging solution is s till
present in the reaction c e ll. This decrease in hydrogen content
in the cylinder is thought to be either as a result of leakage
from the gas fitting and septm aowted on the cylinder or as a
result of stifling of the oocrosion reaction generating hydrogen
cn the outer cylinder surface or a oosisinatlon of the tMO
mechanlaos. A further experlnent reported later indloetes that
hydrogen does not leak out of the cylinder a t anblent
temperatures eocoept that when a 1 ed. syringe sanple is
withdrawn for analysis the hydrogen content of the cylinder is
reduced. I t is proposed therefore that the rate of the oorroslon
reaction that generates hydrogen decreases after 1000 to 1200
hours and that this reduction in reaction rate, along with the
effect of r eeciving hydrogen free the cylinder for analysis,
results in a reduction in tydrogen ocntent in the cylinder
towards tdie end of the experlsmt.
o
The results of the eoqpeiijaents at 50 aoid 70 C using short
transverse oriented san^de cylinders are shown in Figure 157.
o
o
The breakthrough tines are 22 hours at 50 C and 9 hours a t 70 C.
The following diffusion ooefficients for hydrogen in AlZnMg, 7017
- T651 alloy are obtained using equation 4.23, (Table 22).
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Bxperiaent Sample cylinder T\aqperature Breakthrough Diffusion
o
cnrlentation
tine (hours) Qaefflcient
( C)
2 -1
(c» s )
-10
1
Short transverse
25
270
4.39 X 10
-10
2
Short transverse
25
540
2.19 X 10
-10
3
Longitudinal
25
140
8.46 X 10
-10
4
Longitudinal
25
300
3.95 X 10
•9
5
Short tr 2nsverse
50
22
5.38 X 10
-8
6
Short transverse
70
9
1.32 X 10
ISibl« 22 Bvdrann dlffualep ooeff ld a n ti obtained frca
cyllnarlcal «laaM trv Iw droiB P diffiailcn eaamcFroB the 2ibc^ results there are cn an^erage shorter broeJcthrou^
times and faster Iq^drogen diffusion coefficients for the
longitudinally oriented sai^le oyllnders compered with the short
tiansverse cylinder. HowevRer, there Is significant variation In
the diffusion coefficient obtained frosi sai^Ies with the sobm
orientation. All the hydrogen diffusion coefficients for
o
eocperieents performed a t 25 C are within an order of aegnitude,
-10 2 -1
-10 2 -1
ranging fix» 2.19 x 10 c» s to 8.43 x 10 oe s . Ihe
n»asured diffusion coefficient Increases with Increasing
tenferature as would be eKpected fix» a thenally activated
process. Ihe diffusion coefficients obtained are ooniarable with
those obtained by other workers using different diffusion
86,160
techniques and repcxrtad earlier
The activation energy for
diffusion calculated frcn the above results is appraciaataly
-1
60 h? sole .
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An average value has been taken for the diffusion ooeffldant at
o
25 C when oalculatlng the activation energy.
Figure 158 shows scheentloally the grain orientation In the
sanple cylinders. It Is clear that a grain boundary diffusion
path exists frosi the outer surface of the cylinder to the Inner
surface for both cylinder orientations, itills t It was proposed
that, If stress oorroslon In AlZnMg type allays Is w a result of
hydrogen entelttlenent, the orientation of hydrogen diffusion
specimens may correlate with the SC suaoeptlble orientations of
the alloy, l.e . that short transverse oriented hydrogen diffusion
saqple specimens would show shorter breakthrough times ^nd faster
hydrogen diffusion coefficients than longitudinally or long
transverse oriented specbsens. this would oorralate with the
Increased susceptibility to stress ooctoslon and Increased crack
growth rates observed In the riiort transverse direction In these
10,63
alloys
. Any effect on the hydrogen diffusion coefficient
would be more readily dlstlngulihed In diffusion spednens with
planar geometry which was the orlglnsl Intention of the diffusion
experiments on AlZnHg alloy sasples. the ratio of grain boundary
lengths expoeod to the charging solutions for short transverse
and longitudinal sa^>le cylinders Is approaclmately 1.6:1. It
is proposed that this difference In grain boundary length, but
similar diffusion path length, between cylinders of different
orientation is not sufficient to have a significant effect on the
measured diffusion coefficient. This Is because other factors,
such as differenoes in grain boundary susceptibility to m otion
98,145
with aqueous solutions
, differenoes in grain boundary
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rig

ist

ScbcMtic rtpresntatioB of tb« graia oriaatatioaa oa
tba aidaa of loagitadiaally aad abort traaavaraa bjdrogaa diffaaioa tapariaaat iptciaci cyliadtra.
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189

hydiOQan dlffuaion n te s and eocperüental differenoes due to
different saafillng tines, epwclsen location In the original
rolled plate and effectiveness of the septin and sampling
arrangesent, also contribute to the variability between results.
In order to detexnlne whether the partial vacuun focned when
a 1 nl saiqple Is withdrawn frcs the cylinder results In 1 nl of
surrounding a ir being drawn back Into the cylinder via the gats
fittings or septum on the top of the cylinder, the following
experiment was performed.
After the hydrogen diffusion experiment had bean terminated, the
cylinders from experiments 2 and 3 with the hißtest hydrogen
oontents Inside the cylinder ware swyled every twenty minutes
and the oas(X3altlon of the gas Inside the cylinder analysed.
Analysis was perfooiad on 1 ml sai^les In the »««» xanner as for
the diffusion experiments, evtoept that the cylinders were removed
froi the charging environment.
Assualng that the hydrogen Inside the cylinder Is diluted by air
intake of 1 ml ^lfter a 1 od sample has been withdrawn then the
following ¿giplles:
let the system \rolume «V ml and the
o
Initial concentration • [cone] ppm.
1
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Aftar the firs t dilution the systen oontaine [oonc] in (V - 1 )nl.
1
o
(4.24)
[ooncl B [ocnc] x (V - 1)
1 o
[ocnc] B [ocnc] x (V - 1)
2 o
Therefore [oonc]

n

•

(ocnc] / V - V
1| o

(4.25)

(4.26)

aud a graph of log [oonc] vs n is a straight line with a slope
n
of log / v - 1'
o

The graphs of log [ooncentratlon (ppi)] versus n, the nuaber at
1 nd samples withdrawn, axe ritown in Figure 159. The apprcadi to
a straight line graph indicates that a ir diffuses bade into the
cylinder to equalise the pressure inside the cylinder and
seocndly that l^drogen, in the oase of these eoiperisants a t rocs
tea^perature, is not lo st fros the systesi ewcept tiy xesKxral via
the syringe when a sas(>le is ta)cen for analysis.
I t is aswimd that the hydrogen levels recorded in the control
eoqperiiient cylinders axe generated as a result of the reaction
between water vapour in the surrounding a ir and the inner walls
of the control experieent cylinder. Because Ivdrogen is raswed
frcni the cylinder for analysis during the ocurse at the
experieent, the hydrogen oonoantratlons reooeded with tiee do not
reflect the total lydrogen that has diffused thxou^ the cylinder
-329-

rif 159

Cr«pk of log [cooctitratioa (ppa)] Ttrau ■«■bar of 1
•MplM vltbdrawa froa cyliadrical hylrogta diffaaioa
tapariatat aptciataa.
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■!

the slope of the log loonoentratlonl versus n line, the
thaoretical internal voliase of the cyllndar including the gas
3
fittin g is 3.15 oi . Ihe BBasured eolisn of the cylinder is
3
2.20 cm . This result indioates that the gradient of the line
should be dialloMer if the assumption ^pcn shich the eqpiation for
the gradient is twaad is oorrect. A steeper gradient indicates
that the oonoentration of hydrogen reealnlxtg in the cylinder
fa lls to a given level in fewer dilutions, eh llst the eacperlnent
shows that the hydrogen oonoentratlcn falls to a given level with
a greater nuiber of dilutions. Therefore the pressure inside the
cylinder is not ocspletely equalised as less than 1 ml of a ir
returns to dilute the hydrogen roaalning in the cylinder, while
the l^drogen diffusing throu^ the cylinder well during the
Iqdrogen diffusion eagperiment remains inside the cylinder unless
irlthdraMn by the syringe for analysis.
Tram

In the case of the elevated temperature cylindrioal geometry
o
diffusion experiments, the graphs a t 50 and 70 C Aow a decrease
in the hydrogen content of the cylinder after 124 hours and 24
hours respactiesly. Here i t is th c u |^ that the increased
ncbiUty of hydrogen with increased tomperature prevents hydrogen
that has diffused into the internal volisse of the cylinder from
remaining there at elevated temperatures for atv length of time,
a similar effect being observed when measuring l^drogen
production rates on 7017 type AlZnHg alloy surfaces at elevated
tesperaturas (see Section 4.5.1).
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Aftar the aa^letlon of the diffusion experlnents, the cylinders
were sectioned and poIlriMd to establlA whether stress coRoslai
of the cylinder had led to the charging solution seeping Into the
cylinder and thereby generating hydrogen by reaction with the
Inner wall of the cylinder. No evidence of stress oanosion
cracdcing <«s found, and a t^ ic e l section of cylinder well is
shown In Figure 160.
Nhllst the experljeented results presented do not enable a
distinctly defined bcealcthrough tins to be obtained as in an
electrochenilcal hydrogen pemeatlon egqperinient. I t is proposed
that the results do demonstrate diffusion of hydrogen through
7017 AlZnMg alloy neehranes. In addition, «nliit-inn of t)»
diffusion equation for cylindrical geometry
the
oalcula tlon of the hydrogen diffusion coefficient for the alloy.
4.5 m rxz BRcnoB gr Ai-b-Ng m a a a
3% SCDUM gg/M IlC.

was», sskv m b

I t is well known that alualnlun reacts with water vapour
96
aooording to the following sueaery reaction ;
3*
♦
2A1 ♦ 3H 0 ) A1 O (iQdrated) ♦ 6H
2
23
This reaction nay oocur a t the vapour/oDclde Interface or a t »rnt,
point within the surface oicide fila depending on the relative
3*
acbllities of the A1 ions and hydroryl Ions throu^ the surface
oadde. In either case the ionisation of the
results In
electron discharge by a nuiber of nechanlane, but the aost
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T IIC (MINVrES)
rif 1(1 Qaaatity of kydrogra d«ttct*4 u • rasait of th*
rsactioa batwaas 7017-1(51 allor asd doabla 4ittillad aatar st 70"c.
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1(2 Q autity of hydrogoa detected ta a reaalt of the
reactioB between 7017-M51 alloy and fS4T at 70*C.
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Fig 1(3 Quaatity of kydrogea dttactad as a rasait of tha
raactioa batwaaa 7017-nSl alloy aad IWaCl at 70°C.
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ainutM «hidi then falls to a staaiJy or sll^ itly declining
l«v*l for the duration of the eocperlSBnt, 1700 alnutee.

300

Hje

peak hydrogen production in %Mter and WSkV at 70 C
3
2
and 54.4 w
H per on
of surface.

is

53.7

Hydrogen

probable

2

that

is a highly ocblle species at 70 C and it

eone hydrogen

PIPE seals.

escapes fro« the reaction cell

is

through

The reaction is also probably stifled by

the

thldwnlng

of the hydrous oclde flbe and this is discussed in nore detail in
Section

4.5.2.

oeblned

It is proposed

that stifling of

with loss of hydrogen frcn the reaction

the

reaction

oeU

aoocunta

for the decrease in the total quantity of Iv^lrogen detected

with

itowever,

sane

as the three eoqaerlawnts %#ere perfocaed tsidar the

conditions,

it

la clear that the reaction In

the

presence

chloride lorn results in two and a half tlses the total
of

hydrogen being produced, compared with

of

<;pantity

distilled m t e r

or

NSAV.

The

bulk

in the 3% NaCl solution reaained constant at pH

for

the duration of the experlnant.

this is expected

as

6.2
acid

hydrolysis, leading to a decreased pH ara m d 3.5, is only thought
to

occur in the crwlce conditions f o m d in a

crack.
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stress

corrosion

Anodic

nw limil—

attribute

tha

«nrlxcnamte
ijHunlty
of

the

of «trona oocroalon cradt

Incsraaaad vnloclty of

SC

ccac^

In

grwdJ»

dOorlda

to the role of the dUorlde I m In deatrcylng

of the air forwnd caclde flba, and thus allcMlng
envlronMnt

bo the crack tip.

the

aooeas

Q ilorlde , brcnlxle and

iodide anions are lailque pitting agents for almlniuB alloys

and

as

the

sudi

influenoe

initiaticn
that

both

the

rate

of

cradc grwth

and

of SOC in aoooth specteens by the foraaUon

act

as

strees

raisers.

aibsequent

of

pits

anodic dissolution

have been discussed in detail in the Uterature survey
(Section 2.3.2).

If

hydrogen

exbmaion
role
on

eediantee of

crack

in these allays, an alternative vieer caf the

specific

of the cdilorldB Ion is that the pitting oocrceion

reaction

Bueoeptlble

fugacity

alaeiniuB

of hydrogen,

alwdniui
the

e*rittleeent is the doadnant

alloys

Increases

the

■mese raactione oooir by

anvircmental

exposing

eurfaoe as a result of pitting reacAlons, and

fred»

because

chloride lea* enhanoe reeoval of oorroeion product fren

cradc tip anl crack sides, alloalng aooaes of the envirtawent
the

crack

involves

tip
the

inaold>le
Hmce

area.

Renoval of

oorroeion

product

foraetlon of eolxiole aluBlnl« cdilorlde

dissolution plays an isportent role,

to

prcbebly
frc*

aliaalnliai t^drcacides present ca» the alley

anodic

the

not

the

surface.
in

the

of a section of the precipitate free rone adjacent to
the

grain

bounlacy, but In the general cheedcal

reaction

site

to generate hydrogm. %drogen is gensrated as a reailt
of the reduction In pH at the cradc tip to anaaid pH 3.5, A »
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to

l^diolysl«

of

oonoantratlcn
genaraticn.

Tha

aluilnlai cMorlda, Increasing the hydrogm
and

thus

fanraurlng

increasad

nascent

ion

hydros

This is an iapsrtant distinction.

raactlons

between

alualniisi alloys

and

water

ocnsuae

alianinitst.

yAl(OH) (bayerite)
3
anodic:

♦ 3H

A1

«

3e

yAl OOH (peeudoboehnlte)

cathodic:

3H 0

♦

3e-

^3/2 H

In

the

caae

alnalniuB

♦

30H

2

2
of

the reaction with pure water

and

to

the

is thou^it bo be tha epcoeas aluainiai inoorpocatad

the pn^Y^w« layer of tha air fooaad oalda file whidi
50

WSAV,

100 A

foam

thidc (dependent upon storage ties) ewer

in

a layer

the acre

a
oenpect barrier layer adjaoent to tha antal surface >diich is 10 A
190
thick
.

of the air fon a d aurfeoa file with MBAV ajet

inrolve

rapid hydration of the fil« to produoe a t^drous cedda, (l.e. the
precursor
reactiai

of peeudoboehelte - Section 4.5.2) and protons.

This

is

United by tha barrier layer.
The barrier layer
145
limltatim is suggested
by the fact that files with initially

thicker porous layers (100A) are penetrated by the WSAV

reaction

anl blistered by production of Ivdrogen in approocleately the sane

a
as fmshly prepared filna with thinner (20A) porcMS
The
the

layers.

of hydration of the surface file is not mirprialng alnoe
reaction

la

readily

reversible.
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Fbr

exaip>le,

«dien

peeuritibodedLte

is haatsd in air at 300 C It is dahydzatad to a
14
poorly cxystallisad Y aI 0
. Protons prodooad at ths barriar
2 3
layor are attracted to the aetal-ogclde interface ehioh is
negatively

dtarged

adjacent aaide.

to the aliMlniia ions in gjcoees

At the Betal-cgcide interface they c m be readily

diadiarged ¿md ocetoinad to fora aolemilar hydrogen.
effectively

Qiis pcooess

decoheres the interface and surface fils blistering

is initiated.
40,

in the

Blister growth is depicted scheeatiaally in Figure

aid further discussed in relation to ths

ocneerclal

AlZnHg

alloy 7017 in Section 4.5.2.

As

the

role

of the chloride

ion

say

then

be

to

undermine the barrier layer and to r s w e corrosion products thus
«rpnaing new sliJBinlus directly to ths aqueous environsent.

this

process would result in the generation of the greater ^lantitles
of

ly drogen seen in the surface reaction rate eDqpsrlasnts.

the

increased hydrogen fugacity nay then be the determining factor in
the

increased

«ivircnments,

cxaok

growth rates

seen

in

aqueous

where for compact tension spsdiMns

diloride

Increases

in

ths plataen velocity of just laider two orders of msyiltiide at
o
®
90 C and just under one order of sagnitude at 50 C ware oLserveil
in

the current work

and

WSAV (Table 9).

4.5.2
The

1BAV remctl«"

over cradc growth rates obtained

■nm

«1

Al-aa^^I alloy

results of the reaction of N5AV with awylea

similar

to

7017 oast froa h l ^ purity

first,

the alloy had the following peroentage
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in water

materials

of

an

was

alloy

studied

ooqposition

(as

rapartad
Saoiüas

In

Section

3.1),

Al-4.9%Za-1.84«H9-0.11tf)B-0.05%Si.

of the alloy In the fane of 3 w

•lactron

dianeter

trannlaslon

■Icxosooi» dle)cs were prepared as deacribed In

Section

3.5.3.

Bcposure
«AS

to N5AV «as for periods of 10, 20 and 100 adnutes,

achlenmd by placing the apednens horizontally on a

holder

in

a huBldlt^ dtaober at 100%

oondltlons

relative

««here oondenaatlon of «»ter on the

««as observed.

After

exposure

the

hunlditY

««ere

inaadlataly In the electron mlczosoope In the secondary
Imaging

mode

(SEI)

«»Ing a liquid nitrogen cold

nucléation

examlnad
electron
the

Ihe general

surfaoe

tydrcmlde.

been

effectively deflimed by the

fometion

That blister foemetlon has ta)aan plaoe is more

in Fig«]re 165 after 20 adnutes exposure to N5AV.

nurioer

oC

dose

ritous that these reaction sites are areas «hare

has

blister.

Bqxae>ire has resulted in the random

of c<mii*r ¿usas of an alimdni«»

examination

the

of

a

readily
After

a

blisters have fractured, the blister «ell then beocmes

readily apparent (arrowed "A" and "B^).
sits,

surface

of a ludmr of reaction sites is rintn In Flgtire 164 after

10 minutes exposure to NBAV.

sesQ

under

trap at

specimen location to minimise surface oontamlnatlon.
area

Perspex

spedoen

specimens

and

The area of the reaction

««here the air fcmed stnfaoe CDclde film has

thickened

by

forming hydrocide and where blister formation has ta)cen plaoa, is
Initially seen in dark oontrest (arrcx«ed "A").

After the blister

««ell has fractured, the rasalning well is seen In light contrast,
while

the

interior

of the blister whsre
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the

remains

of

ths

■urfaoe fila (Ubrls has rr^n*ri»««< onto tiw drciiïar raacticn «It«
la

again

seen

fonation

is

ln dark oontraat

the

shews

"B").

1)w

blister

attrlbutad to dsoobesloa of the aaprphous

■atal Intarfaoe by
At

(artcwad

bydrogan generated at the reaction

clrosaferenoe of the reaction sites,

the

nrlile
145
site

surface

a region of dark oontxast between adjacent reaction

(arrowed

"(^).

attributed

This

feature, whldi is often

noted,

fila
sites

is

to daooheslon of the aunrphous oDclde-aetal

also

interface

by hydrogen generated at the reaction site.

In

a

nudwr

of areas on

reaction

at

grain

(arrowed

”E").

the

speclaen

boundary-surface

surface,

pceferentlal

intersections

Here the reaction sites are lined up

was

noted

along

the

grain boundary-surface intersection (Figures 166 and 167).

The reaction sites are tiiawn in detail after 100 slnutes eoepomre
to MSAV

in Figures 168-171.

The hlÿwr sagnifioation

view

in

Figure 169 and 170 tiKMS that at this stage the reaction site

is

ocs|>letely

ooesred

in a psaudoboahslte layer which

Identified

frew

platelets,

fibrils

characteristic acsphology
145
or needles
. Figure 171

its

is

readily

appearing
tixam

as

another

exaaple of a region of dark contrast aroiBid the clnawferenoe

of

a

of

reaction site, attributed to deooheeion but not blistering

the

eetal-ogclds

interfaoe as a result

of

hydrogen

generation

(arrowed "D").

Figures

172

and

173 show ocnwentlonsl

trannission

electron

■Icrosoope Isages of NSAV-AlZnMg alloy reaction sites, again
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for

th* virgin allay after 100 einutee expoeure to NSKV.
ahowB

Figure 172

the reexAlon sites in en electron tzanspeumt area of

the

speclnwn near to the hole foneed by the jet tqpingesnnt polishing
eguipient.

Ihe overlapping reaction sitee showi

(arroHed

nay

a

sides

be

as

specimen.

result of reaction sites on

both

**F”)

of

the

Figure 173 shows the characteristic fibril ca: needle

lUoe norphology of peoudoboobmite where it has grown adjacent

to

the central jet iiqpingeaent poliidiing hole in the ^ednen.

Figures 174 end 175 show

the result of enpoeure of 7017 alloy in

the

T651 oondition to NSAV for 10 ninutes.

Die

are

siadlar

alloy

to those described for virgin

AlZnMg alloy.

reaction

However, it was noted that there was

sites

spednens
no

of

esridenoe

for grain boundary spacifidty in the reaction of the crasnirdal
alloy with MBMT.

145
Scenens

and

Rehal

noted

the growth of

— ill

(< 0.5 )Si)

bayerite

crystals on spedmens after 1400 ainutes enposure to
o
NSAV at 70 C. Bayerlte is also idaitiflad by its characteristic
norphology, appeeulng

aa wedges,

rods end hour-glass figures

and

these
of
for

diverse shapes he— been given the general classifioatioi
14
scnatoids .
Bayerlte was not identified in these studies
egqiosures

areas

of

ninutes

nore

to 1000 ainutes.

However, the growth of snail

oosfiact pseudoboehnlte

exposure

to

M5KV

identified

(Figures 176 and

pcecursor to bayerite growth.
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177)

after
nay

be

1000
the

Bayorlt* crystals sacs (jbearvad at hig^ sapilflaBticn on

ths

fractura

grosth.

The

(bayerlte

and

aurfaoas

developssit

of

peeuddboehelte)
ijnearsion

of
a

CT

apeclawna during SOC

duplex

was

Iqdradde

fils

noted both

tsidar oondlttons
o
water at 70 C and

total

dotjale distilled
where the
o
envirosent was M5AV at 70 C. It is likaly that water ocndenses
on

tha

in

at

SC

ocndltions

crack

surface in

here are akin to those found under

The following aonventioml
duplex

hydroKlde

exposure

the NSKV envtroment

fiba

that

Isnerslon.

sai loiagas diow ths develcpmnt of the

on the

crack

speclJDen

tls» in the envlrcnaent.
o
26 (M5AV, 70 C).

The

crack growth was for a

9C

total

and

surface with

increasing

The SO( Isages ^ure all

period

of

fron

approKieately

1400

fldnutes, which is the agucisw period that the fracture surface at
the start of ths SC crack was eoqpoeed to tha envircment.

Ckack

sides adjacent to tha final position of the crack tip before fast
fracture will

have only been exposed to ths envlronnent

nwb e r

of alnutee.

bade

froa

tha

see

overload fracture Intarfaoa is shown in Figure

178,

tha

dtows

the

high

-

sa^fication

characteristic

Tha fracture surface 0.78 w

for a

view of this area.

ecrphology of

Figure

179

pseudofaoeheite on

tha

fracture

surface. Figures 180, 181 and 182 diow a slnilar seguenoe 4.7
back from the SOC-overload fracture interface.
a

duplex

■rifoiAt
free

hydroedde file has started to
present.

aurfaoa.

Finally,

At this location

develop with

It is not clear whethar thase

the pseudcfaoehelte

file or

Figures

free

tha

ma

are

bayerlte
growing

indarlylng

estal

183 and 184 ahow the saee set^enos
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9.6

mm bade

f m

th» SC-ovvrloadl fxactura Inbarfao».

Qw

hl^

angnification Inage in Figur« 184 sha m a fully davelopad di^lm
hydrcDclda
exposure

flla of psaudcfaoehidte and bayaribs.

lha

period

to the envlronaent at this location is slnilar to

of
that

of the disk spednens ahoun in Figures 176 and 177 after exposure
o
to NSAV at 70 C for 1000 einutes. The dsvelopeent of the duplex
hydroocide film therefore appears to be faster isider oenditiens of
tobatl laaiersian, edthou^ the results presented in Section

4.5.1

indicate that the rates of hydrogen production in 16kV and

under

oonditions of total insiersion are slallar.

o
The blister forsetion in NSAV at 70 C is dtoun Here clearly in a
conventional

seaming electron adezosoope iaage In Figure

The

sails are seen in light contrast, and

sail

blister

tha

185.

blister

debris is seen in dark oentxast on the reaction site.

The

blisters
1400

diosn in Figures 185, 186 and 187 have developsd after
o
adnutes exposure to NSAV at 70 C on a plain surface of

AlZnHg 7017-T651
rate
150

a1 alloy used in the hydrogen production

experiaants reported in Section 4.5.1.
)SB in dlaneter.

reaction
appears

sites on
to

structure

have

Blisters are 30

Figures 186 and 187 show a second
the sane specljnn shere

the

a cellular structure, evidenced

area

to
of

blister m i l
both

by

of the blister m i l itself and the oellular debris

the
on

the reaction sites.

Figures 188 and 189 show the distinctly different results of

the

reectlon of a (jijaein.lal 7017-T651 alloy surface totally ianeraed
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in

A9 ain

a 3% NaCl solution aftar 1700 ainutes eocposura.

SQ(

ioages

earn of

rate estperinents.
general

pitting

tha apeciaan usad in the

hydrogen

iteaa

production

Here the surface reaction Is characterised
oonosicn

2n d has been discussed

in

by

Section

4.5.1.

The

reactions

eduainluB
reported

taking place on expoeure of

pure

adiadnl«

allays has been discussed in detail elsetdtere end
in the literature survey (Section 2.5.6).

nudjer of oortclusions hawe been Bade frcn the

However,

studies

and
is
a

reported

here.

The

reaction

alcroeoopy,

on specijaens prepared

for

trananissicn electron

which nay have perchlorate ions inoorporated in

the

initial «Taride fila as a result of the use of a perchlorate based
electro-polishing
seen

cn

the

solution, is in fact slailar to

surface of bulk

specinens

prepared

the

reaction

by

abrasive

grinding and polishing.

145
In the work reported by Scanans and Rehal

ths grain boundary

specificity of the KSAV reaction on virgin AlZnHg and AlNg

alloy

surfaoes was cited as being in a ocnvenient location for hydrogen
to enter the grain boundary to cause enhrlttlenent.

It was also

noted that in high purity allays the specificity of the
with

reaction

respect to the grain bcuniary was a strong function of

the

solution heat treatment teaperatura. In tha A U ^ binary alloy,
o
solution treated at 550 C, randoe attach nucléation had occurred,
o
whereas at solution treatsnnt temperatures of 350 and 450 C there
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«u

a vary strong salactlvlty of tha attack at

grain bonvlary-

surfaoa

Interaectlona.
HoMswr, in the apeclaera
aolutlon
o
treated at 350/450 C not all tha grain boundaries ware attadcsd
and

it

was

provided

not poealble to identify the

this

Uaunlty.

addiUons,

both

(AlZnNg),

causing

attributed

to

Although
Rehal,
an

Ihe

singly

obeerved

(AlNg) and

preferential

■agnesiw

boindary
effect

type whldi

of

in ooebinaUcn

grain boundary

segregation

to

nagmsiw
with

zinc

reaction

was

grain

bcundarlee.

nagnesit» segregation was not detected by

Scaaans

and

because the X-ra^ aiczoanalysis technique they used

had

analysis

bean

size

too

large

to discern the narrow

band

caver which the oagnesiiaa segregation is thou^t to occur, acre
93
recent work by Green et.al.
has denonstrated such nagneslun
enricheent.

Green

et.

al. used electron spsctroscopy to rix3w a
aagneslwi
o
enriched zone, less than 10A wide, at grain bomdaries in AlZnNg
alloys

at

a

level

of segregation that would

raaolution of X-ray aicroanalysls.
effect

of

solution

segregation .
studies
allays

on

heat

However,

that

Thylor

(xrreepondingly
affected

by

the

dladnlAed.

the

treetasnt

ta^jeratui'e on engnenliM
191
and Edgar
have shown froa

anodic files that laagneslun segregation

and

beyond

This work did not look at the

decreases as the solution heat treatnent

raised,

be

SC

(sacking

in AlZnHg

teayverature

susceptibility

Barrier layer anodic

underlying alloy (xa^posltion and

aagnesiisi segregation pcoduoe a thimer final (acids layer.
leads to grain boundary grooves cn the surfaces
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is

oddatlon

regions of

at AlZnNg

is

is

high
This

all(ys

after

aolutlcn

haat treeteent at

pcopoaei

ScaRBns

that

Urn

tha a n r i d w n t

tenpeeaturee.
of

IVtck and

■agnaslw

at

bcxmdarlas aust lead to ita inoaacporatlon In the Initial

grain

surface

ODClde film abcK« the bomdary sites, and that this auat stlsulate
hydration and blistering on exposure to N5AV, as a result of
192
nare iu^ive electrode potential at nagneslua

In

the

ocnnerclal 7017 alloy, the ncn-^>eclficity

of

reaction is also probably due to reduced segregation
to the gr^dJl boundary.

the

the N5AV

of aagnesina

te^nrature
o
used to produoe the T651 teaper is in the range 400 - 430 C idiloh
uould
it

The solution heat treatment

be expected to result in loagnesiisi segregation.

is proposed that it is the effect of the

nwda

to

abeenoe

alloying additions

the cijneej oial alloy that result in

eegregation

of

of

reduoed

nsgnesliai to the grain boisvlaxy and

grain

reaction.

However,

boundary specificity

in

or
henoe

the 16AV

Iron, silioon and nictel in particular

nonthe

surface

oould

reduoe

the extent of sagnesliai segregation in i.i.asxii'i 111 7017 alloys
the

following sadianiaa.

solubility

in aliaalnlus and are precipitated during

intemtalllc

particles.

boundaries, will
from

solution

will

travel

perticles.
of

act as

These precipitates, along

less

casting as
with grain

haat treataent the lEignesiua aton/vaoancy

bcsth to the grain boundaries and bo

the

pairs

segregate

Thus, sagneslisi segregation at the grain bcuidarles

silicon 0.35%,
than

low

sinks for vacancies, and during quenching

A U n M g allays with iron, silicon and nldoel

0.45%,

a

Iron, sillaon and nidcal have

by

that

additions

(iron

nicdoal 0.10% In the 7017 alloy) woold be

in pure AlSnMg, causing
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the

observed

reduced

rattctivity
ntare

la

at

tha cu— iri:i iil allay grain boundarlM

alao e/idenoe that, aa wculd be

alloys hava a taduoad

30C ausoeptlblllty

with

aocpactad,

NBhV.

iTrawrrlil

than their cx>rra8pcndlng

h i ^ purity alloy versicns, particularly cn anoth spaciaans such
192
as those used In slow strain rate tensile testing

192
IIk Ic

and

Scanans

have

shown

that

with

high

either

purity

versions

of

Al-4.5%Zn-1.5tMg

single

additions

of

iron, nidvel, slllocn, oopper or iron

allay

allaying

and

nickel

addlticna in oaoblnatlon dx3w redooed but not zero specificity of
the

MSAV

reaction with the grain boundary.

These

results are

siaanarlsed In % b l e 23.

% of grain boundaries
attackad in N5AV reaction

Alloy (weight peroent)

Al-4.5%&i-1.5«^

95

Al-51Mg

95

Al-4.5%ft>-1.5%Mg

* Fb(0.11%)

10

4 Hi (0.05%)
4 Si
4 Ckl
4 Ib(0.11%) 4 Q:(0.10%)
Table 23

It

is

50
80
90

Tha neroantane cf grain hnmdarlas attackad bv tha
o
m V
mt 70 C am a fiatctlai at aUorlno
additions soda to the base Jdiau

however proposed that the lade

specificity

50

of

ar^

grain boundary

In the NShV reaction of in.ieaii rliil AlZnMg alloys
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la

5.0

DI3CIES1ICH

Most

of the results have already been discussed in detail

the

appropriate

here

results sections. Cbnsequently it

to briefly suonarlse the results,

discuss

the

is

under

proposed

to bring together

main points that have anerged from

and

this woidc,

and

to indicate the ocntrlbution of these points to the understanding
of the mech2unism of stress oortoslcn cracking in AlZnMg alloys.

5.1

S O t m V CP RESQLIS

1)

The

variation

in crack growth rate with

terperature

for

fatigue pre-cradced oonpmct tension gecnetry specim ens in

double

distilled water results in an activation energy for crack

growth

based

upon plateau velocity

chloride

the

of

-1

55.5 kl mole

and in

activation energy based upon plateau

kJ

mole

value

for the activation energy for stage I cradc

2)

In

levels

of

growth

of the stress oorrosion crack surface

stress intensity, towards the end

which

of

crack

ths
at

oorroelon

faoes had

crack

were

surrounded

by

^uneas of

surface where brittle separation of

taken place with no eerldenoe of ductility.
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high

ooalescenoe

the

on

crack

growth Iuk I taken place in water and in 34 N a d environments.
ductility

SOI

growth.

the fracture surface, was observed both in specimens where

of

a

.

ductility, indicated by areas of mlcrowid

regions

is

obtain

CT specimens ewidenoe of ductility was seen in

photcsdcrograph s

This

. In 3% N a d it was also possible to

-1

weis 114.3 kJ mole

aodiisa

velocity

-1

104.6

3%

The

stress
crack

3)

The

effect of

envlrcfnent
side
the

to

pcerventing aooess

of

a

distilled

the cxadc tip where it intersects

was investigated in CT specimens.

the

If aooess

is

resultant SC cradc profile is ocnvex whereas the

%«ter

speclsen
prevented

noinal

cradc profile is ocncave in distilled water environaents.
NaCl

the

noniBl

interpreted

SC profile is ocnvex.

This

SC

In

3%

obeexvation

in terms of a hydrogen enbrlttlenent

was

mechanism

for

crack growth (see Section 4.2.1).

4)

The

effect of pre-exposure to NSAV

and

pre-charging

with

cathodic

hydrogen were investigated and it was shown that, for
o
subsequent crack growth in WSAV at 70 C, the effect of pre
exposure

and

pre-charging was to reduce

the

stress

intensity

required for the initiation of SC cradc growth to around
-3/2
-3/2
4.5 Mta
cxsfared «rith a K
of between 8.8 and 10.8 Wta
ISOC
for specim ens that had tx>t been pre-expoeed in an environment
tdiere hydrogen generation takes place, or where
pre-ohaxglng

with

hydrogen

has

not

electrochemioal

oocurred.

After

the

establishment of crack growth, at Intermediate stress intensities
-3/2
of apprcoclmstely 6 (M i
cradc growth ceases and is cnly reestzUollshed when

value

between

of

hydrogen

9

the stress intensity is Increased to a
-3/2
and 10 (Mn
. This is interpreted in terms

embrittlement

macdianlan whereby the

a

stress

<x>rxosion

crack grows out of the region of the specimen cdiere an

initially

h l ^ hydrogen cxnoentration had been established by
or

pre-chaiglng.

embrittled

by

The

extent of cxack

pre-exposure

or

growth

pre-cdiarging
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pre-exposure

in

is

the

region

between

1.4

and 1.6 ■«.
specimen

Nhilst this is not strictly a reocwary pcooess,

as

a tihole "recovers" frcm the

initial

the

enhrittlenent

suffered as a result of initially higher t^drogen levels ¿dieed of
the pre-ecisting fatigue pgre-ciecdc.

5)

Anomalous cradc growth rate versus stress

intensity

curves

were

obtained for the specific case of crack growth in water
o
HSAV at 70 C. Here, crack growth rates were seen to decrease

by

just under w

order of magnitude from their value at K

an

intermediate

stress

This

was

higgler

then followed by

an

of between 11

end

growth

increase in crack growth

rate

Three possible mechanians are pcopoaod to

the ancnalous behaviour 2tnd these are discussed

at

specimen,

in a "U" shaped plot of stress intensity versus

rate.

to

-3/2
ftlm

16

stress intensities until final fracture of the

resulting

for

intensity

ISOC

or

crack

aooount

further

in

Section 5.3.

6)

The

variation

in crack growth rate

with

temperature

double cantilever beam gaoeetry specimens in three
wat^,

environnents,

WSAV and 3% N a Q was investigated for specimens that

"pop-in"

type

pre-cracks.

The

following

results were obtained, (Table 24).
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for

activation

had

energy

&ivlroment
H0
H0
NSAV
HSAV
3%NaCl
3«Naa

Basis of activation energy
deterelnatlon
^572
Stage I a t 5 ttia
Plateau velocity
-3/2
Stage I a t 6.5Nta
Plateau velocity
-3/2
Stage I a t 4Mtn
Plateau velocity

Activation energy
-1
()o7 mole )
73.9
74.8
114.7
74.2
149.6
89.0

TU>1« 24 Activation e n ra !— far SC crack growth In doiA>li«
d la tlliad aatar. N5AV and 34W»iCl for DCB apar.lnwriii.
Activation energies for both CT and DCB speclioens are discussed
in Section 5.4.
7) A ooqparison of crsdc growth rates obtained in both CF and
DCB speclnens in the three envlroments and m er the taqperature
range studied has been aade and the results further discussed in
Section 5.2. Ihe principal discrepancy in the DCB spedJMn
results was the low cxadc rates obtained for the plateau velocity
of cracks grown in a 3% HsCl e n v lm e n t over a twyernfirm range
o
from 30 to 90 C. Here crack growth rates frost the "pop-in"
type starter cradcs were oonptarafale with those obtained from
water and NSAV envlroraaents (Table 13). Further eoiperljaents
using fatigue (re-cracked speclnens, and csploylng a tednlgue
involving regular replaoeaent of the 31NaCl solution, and
cleaning the npncisen by werhlng in an ultrasonic bath,
denonstrated an increase in the plateau crack growth rate
velocity to a level oayaiable with the equivalent CT test
result.
-369-

8)

In DCB spadaens a

the

sot

nmber

of observatlans were

exaainatlan of the fracture surfaces.

aade during

Ihe

principal

observations were;

-

The presenoe

at cradc

arrest marlcings on the fracture

surface

which was interpreted as evidenoe that the stress oorroslon cradc
growth was disoontlnuous.

-

Clear photoalcrographic evidenoe of totally brittle separation

between

the

ciadi

faoes which was interpreted in

terns of

a

hydrogen enbrlttlenent crack growth nechaniam.

Suh-gndn bouidary cradcing in the DCS specimens near to
SC/overload

failure

interface tM.ch again

involved

a

the

totally

brittle separation between the two cradc faces.

9)

Hydrogen diffusion eoqierlaent results on AlZnHg

reported for two experinental tedmlquas, namely
hydrogen

pemeatlon

through

chrcaeitographic analysis
cyllndrioal

gecmetry

pemaation technique

a

flat

are

electrodwodcal

aenbrane

of hydrogen diffusion

spectawi . The

allays

and

gas

into a hollcar

electrochiieilm l

was Initladly validated on steel

hydro^n
specimens

and rir^pAraihl«» results with those publidted by other workers were
obtained.

10)

Electrochesdcal

perfoonwd

on

AlZnHg

hydrogen

pemeatlon

specimens and the

following:
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experiments

results

indicated

t«ne
the

Urder

the

eocpeocieental oonditicns

palladiiai electroplate
pitting of

on

the speclawn

tha anodic

and

ea|>loy«d and
side of

oonsequent

the

solution

using

a

ape d aw n ,
interaction

effects occurred before a peiawatlon transient oould be detected.

Frcn

a

reported

theoretical analysis of

in

AlZnNg alloys, and

characteristics,

it

was

the

the

depending upon hydrogen solubility.

solubilities

electrochesilcal

shown that

pemeation current would be in the

hydrogen

the

transient

theoretical

hydrogen

-2

range 0.0025 to 0.06 ^
Ibis theoretical

oa

pemeaticn

current was between one emd three orders of negnitude lo#er
the

lowest

background current obtained in

the

than

electrochewicel

perraeation eaqjerijients.

-

The results of a previously reported electrochew ical

hydrogen

86
pemaation

experlJMnt on an AlZnMg alloy

were evaluated.

The

pemaation currents reported in these experiwents of between 0.56

-2

and

7.8

SM^le

OB

, depended upon diarging

thidoiess.

current

They were between one and

density

three orders

and
of

■ a ^ t u d s grestsr than expected, and ware infact onsperable with
results

obtained during hydrogen diffusion experiawnts on

carbon steels.

plain

The possibility of pitting oorroslon and solution

86
Interaction effects playing a greater role in these results

m s

sug^gested

the

ii^portanae

as a ocntributory factor.
of

dewonstratlng

hydrogen throu^ AlZnMg
the

Attention was drawn to

electrochewioal

neofaranes.

This is due

aooepted

pemeatlon
in part

of
to

iaportanoe
of the
techniipie in hydrogen
121,163,200
este-ittleownt research
and also the substantial nat e r
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of

publldwd

101,106,201
papers

«hldt

referenoe to electrocheadcal penwatlan

11)

Hydroqen diffusion

quote

86

throu^

this

publiahad

.

AlSnMg

alloy

specinens

denonstrated by a technique involving generation of

hydrogen

ms
as

a

result of the eduminim-eater reaction on the outside

surface

of

a hollow AlZnMg cylinder and measuring the dlffxised

hydrogen

using

gas

function

dvcsiatography.

equations

A nmierical solution to

that describes

diffusion

the

in

Bessel

cylindrical

gecoetries was developed in order that a time-lag equation

oculd

be eeployed to determine the hydrogen dlffuslcn coefficient.

The

following results were obtained;

-

Average

diffusion

coefficient

obtained

-10
transverse oriented cylinders was 3.29 x 10

-

o
25 C

at

2
cm

short

s

.

o
Average diffusion confident obtained at 25 C in longitudinal

-10

oriented cylinders was 6.20 x 10

2 -1

as

s

.

o
Diffusion coefficient obtained at 50 C in a short
-9
2 -1
oriented cylinder was 5.38 x 10
os s .
-

-

in

-1

transverse

Diffusion coefficient obtained at 70 C in a rtwrt

-8
oriented cylinder was 1.32 x 10

transverse

2-1
cm

s

.

The activation energy for hydrogen diffusion based

-1

upon

the

with

the

above results was 56.7 kJ mole

A

further

experiment

was

perforsiad to

dww

that,

experimental technique employed of withdrawing the gas saaple for
analysis

by

syringe

through a

septxsi,
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at

rocm

teaperature.

acareilng-transelsslon electran ■Icrowope.

Blister foreatlon eux)

grcMth as a resilt of hydio9en production as previously
145
for h i ^ purity alloy AlZnMg ooB^poeitlons
was noted.

reported
However,

preferential surface reaction at locations »*>ere 9p:ain bouniarles
intersected

the

sanple surface was only

obeeived

in

isolated

instances

in the ocmnercial 7017-T651 alloy studied here.
This
192
observation tas related to other worlt
which stowed that single
or

double

Ijipurity allaying additions to a high

purity

alloy

sanple of AlZnMg did reduce the specificity of the grain boundary
reaction, expressed as a percentage of the total nuifcer of
boundaries attac3cad, fron 95% In

grain

the case of the virgin alloy to

10% in the case of a single iron addition.

14)

Hi^ii resolution SQ4 nlcrosoapy was enployed to

surface of stress oorrosion cradw grown in WSAV at
developaent

of

a duplex hydrooclde filsi of

study tto
o
70 C.
The

pseudoboehsilte 2url

bayerite, as Identified by their characteristic norptologles, was
denonstrabed on the fracture surface as a function of the
of

Imgth

exposure to the MSAV environnent of different regions of

crack
of

aurfaoe after fracture.

grain boundary

the

It was proposed that the

specificity

in

the

reaction

between

a

ocnaercial AlZnNg alloy and W A V was probably not significant

in

the stress oorrosion of pre-cradced CT or DCS specljnens since the
N5AV reaction (or reaction with other aqueous environments)
place

on

however

the cradc surface already established.

It

that grain boundary specificity eay be mare

was

noted

significent

in the initiation of crack growth in (Initially) SDooth specisera,
sucdi as slow strain rate tensile specimens.
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5.2

DISCOBSIPH OT CT MK> IXS 000. O O RB RMB

It is cLasr thst the general f a n

at

the cxack growth rate versus

stress Intensity curves for the DCS specimens is slsd.lar for
environments
decreasing

investigated,

by

with

Stage

I

crack

growth

all
rate

i:q> to

two orders of magnitude ewer a stress
-3/2
intensity range of up to 5
. Plateau velocities measured
o
at 30, 50 and 70 C vary by just under an order of magnitude for
o
each 20 C increase in teeperature.
Ihis is in cxxntrast to
63,72
results reported by Speidel
which dicw a farm of curve (see

(tta

for exatiple Figure 13 for a 7079 alloy in Section 2.3.1) in whicfi
o
the plateau velocity over a test tenperatxoe range fren -11 C to
o
105 C varies by just ewer cne order of magnitude.

In

contrast,

the

CT

spednon results with the eocoeptlcn of

the

initially decreasing crack growth rates observed in water and
o
MSkV at 70 C, eodilbit a naber of different faens of crack growth
o
rate curve including double plateaus (H 0 at 50 and 60 C, Fig

2

-3/2
55), pccnounoed stage I crack growth over 10 - 15 M ia
(3WaCl
o
at 90 C, Fig 56), and cradc growth up to stress intensitiss
-3/2
greater than the fracture touglswss of the alloy, 25 Mta
,
o
(3WaCl at 70 and 90 C, Fig 56).

CTadc growth under oonditions of increasing stress intensity,

u

found in a Cr specimen experiment, is more realistic in terns

of

the

nocnal

aede

of failure

of

engineering

apparent

oonsistency

specimen

results, where the geometry of the

cradc growth a b c ^ K

structures.

and cfiaracterlstic form of a

set

specimen

of

Itie
DCS

precludes

, rimld tlMrefoce be regarded with caution ,
IC
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if

the

results

are

to be applied

to

nt

the

of

an

engineering structure.

The

initial period of slow crack growth observed in a nmber of
o
o
o
o
o
DCB results (H O at 30 C, 50 C and 90 C, 3WaCl at 30 C and 50 C,

2
Pigs 109 and 111) nay be as a result of a slow transition pEtxsss
by which the stress oarroslon crack develops frcn the nechanical
"pop-in’’ pre-cradc.
photCBiicrograph

This hypothesis is supported by

presented

in

Figure

122.

the

large

SOI

vertical

disoontlnuitles are evident in the region where the "pop-ln" pre
crack transfams into a stress oorroelon crack.

The fomer cradc

is prlnarily transgranular, whereas the latter is
For

a

stress oorroelon crack to Initiate,

"find’’ an

intergranular

transgxanular
node

This

probable

liganents

oust

either
nixed

rupturing

In this case nechanioal n^pturlng of

in the riicrt transverse direction

nedhanlm, assisted by transgranulsr stress

is

unifom

^l8 shown in Figures 69 and 70 for a

results

obtained

when fatigue

as

CT

evldenoed by the

pre-cradclng

is

enployed.

There is also esrldenoe of stage III cxadc

in t>« fatigue pre-crackad DCB spaclnens.
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is

speclnen,

Indeed, Figure 116 shows no evldenoe of a period of decreased
crack growth.

the

ocrroslon.

transition to stress oarroslon frcn a fatigue pre-craidc

where t)« initial stress intensity is lower,
DCB

it

requires

of intergrarailar stress ocrrosion and nedianioal

resBlning

nore

plane.

therefcre,

stress oorrosion (a very slow process) or a

of the reBBining llgasients.

The

crack

intergranular.

SC

growth

It

is pro(X3sad

fatigue

that, for K S

pce-cracking

transition

to

pre-crack,

and

apadaens,

procedures,

the oceblnatlon

pcaocting a

stress corroeion crack grarth
regular

cleaning of

DCS

aore

frca the

speclnens

of

rapid
fatigue

istdergoing

stress oorroelon crack growth in an aqueous cklorlde «nvironaent,
allowing access of the chloride ion to the crack tip, both act to
Increase the dbeerved plateau SC cradc growth velocity to a value
ocp^parable to that obtained in CT specijnen tests.

An

additional feature of the "pop-in" pre-cracked DCS

specinens

is the pronounced bow that is fomed during stress oorroelon.
cxack growth rates ¿ue based on neasuranents taken at

the

As
sane

time for tests conducted at any one temperature, and secondly
crack

lengths have been aiaaaured on the specinen sides, and

average

stress

that the bow

corrosion crack

lengths

oalCTalatwd

disappears linearly as the stress

aocx>rd2Uioe with the procedure

grows,

in

3.3.4,

all stress oocrosion crack lengths are oalailated

equivalent

basis.

Ihe

bowed stress

the

assuaing

ocrrosion

outlined

as

cradc

in Section
on

an

oorroeian cratk say

be

eogacted

to show an initially fast and decreasing

crack growth

rate

the crack assines a stralghter profile,

the

as

observed

increase

in crack growth rate, to attain the

plateau velocity,

seen

sene tests is therefore a separate

feature asaexsiated

in

with the tliae taken for Bechanioal rupturing end stress oorroslon
of transgranular llganents.
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The

feature obeerved in CT apecleene of reoione of ductility

at

M

high atresa intenaitlee has been noted by other eorlcera
at

high valtjes of

oedtanical
displays
and

of

factor

K

and at

beooawe

high

cxadc

dcninant and

features of stress ocrrosion

growth

the

rates,

fracture

(intergianular

cawload fracture (micrcaajld ooaleaoenoe).

mechanisi

eay

irwolve bursts of unstable

subsequently

arrested

(relatively)
toughness

fast
in

in

these

regions

nay

surface

fracture)

A

possible

regions

frcn

a

are

where

re-establidiad.

result

the

fracture which

hic^ier toughness

stress corrosion is

, «here

Higher
reduced

susoeptibility to h^lrogen eabrittleaient, e.g. due to the extent
of magnesiuB segregation in this region of grain boundary,
HE

medianisB

regions
thue

of

areas

is doninant.

Alternatively,

it nay

tougher neterlal due to the physical

result

if

stress oorrosion is as a result of

a

frcn

netallurgy

in the alloy, e.g. aooond phase particle

distribution,

if

sixe

of
and

an anodic

dissolution nechaniaa.

DCS

specinens

dranatic

that

had been fatigus

pre-cxacfced eodilbitad a

reduction in the extent of seocndaxy cxadcing as

in Figures 190 and 191.

rixMn

The lower values of cracfc growth

rate

obtained in the tests perforaed under constant displaoeaent

frcn

a

"pop-in"

failure in 31MaCl oould also result

frcn

secondary

cracking reducing the effective stress intensity operating at the
cradc

tip,

K
, froa that calculated sla(>ly frcn the applied
eff
stress, the spednen geowtry and the crack length. It has been
63
proposed
that eacrosoopic crack brandling occurs only for

K
V 1.4 K ,where K
is the stress intensity oalnilated froa
app
pi
app
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the

applied stieas, the epedeen gacaetxy and the

and

K

is

the

stress

intansity

factor

at

crack
lAich

length
the

K-

pl»
Independent

stage

displaoenent

testing;

brandling

while with an increasing K

constant

test

cradc
start

procedure,

crack

effects dxaild only be present towards the end of

to appear longer than it really is.
a

a

test typically started at a high K

test, where in particular they oculd cause

that

In

vali»«
app
effects can be expected to be present free the

branching
of

II plateau velocity begins.

stags

procedure

crack growth

The present results indicate

stress corrosion crack grown fren an

pre-cracking

H

cwerload

tends to transfora into a

"pop-in”

mltitude

closely spaced parallel stress corrosion cracks rather than
a single crack.
effect,

of
into

Although strictly apaalcing not a crack blunting

this phenenenon can be considered bo cause blisiting of

the sajor
short

the

SC crack as a result of tearing or cxadclng

transverse

cracks,

direction between the

individual

which are cxlented perpendicular to this

in

the

aicrosoaplc

direckion and

which individually have sharp crack tips.

A

fatlgus pre-cracking procedure, (provided the

aaxlias» strees

intensity during the fatigue crack growth does not exceed 0.7 K
resulting
the

in a large plastic zone at the crack tip)

effects

between

the

crack grown
—

t Cm

»
-3/2

of crack branching by

reducing

the

starter crack and the sutsequent
froa

stress

it.

In the DCB

results

can

discxxitinulty

stress

reported

intensity during fatigue crack growth
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IC
reduce

corrosion
here

the

was

0.23

The

bolt loaded DCS specleen Is a laoi« practical

the constant

load

CT specimen.

However,

minimise the effects tending to cause
effect

discussed

speciaen

It

is

K

,

%

app
above is the tendency of

than

necessary

to

Ihe principal

eff
ciadc

branching

to

cause K
to be less than K
. Other effects bending to cause
eff
app
K ^
K
include residual stresses in the vicinity of the
app
eff
crach tip and cocide wedging which can in particular influence
stage I cradc growth when the
to
of

craiA velocity

is highly

sensitive

K
and the low SC crack velocities can favxir the build up
eff
significant thicknesses of corrosion product.
However, the

h l ^ gradients for stage I reoorded for DCB tests in the
work,

which were steeper than those leoorded in the CT

results.

Indicate

that there was no siTilficant

present
specimen

influence

of

oorroslcn product wedging effects.

It

is

thought

displaoesent

preferable that

results

obtained

in

oonstant

tests be decked by perfoniing a limited nuiber

of

tests involving an increasing stress intensity procedure. Results
obtained
well

on

constant diapi aoement aasples which do not

defined plateau, or which show crack growth

throu^
should

a
be

maxlmua
regarded

at an inteinedlate
as

suspect

and

verified.
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stress
such

rates

show

a

passing

intensity value

results

should

be

5.3

M C m i O S O t M X O C M H AT 70 C HI I M E R AN) N5AV.

Ihe three nechanians pgopoeed in Section 4.2.3 to aoootnt
anonalous

for the

crack growth in water and MBAV are repeated below and

criticzdly discussed.

1) Ihe transition between the transgranular fatigue pre-crack and
a ociqpletely intergranular stress oorroslon crack proceeds at
Initially faist crack growth rate at low stress Intensities
the

ranalnlng

effectively

ligaments

In

the

until

cxack

path

pin the SC crack front, resulting in a reduction

crack growth
intensities,
ligaments

transgranular

rate.

This process ocxairs until, at

the pinning of the SC crack front by

is overocse and cracdc growth Increases

an

hi^

in

stress

transgranular

etgedn

at

some

interiBedlabe stress intensity.

No evidence was found of transgranular ligaments that were either
fractured

or

by a tearing neciuuilaB or were subject to

transgranular stress c m o s l o n in the SBI

dissolution

fractograpt^

was performed.

The transition between the transgranular

pre-crack

the stress cxnoelon crack was

and

sladlar

that

fatigue
to

that

observed

in other environments (e.g. Pigs 69 and 70 for stress
o
oorroslon in water at 90 C) where no pericxl of decreasing crack
growth rate was observed.

The

transition itself, as discussed in Section 5.2,

nay

indeed

involve slow transgranular stress oorroslon in ordu- to establlA
stress
grain

oorroslon
boundary.

crack growth on the most
However, the ptooess is
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favourably

oriented

aocxmpllshed

probably

irlthin a dlstanoe of acne 60 pi aa Indloated on Figure 69 and not
the 2-3 nB of atresa oorroalon cradc growth ctoerved In

apeclnen

29, where the CT teat waa halted innediately after the period
o
decreaalng cradc growth rate in MSAV at 70 C. ihia altuation
different

froa that pertaining in acne DCS teata where

of
la

at

high

Initial streas Intenaitiea a rapid increase in ciacdc growth

rate

is noted until the plateau cradc growth rate velocity is reached.
Here

the SDt photooilcrograph shown in Figure 122 shows

evidenoe

of mechanical rupturing of transgranular llganents in a direction
nomal to the stress cxjrroslon cradc growth direction.

2)

The

second mechaniso assumes that the alloy is undergoing
o
additional ageing at 70 C during the 9CC eocperinent and that the
additional grain boundary precipitate growth results in increased
gettering

of

the available hydrogen, assuaing that

enbrlttlenent atechanina is operating.
hydrogen

in

increasing
further
rate

process

hydrogen

This pcooess, of tying

overaged grain boundary precipitates,

and

the

extension results in a decrease in
availability of hydrogen is

not

\jip

thereby

the critical cxnoentration of hydrogen necessary

cradc

if

a

cradc

fca:

growth

increased.

is overcxne at intemediate stress intensities when

Hie
the

grain boundary precipitates beoone saturated and/or cease growing
o
after a period of ♦"<"«» at 70 C, with the effect that the SC cracdc
growth

rate

increases as nore hydrogen

grain boundary enbrittlesent.
based

beocew s

The proposed, of this aBchaniaa

i^xxi scse of the research discussed by
70
98
137

Flower ,

TuA

and Scaosns

available

Christodoulou

for
is
and

and reviewed earlier (Section

2.4.1).
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Thay propose that the grain bouidaxy precipitat« In AlZnMg allays
acts

as

a

sink for hydrogen and that

preferentially

diffused

a

layer

of

magnesiia,

to the grain boundary, fams

a

planar

layer of magnesiiiB hydride Mhlch is responsible for the

observed

eebrlttleaent.

boiaidary

In

addition,

the

averaged

grain

precipitate acts as a better slide for hydrogen than under or peak
aged grain boundary precipitates.

Ihus

a

dynamic

available
stress
in

for

process can be postulated

enbrittlenent

varies during the

the

course

hydrogen
of

corrosion test on a CT specimen as a fvnctlon of

the physical metallurgy of the alloy.

explain
crack

where

the tenperature specificity of the

growth

boundary

This

rate,

in

that sufficient

abewe

changes

mechanisni could

observed

ageing

precipitates

tei^wcatures

the

does not take place below
o
70 C suffident hydrogen is

decreasing

of the grain
o
70 C, and at
generated to

overcesne the gettering effect of the grain boundary precipitates.
In addition, the envirannental specificity could be eoiplalned in
a

similar

naimer,

in

that

the

hydrogen

production

rats

eocperlannts on aaooth AlZnMg alloy surfaces Mx)w that three Uses
the
at

quantity of hydrogen is generated in a diloride
the

seune tenperature

when

oenpared

with

environMnt

water

or HSAV

environments.

However, measurenent of grain boundary precipitate size in 7017o
T651 alloy before and after a period of 24 hours at 70 C failed
to

tixju any

increase in the grain boundary precipitate size above
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a range of 200 - 300 A In length x 120 - 160 A wide, see

Figures

192

and 193, nor any decrease in hardness of the alloy after
o
hours at 70 C below a range o f 1 5 4 - 1 6 0 RV
a s a result

20

overageing.
not

24
of

It tas therefcre ooncluded that this aBchanisa could

explain the observed decreasing crack growth rate at low

Intemediate

stress intensities, followed by an increase in

to
the

crack growth rate at interaadiate to h i ^ stress intensities.

3)

the third and most probable nechanian involves local

deformation

plastic

in the region ahead of the ciack tip as a result

of

hydrogen induced delayed plasticity (HIEP) whidi causes a
reduction

in

deformation

the

occurs

SC cradc growth

rate.

at low to intemediate
199

HIEP has been obeerved by other workers

This

local

stress

plastic

intensities.

in DCS specimens of

7475-1651 AlZnMgCU alloy tested in a chloride-chromate solution
o
at 20 C. Here crack growth rate during Stage II was observed to
decxease and subsequently increase by over an order of magnitude.

Ihe HIEP has been attributed to environmental or hydrogen
interaction with dislocation nucléation prooesses and slip band
formation. A reduction in crack growth rate is observed because
plastic deformation prooesses are substituting for crack growth.
Ihe ¿dtxTve results were obtained as a result of eofiloying a shadow
optical caustic technique which enables stress Intensity factors
to be determined independent of th eir calculation free a
knowledge of load, crack length and specimen goosetry. The
shadow optical caustic enables an optical neasuresmnt of the
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5 .4
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o
The activation energies obtained for crack growth between 20 C
o
an] 90 C for Cr and DCB specimens in water, HSkV and 3V)aCl
environomnts have been simnarised in Section 5.1.
that

It is apparent

in

general the results obtained are significantly higher
63
those reported by Speidel
for crack growth in short

than

transverse

DCB

specimens of 7079-T651 alloy exposed

solution.

The

specimens In the work reported by

held

at

to

3M

Speidel

a potential of -450niV vs SHE in a solution of

KI

were

pH6
o
-11 C

and

crack growth rate experiments were conducted between
and
o
105 C, see Figure 13. Speidel obtained activation energies of

-1

-1

112.7

kJ mole

for stage I cradc growth and 15.9 kJ mole

stage

II crack growth.

A clear inferenoe ««as made on the

of

these results that different prooesses ««ere rate

in

each

of

these

regions of

the

cradi

10

Possible rate limiting prooesses proponed
in

the

solution

for

filling

growth

oontrolling
rate

««ere mass

the crack for stage

II

basis

onrve.

transport

«rith a

lew

activation energy and chenical reaction (anodic dissolution)

for

stage

I ««ith a high activation energy. Ikwever, other remits
72
reported by
for the cradc growth of a 7039 AlZnMg alloy
in distilled water dwwed an activation energy of 37.6 kJ
for

stage II csack growth.

energies

On the basis of

similar

for cradc growth in distilled ««ater shown by

mole

activation
the

7039

alloy and Nimonlc 105 alloy, 300M steel and a 12% dvcmiiimi steel,
where

hydrogen eobcittlenent is thoug^it to be the

macdtanlmi of

stress oorrosion crack growth, it was proposed that similar
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rate

oontrolUng steps far hydrogen entry are Involved In a ll four
allays In a distilled eater envlronDent.
In the current eork, In particular for DCS speciitens a t the free
corrosion potential with "pop-in" type starter crad«, there are
Ijiportant differences in the characteristics of the cradc groeth
rate versus stress intensity curves vM.ch are responsible for the
differences in aKjtivation energy obtained. The cradc growth rate
curves reported by Speidel (Fig.13) show a range of plateau
velocities differing by just over one order of laagnltude for a
o
o
ten^perature range of 116 C (beti«en -11 and 105 C), and clearly
separated region I plots for each taqperature, each with an
approacinetely constant gradient. The present worlc shows plateau
velocities differing by ewer two orders of nagnitude for a
o
o
o
tes(»rature range of 60 C (betivaen 30 C and 90 C) for a ll three
environnents studied. This leads to higher activation energies
than those reported by Speidel. In addition the stage I crack
growth is less clearly defined than in Figure 13, with the stage
o
I stress intensity curve at 70 and 90 C crossing in a ll three
environnents, and with the gradient of the stage I curve showing
a greater variation than in Figure 13.
The results of the activation energy determinations for stage I
crack growth are not stric tly oosparable between environaents as
the curves obtained prevent ccnparlson of crack growth rates at
the sane stress intensity, the stress intensity used for the
3WaCl envireneent being lower than that used for d istilled water
or MBkV. However, ocn^parisons of the stage II activation energ-
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-3/2
les axe ewer slnilar stxess intensity ranges of 5 to 20 NIi
Hie clear dlfferenoe between stage I and stage II activation
energy determinations on DCS specimens is not apparent with the
results for distilled water being very similar (Stage 1-73.9 hi
-1
-1
mole , stage 11-74.8 hi mole ) and «d.th the results for HSAV
^uld 3%Nad showing a trend to higgler eKtlvation energies for
stage I but the stage I activation energy is only a factor of 1.5
-1
greater for WShV (stage 1-114.7 kJ mole , stage 11-74.2 hi
-1
mole ) and a factor of 1.7 greater for 3%NaCl (stage 1-149.6 hi
-1
-1
mole , stage 11-89.0 hi mole ). This is in oontrast to the
10
results presented by Speidel where the stage I activation
energy is a factor of 7 higher than the plateau velocity
activation energy.
The results of the activation energy determinations on CT
specimens, again at the free oorrosicn potential, show a similar
trend in that the stage I and II ¿K±ivatlon energies in 3«NaCl
are similar (stage I activation energy is a factor of 1.1 higher,
-1
-1
stage 1-114.3 kJ mole , stags H-104.6 kT mole ). I t was only
possible to determine the plateau >«locity activation energy in
d istilled water for Increasing stress intensity CT specimens
-1
(stage II activation energy 55.5 kJ mole ).
I t is proposed therefore, that at the free oorroslon potential in
7017-T651 alloy, simllru: rate oontrolllng processes are
responsible for exadr growth both during stage I and stage H of
the speebeen life . The activation energy for hydrogen diffusion
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in the current Mark «as found to be appraodaataly 60 U aole
which Is lower than the activation energy for crack growth (with
the eoeoeptian of d istilled water in CT speclnens). I t is likely
therefore that scse other process, possibly the aluniniw-water
reaction to generate hydrogen or hydrogen entry into the
142
material, is rate controlling. Bernard and Randall have
proposed that inward diffusion of water through the otclde film
is the rate oontrolling process in the reaction between alualnlua
and water.
there is a second trend apparent of increased activation energy
for crack growth in 3%Nad, and i t is raocsnended that further
work takes plzKX to detemdne the activation energy for the
AlZnHg - water reaction in a ohloride enviroment and that this
is ocBfered with the activation energy for AlZnMg - water
reactions and AlZnHg - N5AV reactions in the absence of chloride
ions.
As discussed earlier, (Section 4.5.1), the increased hydrogen
fugacity as a result of the reaction between water and a 7017
AlZnHg alloy surface in the presence of chloride ions say aoocunt
for the increased cradc growth velocities observed. Increased
hydrogen fugacity, as a result of chloride ion activity, is
probably due to chloride ions laideminlng the barrier layer
formed on alminium alloy surfaoes and resowing ocrroeion product
frcBi the metal surface. This results in the eaqpceure of a f re ^
metal surfaoe, and allows access of the environsent to the cradc
tip , with a consequent increase in the hydrogen evolution
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reaction rate. Reacwal of oarroelon product froe the credc tip
probably involves tha f^eation of soluble eilmlniiai chloride
fro i the insoluble almlnltai hydroocldes present in the SC cracic,
fo 1 ir« ii by
hydrolysis of the aliailnitsi chloride and a
subsequent decrease in the pH to around pH 3.5. Ihe reduction in
pH Increases the hydrogen ion ocnoentratlon and favours increased
nascent hydrogen generation u discussed in Section 4.5.1.
In D® specinens, where SC ciadc grcwth is in 34NaClt the
oorrosion product foms an adherent« ooapect film on the SC cradc
surfaces. An additional measure of regular cleaning of the D®
specimen is required to allow solution aaoess to the region of
the ccack tip.
The sim ilarity of the SC cracic growth mschanlfla and therefore
poeslbly the rate ocntroUlng pcooesses in both region I and H
during the stress cxxrosloi of AlZnMg alleys has been proposed ly
104
Scanans
This is on the basis of studies of cracic arrest
a m rU n g s In different AlZni^ alloys and over different regione of
the stress corrosion cracic surface, correqpGnding to lorn region I and high - region II stress intensities. The spacing
between exade arrest maxlclngB is aenstwt for a given alley
ocmfxjsltlon aid indepenlent of appUed stress intensity. The
aooelerated cradc growth In reglxxi II is therefore due to an
increased frequency of cradc jimp, but the mechanlaB of oadc
advanoe renains ths sane.
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5.5 S1SESS CCgCSICW CSMX mOMOiaTCII IR AUallg AUXJRt.

Ite literatura surv«y has ahcMn that there is euppcrt in the
literature for ■ edumians of crack grcwth in AlZnMg «dloys \ihlch
are priaerily baaed uipon anodic dissolution or hydro9en
enbrittlenent. A najor llsdtation that plagues a ll studies of
hydrogen eobrlttlenent, and whldi has not been resolved in the
present WDik, involves the inability to quantitatively analyse
for the critical oonoentraticn of damaging hydrogen. There is
substantial evidenoe that the major portion of hydrogen in a
material is not available for damage and therefore, in order to
correlate the effects of dauoaging hydrogen with other
envlroniiental or metallurgical attributes, the oonoentratlon of
dameglng hydrogen nust be determined. However, the detemination
of medianisB proceeds by the proposal of hypotheses and
establishing whether the hypotheses or tny deductive oonseqpienaes
oorrespond to reality. I t is therefore proposed here to disoass
a medianiaa for crack growth in AlZnMg alloys auid to indicate the
ocntribution of the pr esen t work to this task.
I t is proposed that environaantally assisted czadc growth ooeurs
by a ocablnation of anodic dissolution and t^flrogen
eaixittlement. Anodic dissolution plays a role in the generation
of the hydrogen necessary to cause enbrlttlement. Using as an
exanple the growth of an establi^ted stress oorroslon crack in
an AlZnHg alloy in M5AV, the growth of the cxadc is illustrated
in Pigure 194. Starting with "clean'' grain boundary surfaces
diown in (I) and a region of uncradoad grain boundary to the
right, filming of the grain boundary surface occurs with the

C R A IN
R ID G E

L

UNCRACKED C RA IN

BOUNDARY
\

CLEAN

1)

FRACTURE

WATER

SU R FA C ES

VAPOUR

BOUNDARY

CRACK A R R E S T

C RA IN BOUNDARY
HYDROGEN PEN ETRA TIO N

II)

III)

Pif.194 tciMMtic r«prtaMtatioB of atrtat eorroaioo crack
frovtk ia am RlEalg alloy.
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fonatlon

of a iQdtaus "»<><<» flla as a result of

water vapour

as discussed in Section 4.5.2.

reaction with

At the crack tip*

reaction with water vapour on both faces of

the

parted

grain

results in the fornatian of a wolisse of
203
boehnite/peeudobo^nite
depending upon tenperature (II). Ihe

boundary

low

surfaces

secondary electron enlsslvlty of these

hydrous

OBcldes

is

responsible for the oontrast observed in the fracture norphology.
The observation of a striated fracture surface has been
in

Section

observed on

4.3.4

(and

see

reference

102).

The

the fracture surfaces in Figures 129 and

reported

striations
130

were

observed wliere crack ^xiwth had ta)cen place in laboratory air

at

a relative huaidity of 48-42%, where the relatively non-oorroeive
nature
visible

of the environnent has assisted in neOcing tlie striations
on

the fracture surface and net obscured by

oarrcslon

product.

The

reaction with

water

vapour at

the

crack

tip

generates

hydrogen at the cradi tip and additionally on the crack faces as
in Section 4.5.1 and 4.5.2.

The naoessary

woluM

of

boebed.te/peeudoboebBdte to fora a striation is probably generated
without

significant penetration of the crack wells or

the arrested cradc tip by oorroeion.

of

The fibrllous nature of the

product,
of

ahead

its Inherent low density and the presence of up to 45%
144
boiBid water
nalce a slgnlfloant oonsuqption of aliseiniisi

(or nagnesiiei) ions unneoesaary.
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twir»

anodic dlsaolution plays an lafnctant rois,

net

in

tha

disaolxition of a ssetion of the precipitate free acne adjacent to
the grain boundary,

but

in the

general chenicel reaction with

aliaainiuB (or ■agnesiun) to generate hydrogen which

eubeeguently

eoteittles the grain boundary.

Diffusion of atcBdc hydrogen then taSces place along the grain
boundary. Diffusion of hydrogen in AlZnHg has been denenstratad,
see

Section 4.4.3, althou^ this is not direct evidence

of

the

involvement of hydrogen in SC crack growth. Bdvittlenent as a
resu lt of nagnesiisn hydride fomatlcn on the grain boundary
plane, where preferential magnesium segregation has taken place,
98
has been propoeed by Tuck
as previously reported.
It

seems

hi^y

probable

that

previous reports of

hydrogen pttmeation thrcuçh thin
aidiject
side

to

of

tha

membrane,

anodic

hydrogen

polarisation

of

tvdrogen

permeation tedniqua,

perforation of the memfaranee as

of

alloy when
on

to

hydrogen on the reverse side of the anmbrane,

electrodiamioal

oonseguenoe

and

obeervation

menhranes of AlZnMg

oethodic polarisation to generate

the

peneeating

the

may

one

detect
as
be

dlsaissed

in
a
in

Section 4.4.2.1.

It is suggested that the rate determining step in the process nay
be the iiMaid diffusion
after

of water throu^ the surface cDcide film,
142
the work of Bernard and Randall
in thair study of the

reaction between alueiniisi and Mter.
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It

has

bMti propoaedl hai« (Section 4.S.2) that the ateenoe

grain

boundary

specificity

in

plain

surfaces of tha ocnaercial 7017 Al&iHg alloy

of

tha water vapour reaction with
is

probably

not significant with respect to stress oorroeian cradc growth
pre-cradced
localised
However,
strain

specisens,

at
in

as the reaction site

the cradc tip by the existing
(initially)

snooth surface

has

already

specimen

specimais,

of

its

intersections

localisation

may

at

grain

been

geometry.
e.g.

rate specimens, the specificity of the reaction

degree

in

slow

and

the

bcaindary/surfaoe

be an inpoxtant factor in the

initiation

of

stress oorrosion cradcs.

Under

the

boundary

action of the applied stress,

the

enbrlttled

separates (IH), leaving the striation

formed

boehsite/pseudoboehBd.te on the fracture mxrfaoe.
is

at the location of cradc arrest,

until

sufficd.ent

reaction

has

the

to

hydrogen necessary to cause further eiteittleoent.
fracture

surface

is therefore evldenos

aC

ly

the

striation

the cradc remains

talcsn place

grain

arrested

generate
the

the

striated

discxxitinuous

cradc

propagation which

is asscx:latad with hydrogen oriarlttlssmRt
103
Scmnans
has shoMi that the striation spacing is

mechanlsns.
not

a

strong fxaxhion of the applied

apprcocinately
in
at

Intensity,

being

3700A per cradc jtnp for the 7017 alloy

the T651 oonditlon, where SC cradc growth is in water vapour
o
95% relaUve h«idity at 40 C. the cxadc j»sn) freguency is

probably

therefore

intensity
the

oacatant at

stress

cradc

the

parameter

that

dianges

with

stress

to give the observed eelocd.ty in different regions
growth rate versus stress intensity
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curve.

of

Airing

region I the jvM(> freiiiiancy would hav« to be one eveiy 72 eeoonde
-9
-1
(oocresponding to a ctack growth rate of S x 10
ea ) and in
region

II

the

j\ap

frequency would

have

to Increase

to one

every 7.2 seoonds (oorreapondlng to a czadc growth rate of
-

5

X

10

8 - 1
ms

regarded

as

decreasing

). The effect of stress intensity

increasing

the

t^drogen diffusion

then be

velocity

the axunt of l^drogen to cause enbrittlenent

ootfcination of both Decftanisns.
hydrogen

say

or

or the lowering of the crltloal hydrogen

In

oonoentration

region the Increase

assisted

hydrogen diffusion say beojse oonstant but at a faster»

U n iting

resulting

in the

observed

In

cradc

stress

rata,

the

a

The stress assisted diffusion of

then reduces the H " » interval between constant lengths of
jan>.

or

constant

plateau

SC

cradt

velocity with a ocnstant crack j»*g> length.

A

sajor

advance

nedianls

of

hydrogen eabrlttlenent in this alloy systeai would be addeved

ty

attributing
concentration

in understanding

nuwrlcal
as

a

values

the detailed

to

fixictlon of

the

critical

atjess

intsnsl^

hydrogen
and

the

associated hydrogen diffusion ooeffidents.

Other aspects of the work presented here which give g x d
for

a

hydrogen

eofxrittleaent eechaniae, and

gnaxida

which have

boon

discussed elsewhere are;

- The
ncnwOly
when

stress ocrroslon cradc pcoflla In CT spednens
concave in distilled water envlronnents but

»mMi

of

the

environeent

to
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the

speclaen

«filch
Is

is

ocnvex

sides

is

prenwitad.

Die afasenc» of «octended cxadc groMth at tha

sides «hen
prevented

aooess

results

of

^paciaan

the envlronaent to the speclewn sides is

fitso preventing hydrogen

aooess

at

these

looations.

Ihe nonaal SC (sedc profile in 3ViaCl is oonvex

discussion

in Section 4.2.1 ) and the association is aede

ocnvex

crack profile, «here naxlane crack growth is

SC

(see
of

at

a

the

centre of the specinen, with a iQdrogen eafarittlssant aedianiai,
«here

hyd rogen is transported as a fmcticn of

stress gradient

\diidi

distilled

environments it is proposed

hydrogen

«Bter
is

Additionally

is

also ccnveae.

the

hydrostatic

In «ater vapour

generated to aaintain a convex

that
SC

or

insufficient

crack

profile.

it «es noted therefore that;

a) hydrogen entry from the speciwen sides plays an important role
in

tha

where

SC crack

enhanced

profile in «eter

and N5AV envtroramnts

SC crack growth takes plaoe at

the

specimen

sides,
and;
b) the

ooncave

dissolution

crack

nechanime,

ocxidltians at
nipture
more

profile

associated

where

with

significant

the specimen sides

leads

and conséquent dissolution, mi^it

to

an

anodic

plans

stress

increased

film

be expected to

pronounoed in a chloride environment which

is

not

be
the

(oase in the results presented here (Sechlon 4.2.1).

-

Seocndly,

crack

the effact of pre-exposure and pre-charglng en SC
o
growth in MSAV at 70 C in CT specimens almo glves support

to a t^drogen mhrittleomnt mechanlai.
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In these spedmens, crack

grcMth

at

stnass

intenaitlaa lcM«r than

thoaa

feud

In

tha

absence of pee-eaepoeure or pcs-chaiging, and "racowery"

affects,
o
were ofasarvad as a result of pra-exposura (to H5KV at 70 C for 50
or

Had).

Reoewery is of the spediaen as a d u l e and is probably as

a

result

ocnoentrt

pce-cdtarglng (at -1.75 V vs sas

fat

heurs)

of

the

jn in

&ibsequently,

50

hours

in

3%

establishannt of an initially hiciher hydrogen

the region aroind

the

fatigue

pre-cracic

after a period of crack growth at a

lower

tip.

stress

Intensity, the stress oorrosian cradc tip growth reaches a region
of the specinen whid) has not been eoeposed to the effects of preexposure or pre-charging, and crack growth ceases.
earlier,

there is a critioal hydrogen

«rith a

As

indicated

ocnoantration

given level of stress intensity and when

associated

this

critical

hydrogen oonoantration is eagaeeded cradc growth oan take place at
a

lowar

stress intensity.

Nhen SC crack growth

takes

the

SC

crack tip into a region where the hydrogen oonoentration is below
the

critical

level for the new stress Intensity,

esaases isitil the stress intensity is Increased.
in

crack growth

Mhilst the

crack growth after 1.4 to 1.6 an is strictly not

a

halt

reocwiy

prooess, the spedaen reoewers froa the initial eikrittleaent as
a

result

region.

of the SC crack having grown

throu^

tha

eabrittled

Such a halt in SC crack growth would not be apparent

acnodic dissolution aechaniaw were operative as no other

if

changes

in the sped sen’s environaent or stress pattern have taken place,
the

initial

result

eehrittleaent suffered is probably therefore

of the Increased hydrogen generated ahead of the

pre-crack by pre-exposure or pre-charging the CT speednen.
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as

a

fatigue

6.0 OHUBICIg
Ihe principal oonclualons of the «nek carried out are as f o U a m ;

1)

Activation

ccntrolling
free

energy

detenainatlans

indicate

that

the

processes for stress oarroslcn crack grcMth

at

corrosion potential In 7017-T6S1 alloy are the sane

rate
the

during

region I and region II crack growth.

2)

The observations of pre-exposure and pre-charging effects on

stress

oorroslon crack grcMth in this alloy are indicative of

a

hydrogen enbrlttlanent nechanlan.

3)

In addition, other cbservatlons of the stress oortoeion crack

including,

the

stress

oortoslon

crack

profile

in

different

environeents, the preaenoe of striatlons indicating crack

arrest

on the fracture surface and the ofaaervatlon of othenflae

totally

brittle

fracture,

are indicative of

a

hydrogen

eahrittlenant

nechanlaa.

4)

Providing care is eooercised in the

experlaental

technigue.

Including provision of fatigue pre-csacked starter cracks in DCB
specinens,
growth
sinilar
DCB
in

regular replatoenent c:f the eolutlon in

is oocurring end regular cleaning

of the

SC crack growth plateau velocdtles can be

and CT speciskai gaonetrles.
a 3VtaCl

environwent

envlronsents,

where

prevents acxjess

dt

it

«ihlch crack

DCB

spectwen ,

obtained

This is particularly

important

as opposed to distilled wster or
is

thou^

that

oorrosion

for

MSAV

product

cdiloride ions to the DCS speciann crack tip.
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5)
of

MeasureBent
7017-T6S1

of

hydrogen pamaatlan

AlZnMg

alloy by

the

through flat

speciiMns

elactrocheBical

pemeatlon

technique eas rinei to be liqpractical as the theoooetioal hydrogen
permeation current is — aller than the experlsentally

achievable

background current reooidad cn the anodic side of the

permeation

menbrane.

6)

Hydrogen

demonstrated
chemical

by

diffusion

in

the

7017

a pcooedure Involving

reaction

AlZnHg

alloy

generating

with an atqueous environment

hydrogen

on

the

Mas
by

outside

su^f^M3e of a hollow cylinder machined from 7017-T651 alloy,

and

measuring

gas

hydrogen

diffusing

dircmatographic technique.

into the

cylinder

using

The nueerloal solution to the

a

S*>esel

function describing diffusion in cyllndrioal gaoeetry was derived
and

the hydrogen diffusion coefficient obtained by

method.

Ihs

-10
3.29 X 10

7)

average

2
cm

diffusion

ooefficient,

a

0,

at

-1
s

for

short

transverse

oriented cylinders.

Hydrogen is generated in greater quantities when a

alloy
than

surface reacts with water in a chloride (3«NaCl)
the

reaction

distilled water
environeent
hydrogen
increased

is

of a 7017-T651

or NSAV.

alloy

surfaoe

Hie hydrogen produced in

increased

by a factor of

2.5.

growth

Anodic dissolution

rates

plays

obeorvod

a

The

an lafxxtant

in

this

role

in

solution
either

chloride
increased
for

the

envirmeent.
the

mdxrittlement of this alloy system in generating the
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7017-T6S1

with

fugadty in chloride environments may aooount
cnMdi

time-lag
o
25 C was

hydrogen

hydrogen cn

ths

alloy

surface

which

aubeequently

causae

eshrlttleeent.

HoMBver, the dissolution reaction is not specific to a section of
the grain boundary cr the precipitate free zone.

8)

The

oonaercial alloy 7017 in the T651

ccndition does

not

eDchlbit the grain boundary specificity in the reaction with HSAV
o
at 70 C whic^ is observed in high purity alloy versions of 7017.
Hctvever,
nay
on

it is proposed that idillst grain

boundary

specificity

be Ixiporteuit in the initiation of stress corrosion
soooth

surfaces,

the specificity of

the

reaction

Isportant when SC cracic growth has been established.
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exacting
is

not

________________loa WKUBK m ac
Die

follcMlng

rasaanendatlanB are nade for auc«as idwre further

roBoardi is ocnsldered to be neoeesary.

1)

Inwastigetian of ancnelcus crack growth rete

intensity

curves

shadow optloal

versus stress
o
in distilled water and NSkV at 70 C ifith the

caustic

technique to

determine

plastic defccmatlon is occurring at the stress

whether

local

oorrosian

crack

tip during the period of decreasing crack growth rate.

2)

Cbntlnued

permeation
researd)
dnild

in

AlZnNg

addrees

it

of

the

electrochemical

technique and its application to

attei^iting to
where

developnent

tha

and AlMg allays.
sensitivity

In

of

the

iQdrogen

anodic

An

initial

transient

eaeerdae

research

circuit

reduoe the anodic beckgroistd current to

hydrogen.

investigation

diffusion

particular

is possible to detect a permeation

diffusing

hydrogen

would

a

to

be

an

of alternative barriers to anodic dissolution of

pereaatlon meafscane othar than electroplatad palladiue.

is

suggested

that a

electrodieadoal plating

suitable

of

level

due

the

deposition

by

technlqua which
such as ion

does

of the substrate

involve

plating or chemlcel vapour

palladlas onto the AlZnMg ^dlay

cooling

not

It

to

prevent

substrate,

%d.th

mlcrostructural

dtanges due to heating, is investigated in the first instance, fo
addition,

the use of ¿dtematlve anodic oell solutions

such

as

organic slectrolytea, a.g. glyool borate should be lnvestlg.>ted.
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3) As diffusion of hydiogan In AlZnHg allays is thou^t to bs
104,13«,160,203
prlnarily

grain

elactrodMDical
employed

boisidaiy

hydrogen

diffusion

panaation

tadniqua

oould

,

an

then

be

to look at tha effect of aenbrane spaclnen oorientation

with respect to tha principal working direction of tolled
and

heat treatment, on the lydrogen diffusion

addition,

tha

coefficient
studies

effect

is

of

stress

on

an iigportant factor

the

in

plate,

coefficient.

hydrogen

tydrogen

m

diffusion

embrittlement

to

establish whether stress assisted diffusion
of
177
hydrogen is occurring
in order to aooount for the high stress
oorrosion cradc growth rates observed in a ntcber of AlZnMg
103,104
allays
.
The use of stressed electrochemical perrseation
mesbranes

is a tecbnlque that has been en(>layed in the study
177
hydrogen esbrittlesent of high strength steels
.

4)

Developm ent

of

tha

gas

chrosatographic

and

cylindrical

specimen geometry tydrogen diffusion tachnlqpie d m l d take
to

determine

(HnMiled

the tffect of different

water

charging aid

pR

and

MBAV, and tha

on the

environments.

effect

of

lydrogen diffusion

of

place

Including

alectroohemlosl

ooeffidant.

In

addition, tha affaoit of heat treatment cn the hydrogen diffusion
coefficient should be incorporabed.

5)

The aotlvatlon energy for tha reactions between AlZnMg

surfaces

and

investigated
energy

for

distilled
in

order

water,

HSAV

to reconcile

and

the

SC cscack growth in chloride

3«Naa

alloy

should

inoreaaed

environments

be

aestivation
with

the

chemioal reactions that generate lydrogen in these environments.
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